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Let us help you with your Spring House Cleaning.

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established,
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882
The Free Press was established in 1835, and
in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

We wash Quilts, Blankets, Curtains, Rugs, Pillows, etc.
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Self-made men are most always apt •••
••• to be a little too proud of the job.—H. •••
W. Smith.
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THE HIBISCUS FINISHES

WANTED

The lighthouse tender Hibiscus
Thursday completed the work of again
breaking out the ice in Penobscot Bay
so that vessels, including the steamer
Lake Forney which was frozen in
three miles from Searsport, could reach
that port and Stockton, at the ter
minus of rail connections to Bangor
and Northern and Eastern Maine.

STITCHERS
On Singer Power Machines
Pants Department.

Telephone 17-1

J. B. PEARSON CO.
Thomaston. Maine

A great adventure picture
is
“Around the World in 18 Days.” Two
children admitted on one 10c ticket
Saturday.—Adv.

40-45

ST. PETER’S CHURCH

ARMY AND NAVY STORE

SPRING
BEST

Whits Street, near Limerock
Rev A. E. Scott, Rector
34 High Street. Telephone 271 J
If thia telephone Is not answered call 56-M

SPECIALS

QUALITY—LOWEST

PRICES

Moleskin Breeches, pair .................................
$2.75
Goodyear Rain Coats .......................................
.............. $3 25, $3.50
Army and Navy Shirts, each ..........................
......................... $3.00
Other Shirts ......... ..............................................
......... 75c and $1.00
All kinds of Stockings, 2 pairs for ................
.............. 25c and up
Dungaries, pair ..................................................
......................... $125
Overalls, pair ......................................................
......................... $1.50
Leather Puttees, pair .......................................
......................... $2.75
Officers' Dress Shoes and Navy Shoes, pair
......................... $4.35
Army Working Shoes, pair ............................
......................... $335
Vac Ball Band Hip Rubber Boots, pair ..........
......................... $4.50
Vac Ball Band Knee Rubber Boots, pair ....
........................ $4.00
U. S. and Hood Hip Rubber Boots, pair
...........................$3.75
Ladies' Knickers in tweeds and linen .......
_
$3.75
All sizes Rope, Anchors, Blocks, Rubber Hose, Duck and numer
ous other articles. All mail orders filled promptly. Prices on other
goods on request.

SHAPIRO

Low Sunday ("The little Easter”), April
8th, Holy Communion with music and ser
mon at 10.30 a. ni.: Church School at
12.15. No early service.
At Thomaston Sunday, Holy Communion at
7.45 a. m; Church School at 6 p. m.;
Evening Prayer with music and sermon
at 7.
Monday. Annunciation B. V. M. transferred
from March 25th, Holy Communion at the
Rectory at 7.30 a. m.
Vestry meeting and Dept. of Finance in the
parish rooms Monday at 7 p. m.
Parish Council Monday at 8 p. m.
Easter Communions, the Easter Offering,
and the bringing in of the children’s miteboxes, arc all continued over next Sun
day. Arrangements may still be made
for the Baptism of children next Sunday.
The Rector has just been called by the ves
try of (’hrist Church, Biddeford, with the
approval of the Bishop, to become rector
of that parish.

BROS.

ARMY AND NAVY STORE
69 Tillson Avenue, Rockland. Opposite John Bird Co.
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY. FILLED
OPEN EVENINGS
,
41.43

AMERICAN HOUSE
Hanover Street
Boston
The House of Good Cheer
Room Rates $2.00 per day and up
Two new fireproof Garages one
Block In the rear of the House

Rathskeller

WANTED

Business' Men’s
Lunch
from
Noon to 2 30 P M
Dinner from 6 P. M. to 8 P. M.
Supper from 8 P M to 1 A M
A la carte all day
Music from 6 P. M. to 1 A M
by Scotty Holmes Orchestra and
The Imperial Marimba Band
Banquet Rooms from 4 to 500
people

to exchange now furniture for your old. We must keep our second
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
furniture for your old; alto ranges and musical instruments.

V. F. STUDLEY
279-285 MAIN STREET

Telephone Haymarket 47/‘*
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Volume 78................. Number 42.

VISITED SAO PAULO

WATER POWER

Dr. and Mrs. Walter M. Spear
Entertained By Rockland
Boy In Brazilian City.

THE DIARIST

Friday, March 30.
Six a. m.. 23, calm, snowing. (Last
year, five degrees higher.) Noon, 40,
Among the South American cities south-southwest, overcast.
• e • •
visited by Dr. and Mrs. Walter M.
To Bed an Hour Earlier
Spear on the tour which is now draw
Saturday, March 30, 1918, I moved
ing to a close was Sao Paulo, Brazil.
the clock hands to show Atlantic stand
Harold L. Karl, a former Rockland ard time instead of Eastern standard
boy who resides there writes thus to time, and I didn’t set them back until
Sunday, Oct 27. If I remember cor
his father, John A. Karl.
• • • •
rectly, that was the first year of day
I)r. and Mrs. Walter M. Spear ar light saving time, and it was good, es
rived here Monday. March 1?. and left pecially for my war garden. The pro
the same day. Sunday we went to duce from that garden wasn't worth
the hotel, but they had not arrived. I much, but the exercise I got, up until
asked one of the surgeons who had almost 9 o'clock, was certainly of val
come by rail from Rio if the Spears ue. Everybody had the "fast time" and
were with them, and he said that he there was no confusion, but in later
was going to Santos by boat, and then years, good night!! Little wonder a pa
to Sao Paulo by rail.
But no one tron of our company, when told the
knew the time of arrival. I went back hour he might get away from qur city,
Monday at 11.30 and found out that he enquired no so softly: “Standard time
was in Sao Paulo, but no one knew at or damfino time?" But really, after we
what hotel. So I called at several and got used to telling people both times,
then returned to the first one and it wasn't so bad. Long live the Twi
Waited in the corridor. I was asking light League—and I've never seen a
a doctor about the Spears when 1 game yet.
• • • •
heard someone exclaim, “Why, Harold
Saturday, March 31.
Karl!" and there they were. I bundled
Six a. m., 22, north-northeast, snow
them into a machine and took them
home. We took pictures on the front ing. (Last year the thermometer stood
steps and went to show them what we six degrees higher); 10 p. m., 13, north
could of the city in the short time re west, fresh and •clear.
• • e
maining.
Almost, But Not Quite
They like Sao Paulo the best of any
A grade school boy of Chicago turned
city in South America, and said if they
had known they would have spent in the following essay on the frog, and
less time in Rio and come to Sao his teacher sent it to the school board:
“What a strange bird the frog are,
Paulo. We took them to the train
which left at 4.20. We were with when he sit he stand almost, when he
them about two hours altogether, but I hop he fly almost; he haint got no sense
did my best to meet them sooner. 1 hardly; he haint gat no tail hardly ei
wired my address to him in Rio, but ther, and when he sit, he sit on what
he only received it aboard the boat in he haint got, almost.”
Santos.
Sunday. April 1.
When the train pulled out there was
Seven a. m., 13, northwest, light and
a moving picture machine on the rear
taking our pictures. As Dr. Spear is clear. (A year ago, the mercury was
in charge of the moving picture part of 21 degrees higher); 1 p. m., 22, north
the show he could probably get a copy west, fresh and clear: 6 p. m., 27,
of that part if you asked him. On the northwest, light and clear.
table at home were Feb. 8 and Feb. 13
editions of The Courier-Gazette and I
Till We Meet Again
gave the last to him. He said that he
Easter Sunday’ certainly does get
received Feb. 8 edition in Rio, and that them out to church. Many go from
it was amazing how much people think habit, while others go to show the new
of that paper when so far away from bonnet and take a look at the other
home.
new creations which crown the heads
He wants to spend about a month in of old and young, married and spin
Sao Paulo some time and 1 have sters. There is usually special music
promised him a chance to shoot deer,
nd the minister has an extra good ser
alligators, jaguars (Brazilian tiger) mon. expressing a glorious hope for a
partridges, etc.
It is too bad they better life, also hinting a hope that he
couldn’t have stayed until Friday, be may see them again before another
cause we have the American Associa year rolls around. Because our church
tion dance which Is the best of the was filled, leads me to believe that
month.
some remain away—and miss a lot of
good help—for a whole year. I over
COMPENSATION
heard one man say to another, as he
passed through the vestibule: "8je you
(For Tlie Courter-Gszette]
next Easter.”
What matter, the adversity and pain of years,

IN NEW QUARTERS

Suggestion That the Reservoir Chisholm Bros. Have New
Dispute May Reach An Ad
Factory In Training Station,
justment.
Too Sweet For Anything.

An Augusta despatch of Thursday
A majority of Rockland citizens
said; The sharp difference of views be would have received a surprise had
tween Gov. Baxter and the Legislature they accompanied The Courier-Ga
regarding the granting of water rights zette reporter to the upper floor of the
on the upper Kennebec river are in a erstwhile Training Station yesterday.
fair way of being adjusted. Address Since the recent fire this big floor has
ing a Joint convention of the House and been rebuilt, finished largely in beaverSenate this noon, the Governor out hoard and shining white paint, and a
lined a plan which would dispose of all sizeable and growing industry is there
controversy ir. the matter. The plan housed.
is the result of a series of conferences
The plant is the Chisholm Brothers’
between Governor Baxter and repre candy factory, and though not fully
sentatives of the Kennebec Reservoir installed is complete and effective. The
Company in an endeavor to reach an entire central part of the building is
agreement which would give Maine at used as a stock room, cool and dark.
the earliest possible date a develop There arc no windows in this room.
ment of the Dead River storage with The sides are divided into several de
out the phases which have been object partment rooms. The corn-cake room
ed to by the Governor.
has a big power popper and grinder.
The new plan will be introduced in From this the corn passes to a press
the Senate first.
where the syrup is added and the
In outlining the plan to the joint con cakes are pressed for cutting.
Ad
vention the Governor made clear that joining is the hard candy room where
his only purpose was to protect what
real quantities of ribbon candy are
he felt to be the best interests of the produced in the winter. From the
state and that those who sought to de boiler the batch goes to an instan
velop this storage were in full accord taneous writer Cooler, tWence to n.
with him; that while they were anxious big pulling hook and the crinkling ma
to develop the possibilities of the Dead chine. The large back room contains
river as a means of bettering power about a dozen marble-topped tables
conditions at their various plants on where the batches are cooled and cut
the Kennebe - below, they wanted the after cooking. Two coal stoves sup
state protected.
ply the heat for the huge copper pots.
The plan which has gxown out of A gas stove with an electric blower is
these conferences and is now before in process of installation. In the cen
the Legislature, is:
ter of the room is a power machine
Enact a law chartering the Dead which makes the “Bunker Hill" mon
River Reservoir Company with power uments at the rate of four tons a day.
to do the things which the Kennebec Cases tilled with starch are
run
Reservoir Company was granted un through it. holes punched in the starch
der the charter which had been granted and filled with cream. Next day these
to it, but with certain differences of are chocolate covered.
detail. The main difference in the
proposition as outlined by Gov. Baxter
While this inspection was going on
and which is agreed to by those inter The Courier-Gazette reporter's inter
ested in the development is:
est had strayed to a tightly closed
Instead of the company being given room from which emanated a weird
power to acquire the state lands for screeching sound and a continuous
reservoir purposes only at a price to be rumble. When at last the door was
fixed by future arbitration, it is agreed thrown open a marvelous machine was
that the state shall lease all the state disclosed called an “enrober.” Any
lands for storage purposes and in ad substance to be chocolate coated is put
dition the power rights which are ap in at one end in any quantity desired;
purtenant thereto for the present pusses via endless belt to a moving
agreed rental of $25,000 a year. It is
reen; through a hath of molten choc
estimated that the reservoir can be so olate, then under a powerful air jet
constructed and operated as to produce which blows off excess chocolate; then
4,000 horsepower on this privilege with back onto the endless belt again, all
out interfering with the benefits con without being touched by human hands.
ferred upon the powers on the Kenne
At the exit stood Mrs. Mary Clarke,
bec river.
who straightened any disarranged
No provision was made or insisted pieces with a fork for their leisurely
on for a franchise or an annual re 40-foot trip through the cold room.
turn for the privilege of maintaining This trip takes several minutes and the
a reservoir, it being agreed that the room is very cold, having a cold air Jet
policy already established by the state in summer. At the turn of the endless
of encouraging this form of develop belt sat Miss Harriet Bucklin and Mrs.
ment need not he altered. The present Jane Crouse, who deftly filled boxes
• • « •
project is not typical of storage condi with the now cooled product, discard
If I can feel the soft, warm rain of spring
tions in the state generally because in ing all hut perfect pieces. In case of
Fall like glad tears;
Monday, April 2.
If I ran hear the first, sweet, lilting note
Six-thirty a. m., 14 northwest, fresh most Instances the state does not own certain kinds of chocolates the services
Trill from a bluebird’s throat.
and clear. (In 1922, 23 degrees warm land at the outlet nor any water power of four girls are necessary to keep the
How should I care that winter will return.
er.) Noon, busy at the Aehorn ceme appurtenant to it for which things the belt clear.
When just beneath my feet run flashes
tery and noticed that it was warm and new bill gives the state this rental,
This factory, which has been in op
Of blue among the fern ;
The first leased period is for 40 years eration about four years in its Crockett
fine in the “trench" near the tool house,
Violets, that lift sweet-scented faces
and
the
bill
provides
that
if
the
state
Front spring.kissed places;
but down where the wind pulled up
Block home, has 11 employes and two
Meadow Brook, the overcoat was does not take over the property at the commission men supplying the trade in
And misty hills grown purple in the son
expiration
of
that
date
there
shall
be
Of spring, like a far distant vineyard where
needed.
New England and New York. A new
♦ ♦ * *
enewals for 20-year periods until such elevator has just been completed be
Rich clusters. (XirplinR. run :
Where brooks, hound silent now. In lee and
ime
as
the
state
may
decide
to
acquire
In Memory of Shoveling Day
ing the last step necessary to the mak
cold.
the company's rights.
Will flow, a living gold.
Nine o’clock.
ing of a thoroughly modern plant with
The proposed charter of the Dead a highly promising future.
Special car.
Nothing of hurt ran last, while white-raps curl
To the Highlands,
River Reservoir Company contained
Upon tile sun-kissed cobalt of the sea—
Not so far.
provisions that the standing growth on
Mixed sapphire with pearl—
Each with shovel,
EMPIRE'S SPEED TRIP
the land to be flowed must be removed
Or while those silver gulls winging, fly high
Or with pick,
>
Into a crimson, sunset sky.
Moves the snow
and that actual work on the construc
—Frances Wright Turner.
And that right quick.
tion of the reservoir dam must begin 18 Day Trip Around the World on a
Mont arrives.
Camden, April 5.
$100,000 Bet
within 18 months and other minor re
Mayor Brown
Invites to eat;
strictions which it is felt will be well
Free ride on shovel "pass,”
New York City on a certain day.
to have embodied therein.
Back to town.
New York City eighteen days later.
At these conferences which brought
• • • •
And the world in between!
about
the
compromise
which
is
regard

Tuesday. April 3.
That is the (itinerary of a young man
ed by all concerned as very amicable
Six-thirty a. m., 38, southwest, fresh,
and desirable both for the State and who wagered that he could go "Around
hazy; 6 p. m., 42, west, light and cloudy. the owners and users of power on the the World in Eighteen Days." He made
Kennebec, were prominent members of it of course, for he was an ambitious
Penobscot River
the Senate, representatives of the power young American with a brain full of
Bangor opened to navigation April 3,
users and Gov Baxter. All, it was un pep and a heart full of love for a cer
1917, after having been closed since derstood, freely expressed views and tain young lady and determination to
Nov. 17. The ice went out the night of no decision on even the most minor make her like him.
the 2d on 1916, and on that same date points was agreed on until it had been
William Desmond, star of "Perils of
in 1912.
the Yukon.” and many film features and
fully
considered
from
all
angles
and
• •
serials during the past few years, is
met the approval of all concerned.
Flowers are a gracious
Remember Bob's Nose?
A section of this new bill provides the man who goes "Around the World
birthday remembrance.
Saturday, April 3, 1915, gives us that on its becoming a law. the bill in in Eighteen Days,” starting from the
three “blows,"—R. H. 8., class of 1915, corporating the Kennebec Reservoir Empire Theatre today.
—Says the Sunflower.
blew in on the early morning steamej Cfgnpany shall be repealed, which will
A chapter photoplay has been filmed
from Boston, last lap of their trip to eliminate from further consideration at Universal City that is said to be a
HAT friend, brother,
Washington, the capital of the nation; any referendum on that bill.
screen rival of the Jules Verne classic.
a heavy snowstorm blew in on a north
It embraces some of the most interest
sister, mother, father,
east wind; and 60 cents was blown in
ing spots on the face of the globe.
on a Bob Ott show.
Frank Mayo in “The First Degree"
aunt, uncle, cousin or
and her mother just in from the Strand.
• • • •
They liked Harold in “A Sailor Made and Johnny Walker in "My Dad" are
sweetheart has a birthday
Wednesday, April 4.
Man.” just as well as the rest of us. the two splendid feature pictures. Two
Six a. m., 41, south-southwest, light, Fog horn blowing. Ten-fifteen, raining. children admitted on one 10-cent ticket
in
April.
Tihey’ll
he
Saturday.—adv.
foggy. (It was five degree's lower a
• • • •
year ago this morning); 3 p. m., 55,
pleased if flowers bring
From My Window
south, southwest, light, partly cloudy.
NORTH HAVEN OPEN
No snow in sight on any of the roofs;
your
birthday
compli
* • • •
pile of dirty looking snow near door
'
---\
When the steamer Gov. Bodwett
ments.
Church Note
steps; sidewalk most clear of snow and
The new baptistry, in the First Bap ice. but lots of sand left; grass in shel docked at North Haven yesterday in
“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS"
tist church, Rockland, was dedicated, tered places getting a little green; milk troductions were almost necessary, for
Sunday, April 4, 1915, This was durhig eart on runners, groeeryford, students there had been an lee embargo on that
Strand Theatre, Main Street
the pastorate of Rev. Willard L. Pratt, and slow moving teacher pasing; Jerry port since the first week in January,
now at Stoughton Street Baptist hunting for hone; water funning in and the Bodwell's whistle was the
gutter. Thirty-five above this Friday first to break the long silence. Were
church, Boston.
the residents glad to see her? You'd
morning, cloudy.
R. S. 6.
better bet they were! If Capt. Gray
Thursday, April 5,
Mrs. John Howard, Chestnut street wasn't a bashful man the populace
Six a. m., 36, northeast, fresh and
PHONE-1204 raining;
noon, 41, northeast, light and has the distinction of eating the first would have insisted that he make a,
cloudy; 6 p. m., 40, northeast, light mess of 1923 dandelion greens reported speech. The Bodwefl's visit yesterday
GREENHOUSES-CAMDEN
was made possible by the work of the
partly cloudy; 9 p. m., as 1 write, wife to this office. They were dug April
‘ PHONE-135-2
lighthouse tender Hibiscus, which has
(lone valiant service in Penobscot Bay
as an ice-breaker. North Haven is
mighty glad to be put back on the free
list.

•«••

•«••

» •

BUILT ON KNOWLEDGE

Established 1893

W

HANDLES WITHOUT EFFORT.
Appcrson is the first to free the driver’s compart
ment of both gear-shift and emergency brake levers.
The new Apperson is practically effortless in its
control.
The Apperson pre-selecting mechanical gear-shift is
controlled by a finger touch without taking the hand
from the wheel. On your first drive the ease of steer
ing and handling will cause such wonder as to
almost obscure the car’s many other excellencies.
This Apperson car is the thirty-year consummation
of intensive engineering and precise manufacture.
To buy without inspecting Apperson would
be a needless mistake

GLAENTZEL

To have your films promptly

Apperson

developed and printed

send or bring them to

Talbot Avenue.

CARVER’S

BOOK STORE
l.

A. C. JONES

w. McCartney

SANITARY ENGINEER

Rockland, Me.

What to Eat and Why
A Natural Supply of Vitamin

Motor Cars
Prices, delivered in Rockland: Eights, 5 Pass. Touring, $3000.
7 Pass. Touring, $3150. 5 Pass. Sedan, $4000. 7 Pass. Sedan,
$4150. Six, $1685.
All models completely equipped

*««•

Plumbing and Heating
Telephone 664-W
ROCKLAND, ME.

S-tf

The word “Vitamin” is new, but
the thing itself is as old as the
human race. It is the energizing,
vitalizing, growth - producing ele
ment in the right food. Its ab
sence is a serious fault of the
wrong food. When the food is
right, there is no need to go to the
drug store for Vitamin.
Grape-Nuts, the famous readyto-eat cereal, supplies the natural
Vitamin from the wheat, arid a fur
ther supply is included in the cream
or milk with which Grape-Nuts is
eaten.
Grape-Nuts is delightfully crisp
and appetizing, with a flavor which
happily suggests the wholesome,
health-building goodness which the
food contains. Phosphorus and
iron, as well as Vitamin, with a

bran content to stimulate intestinal
action, are supplied by Grape-Nuts.
Many of our modern, “refined”
foods lack these vitally necessary
elements.
Grape-Nuts digests easily and
is assimilated quickly, and is splen
didly nourishing and energizing.
You’ll find better health and fit
ness, in the natural way, with
Grape-Nuts as a regular part of
your diet.
There’s genuine economy in
Grape-Nuts—many servings of this
exceptionally nourishing food to
the package. At your grocer’s—
ready to serve. Grape-Nuts—the
Body Builder. “There’s a Reason.”
Made by Postum Cereal Co., Inc.,
Battle Creek, Michigan.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
IF WE HAD THE TIME
If I had the time to find a place
Ami sit me down full face to face
With m.v better self, that stands no show
In my dally life that rushes so.
It might he then I would see my soul
Was stumbling still toward the shining goal—4
I might he nerved by the thought sublime,
If I had the time!

If I had the time to let m.v heart
Speak out and take In my life apart.
To look about and stretch a hand
To a comrade quartered in no-luck land,
Ah. God! If I might just sit still
And hear the notes of the whip-poor-will
I think that my wish with God’s would
rhyme—
If 1 had the time!

If I had the time to learn from you
How much for comfort my word could do,
And I told you then of my sudden will
To kiss your feet when I did you III;
If the tears aback of the coldness feigned
Could flow, and the wrong be quite explained—4
Brothers, the souls of us all would chime.
If we had the time!

.—Blehard Burton,

Every-Other-D&y

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, April 7, 1923.
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THE KENNEBEC BRIDGE MUDDLE

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIME8-A-WEEK

Rockland. Maine April ", 1923.
Personally appeared Frank s. Lyddic. who on
oath declares that he is pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of April ti.
1923, there was printed a total of 6.107 copies
Before me.
FRANK B. MILI.ER.
Notary Public.

Weird Doings In Dying Legislature—House Swamps Carlton
Bill—What the Session Has and Hasn’t Done.

The resolve proposing a constitu pass and asked for a committee on con
tional amendment authorizing a bond ference, Speaker Holley named Repre
PROCLAMATION OF PEACE: — issue for the construction of a State sentatives Granville of Parsonsfleld.
Glory be to God in the highest, and on owned toll bridge over the Kennebec Blaisdell of Sullivan and Hodgkins of
Bangor on this committee.
earth peace, good will toward men.—
river between Bath and Woolwich
The Senate insisted on the passage
Luke 2:14.
under the terms of the Carleton hill, of the Carleton bill providing for the
construction of a State owned toll
The death in Egypt of Lord Car so called, was indefinitely i>ostponed in bridge at Bath and the resolve for a
the
House
Thursday
by
75
to
28.
This
narvon, the famous archeologist, just as
constitutional amendment authorizing
he had come into worldwide fame by action was taken on motion of Repre a bond issue to build a bridge, both
measures having been turned down in
the discovery of the tomb of King sentative Granville of Parsonsfleld
after the matter had come automat tile House the same House conferees
Tutankhamen, evokes universal sym ically from the table where it had been were named on these projects.
* ♦ ♦ *
pathy and regret—but beside®, there is placed by Representative Morse of
When the Carleton bridge bill came
aroused a fascinating discussion of the Bath.
Representative Granville then moved into the Senate from the House Thurs
cause of his death. Matter-of-fact
the adoption of the report ought to day with the constitutional resolve
scientists on the ground assert that the pass on the act to incorporate the providing for a $3,000,000 bond issue
tragedy resulted from the bite of a Maine Kennebec Bridge for the pur indefinitely postponed Senator Hinck
poisonous Egyptian insect, and this pose of building a privately owned toll ley of Cumberland moved that the
bridge on the same location. Repre Senate insist oil its original action in
went very well, until there was devel
sentative Granville said he believed it the passage of the resolve and asked
oped an inclination, under the clrcum was the only way to get a bridge over for a committee on conference.
"I can't come to the point of being I
stances not difficult to understand, to the Kennebec river.
"If you accept the private bridge willing to turn a part of our highway
associate his taking off with the occult.
charter" raid Representative Maher of system over to private interests” said
Sir Arthur Conon Doyle, well-known Augusta, "you are throwing away any Senator Hinckley. '‘If the legislature |
exponent of spiritualism, holds
possible chance of getting from the enacts into law a bill which does turn
tenable the theory advanced by native government $1,000,000 in. federal aid over a ]nrt of our highway to private
Egyptians that spirit guardians of the and the difference that is lost will be interests it will be a sorry day for the
legislators of the State of Maine."
paid by whoever crosses that bridge."
tomb had thus revenged themselves
Representative Douglas of Lamoinc Senator Hinckley further stated he
upon what they would naturally regard said he feared some had misunderstood hoped the Senate would stop the prop
as Its desecrator. Marie Corelli, the the action on the bond issue resolve osition where it is and be strong
enough to say to private interests "We
noted author, suggests that the earl's and thought he himself might have
voted the wrong way. Representative will do all we can to assist business in I
death was caused by a rare poison in Maher replied that by the action taken Maine but when it comes to the prop
the tomb, adding:
the Carleton bridge was as dead as osition that you ask the right to take
over governmental agencies and make
"As one who lias studied Egyptian the proverbial herring.
Representative Rogers of Rockland money, then we must stop."
mysticism all my life, I may say that
Senator Hinckley's motion for the,
I am not surprised at an accident oc said he was terribly surprised by the
curring to those daring explorers who action taken by the House and he fear Senate to insist on its former action
seek to rifle tombs of the dead monarchs ed the people of the State would never asking for a committee on conference
of 'the Land Shadowing with Wings,' be able to get out from under the toll. was carried unanimously and President
ns the Bible calls it—a strange desig ‘If we cant have the bridge we want Farrington named as the committee on
nation, with a strange meaning behind we don't have any” said Representa conference Senator Hinckley of Cum-____
____along
— - 103berland. Senator Carleton of Saga da-I
have__got
it. According to a rare book I possess, tive Rogers. "We
■s without it and we can get along I hoc and Senator Elliot of Knox,
which is not in the British Museum, years
I The Carleton act to provide for the
the most dire punishment follows any a little while longer."
Representative Sanders of Portland (building of a State owned toll bridge •
rash Intruder into a scaled tomb. This
book gives long and elaborate lists of said there was more assurance of get- | between Bath and Woolwich which had
treasures buried with several of the ting abridge undcra private corporation been passed to be engrossed in the
kings. Among these are named divers charter than otherwise and Represen- Senate and indefinitely* postponed in,
secret potions inclosed in boxes in tative Maher opposed turning over an the House insist on 4ts former action
suchwise that they who touch them absolutely public function to a private and asked for a committee on confer- I
shall not know how they came to enterprise. Replying to Representative ence and his motion prevailed.
Senator Hinckley moved that the
Rogers. Representative Granville said
suffer."
Senate adhere to its former action in I
Here is more opportunity for Sir that to establish a toll bridge at Bath
would be no radically new departure as indefinitely postponing the act to in- |
Arthur to call Sherlock Holmes into they arc already paying a toll. He corporate the Maine Kennebec 1,ridge
action.
said the committee believed the people which act had been passed to lie en
wanted a bridge across the Kennebec grossed by tile House and his motion
The story as told 4n another column river and the only way to get it was was carried.
• • ♦ •
of an attempt to adjust the controversy by a privately owned one.
The House voted 98 to 27 to adopt
with respect to the State water powers the report ought to pass on the act to
The Session Reviewed
may point the way out of tho deadlock incorporate the Maine Kennebec Bridge
Among the measures passed by the
that has arisen at Augusta between and the act was passed to be engrossed. 81st legislature, which has been in
On motion of Representative Gran session for 14 weeks, were an act to
the Governor and the Legislature. To
ville the House indefinitely postponed provide that every person maintaining
our mind two things in the connection the act authorizing the construction of a hotel or lodging house must main
are of real importance—first, that no a State bridge which accomixinied the tain a register, act to provide for the
preservation of archaelogical objects
step whatever be taken leading in the Carleton resolve.
♦ ♦ * »
and sites, and for the appointment of n
direction of placing upon the State the
When word came from the Senate commissioner of archaeology, resolve
burden of water power development that the body had indefinitely postpon- appropriating money to set forth the
througli a process of taxation of the i p(j t>ie act incorporating the Maine natural agricultural, industrial and re
people; and second that whatever is' Kennebec Bridge in non-concurrence creational advantages of the State, act
with the House, Representative Brew requiring the registration of resident
possible to be done through develop
ster of Dexter moved that the House fishermen, act to compel circuses tp
ment by private capital shall not be recede and concur with the upper pay a State tax. act to create a board
made subject to irritating and un branch but Representatives Barwise of of chiropractic, act to provide for the
necessary' delay.
What the two Bangor and Granville of Parsonsfleld designation and registration of farm
names, act to change the title of the
branches of Legislature think with re objected.
Representative Maher of Augusta office of State superintendent of public
spect to the first point has been indi supported the motion for two reasons: schools to commissioner of education,
cated with unmistakable emphasis. First the members want to get home act to make Armistice day a legal
We do not for a moment doubt what sometime, and second, he felt no holiday, act providing for the appoint
change of front He added that he ment of retired justices of the supreme
verdict their constituents would ren understood the incorporators of tty and superior courts to serve at the
der if the matter should he made the private concern could make contracts designation of the chief justice, act au
subject of a costly statewide referen with any railroad and then they could thorizing the formation of non-profit,
or
dum. If there is a way to adjust the come to another legislature and sell co-operative associations, with
out with this contract as one of their without capita!, for the purpose of en
matter to the satisfaction of all parties assets. “It is the easiest way in the couraging the orderly marketing of
concerned it will be welcomed.
world for some one to make a million agricultural products through co-ophe concluded.
eratidn. act to regulate the right of way
The motion to recede with the Senate of vehicles at intersecting public ways
The meek and lowly .American raisin
as it used to be regarded is swinging was lost t! to 29 and then the House and to regulate the sale of vinegar.
insisted on its previous action in ac
Acts were also passed by the legis
into heights of popularity that scarcely ccpting the majority report ought to lature providing for the reading of the
could1 have been imagined. In par
ticular is it making records in its in
vasion of European markets, where in
the past fiscal year it has sold to the
extent of one hundred million pounds
as against fifty million pounds in the
preceding year. While Great Britain
Home Of the Organ ll'ith the Human I'oices
is our largest single buyer, all the
JOSEPH DONDIS, Manager—PHONE 892.
world seems to have developed a taste j
for American raisins, country after
TODAY
country coming into the enjoyment of'
He was sure he had
them. This is of special importance
gone the limit in the
to California, our dhief producer,,
way of thrills, until
which for a season lay in such fear,
99
But wait, patient reader,
that prohibition was going to ruin her|
until you see what hap
pens in the haunted
vineyards.
house.
It would be a lot of help toward spring
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
adventing if the accumulation of win
ter-sprinkled sand were to be swept
from the sidewalks. If -each house
holder could make it possible to clean
—IN—
the small bit of walk over against his
place—after the example set by those
ancient rebuiiders of the Jerusalem
walls—a great deal might he accom
Jacqueline Lee thought money was the greatest thing in the world
plished in a jiffy of time. It would
—that it could buy happiness. Not until she was bereft of it did
she find happiness.
come under the head of civic pride.

ST RAND Theatre

RICHARD TALMADGE
“WILDCAT JORDAN

Announcing the Opening
OF

company

SATURDAY, April 14
COURTESY

The public is cordially invited to inspect
the new plant at any time

U.

Seems good to feel your feet once
more in contact with the public side
walk after being denied that experi
ence since way back last November.
Thomaston is going to have its new
school building. Later it will have
that Knox Memorial.

Appreciative thanks to the depart
ment for clearing Main street of its
ironlike deposits of ice. It sets spring
forward an appreciable bit.

s.

Tires, Tubes, Accessories, Storage and Washing

Exclusive Standard Oil Gasoline, Oils and Greases

Bible in the public schools, to encourage and provide for a system of uni- I

JSSsg&a ■

FRED M, BLACKINGTON, Agent

Presenting the Biggest Amuse
ment Bargains in Rockland

EMPIRE Theatre

Matinee, 2:00. Evening 6:30, 8:45
Two Children Admitted on One 10c
Ticket, Saturday

TODAY—(SATURDAY)

“AROUND THE
WORLD IN 18 DAYS”

We arc all creatures of habit

FRANK MAYO

Some of them arc good, some bad

“The First Degree”

One of the best habits is coming to this bank regularly

Strong enough to protect you
Small enough to knoiv you

Security Trust Company
Rockland, Maine

o

To Have Rubber Basketball Game,
village corporations and to revise and
Manager Bicthen Says.
consolidate the banking laws.
The act to incorporate the Kennebec
Last night’s edition of the Portland
Reservoir Company- to maintain a
water storage system in the Dead Express tells of the Portland girls’ dis
River region, a measure of a private appointment at not being able to get (
and special nature, was passed by the a rubber game with the Rockland girls, i
legislature over the veto of Governor
"Busy Days ini
Baxter. A referendum will be held on The headline said:
Rockland.
Girls Decline To Play, j ss
this matter.
Among the meastjres rejected by the Portland High Lassies Asking For
legislature were the resolve introduced . Rubber Battle On Neutral Floor Arc
by Senator Brewster of Cumberland I Rebuffed." The article says:
prohibiting State aid to sectarian edu"Hall has been given up. Girls are
cational institutions, the resolve in- ap rehearsing in senior play. We retroduced hy Repreaqotative Barwise of gret that we cannot play.
Bangor prohibiting State aid to secKathleen Blethcn, Manager.”
tarian institutions after Dec. 31. 1930.
That's Rockland High School's anact to permit osteopaths to practice • swer to portland High's request for a I
-' -zyl —■
surgery, act to create the office of State t|lird anj rubber battle between the1
fire marshal, act providing that th< g,;r|s- basketball teams of the two'
members of the Lewiston police com- schools, received this morning by I
mission shall be appointed by the $|anagcr Alice Sturdevant of Portland,
mayor of that city- instead of by til" who had wired asking a game on a
Among up-to-date road builders, the Cletrac Model “W” Indus
governor, the resolve introduced by' neut,.ai floor following Portland's deSenator Brewster of Cumberland an- feat a( tl)e , >me CUy ,ast saturday
trial Tractor has long been considered an indispensable power unit.
thorizing the State to build and main - ' ufternoon.
Portland defeated RockIts crawler construction makes good footing of the softest mud or
tain water storage reservoirs, act to land here by an overwhelming score
sand. Its sturdy power can be depended upon for a full day’s work
abolish the commission on sea and and were easy favorites to cop at SS.’
year in and year out. Its ability to get in and out of ditches, gives
shore fisheries and create the office of Rockland, where, however, they werejs
commissioner of sea and shore fish nosed out 11 to 8 in a melange ofjS
Cletrac a place in road building work that no other form of power
eries and the act introduced by Rep basketball and other sports. As each \ ss
can fill.
resentative Curtis of Brewer provid team had a perfect slate with the ex ~
ing for the nomination of political ception of the games in which they"
DEMONSTRATIONS GIVEN
candidates by the old convention sys defeated each other. Portland consid- —
tem. in conjunction with the present ered it a probability that the up State j ~
primary law.
girls would assent to a third game, but! —
Gov. Baxter sent more vetoes to the
apparently the Rockland young wo - j —
legislature during the session than alt
51 WALDO AVENUE, ROCKLAND. TEL. 472-3
=£
men's season ended as soon as the bb
__
the governors combined in the last 50
S",,»v„,
.SililllllHIinUIIIIBlIllllIBBinmiHIHIIIHIIHBIIIimilllllllHHIIIIIBItlllinillHIHIIHIIIIIHIlS
years.
*•
When the act amending the charter
of the Camden & Rockland Water Co.,
came up for final passage, an amend
ment in the form of a referendum was
attached on motion of Rep. Rogers of
Rockland and it was again passed to
he engrossed.

with WILLIAM DESMOND

Large enough to serve you

ROCKLAND GIRLS DECLINE
—

(OMB ...•counting In cltlen, towns and Too Buoy Rebooting For Sonior Ploy

Get the Habit

Depositors

Taxi, Day or Night

TELEPHONE 889

Come along and make the trip to
every civilized country of the
globe.

Join the army of
6759 '

ROCKEAND

WINTER STREET

A MERMAID COMEDY

And how unconsciously the sne
banks yield to the mounting sun.
Those of us who have been held
awake nights by fearsome thoughts of
raging freshets can now take a full
breath as we note the snows diminish
ing and the waters running harmlessly
off.

Till*

Fire=Proof Garage

MABEL BALLIN
“OTHER WOMEN’S CLOTHES"

The very name of the Public Librarysets forth the fact that it is a piece of
property- belonging to all of us—men
women and children. Therefore it be
comes the business of every one of us
to see that our property isn't illtreated. which means that we will at
this time studiously keep oft the li
brary’s lawns, to the end that again the
coming summer they may furnish one
of the city’s most notable beauty spots.

CHARLES H. BERRY, Treasurer.

LAWRENCE, Vice President.

N.

LLOYD

Comedy Feature

JOHNNY WALKER
—IN—

I

i

)

“My Dad”

SHEET MUSIC
All the latest song hits

When moving, cleaning house,
rearranging furniture, the sec
tional feature permits the
handling of one section at a
time without removing books.
The sections can also be rear
ranged, or separated to make
two f>r more bookcases for dif
ferent locations.

From the growing of the timber
to the finished case, The GlobeWemicke Company controls
the material. Special machinery
insures uniform and quantity
production. And this means
unusual quality at very reason
able prices.
Ask for beautifully illustrated
catalog showing various designs.

Visit Our Display
of Globe-Wernicke
Sectional Bookcases

20 Cents
Specials

15 Cents
V. F. Studley
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
1253-tf

BURPEE FliBIOTBilE COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Agmct

|

tarn 9i

iik

town
Fuller-Cobb-Davis

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

April 7—Knox Pomona Grange meets In War
ren.
April 10—Statewide conference of W. C. T. U.
In Auburn.
April 11—Auction and tea at Copper Kettle,
auspices of Universalist Ladles' Circle.
April 13—C hapman concert In this city.
April 18—Maine Methodist Conference, Ban
ger, Bishop Hughes presiding.
April 19—Patriots' Day.
April 19-20—Musical comedy “Kathleen.”
auspices of Senior class, K. H. S., at Empire
Theatre.
April 20—Gen. Knox Chapter of Rose Croli
meets In Temple hall.
April 25—Charity Club whist for benefit of
Home for Aged Women, at the W. 0. Hewett
store.
April 26—Knox County Librarians’ Associa
tion meets at Rockland Public Library, 2.30 P.
M.
April 27—-Rubinstein Club's open meeting at
First Baptist Church, evening.
May 4—Miss Jennie Harvey-Percival an
nual dancing recital at the Arcade.
May 12—Daylight saving goes into effect.

Dr. W. B. Sherman has been reap
pointed health officer for the town of
South Thomaston.

It is contrary to law to pass hall in
public streets, nevertheless the school I
boys so doing bring cheer to weary 1
hearts.
E. W. Berry was caught in the act of '
taking and sweeping his lawn this j
morning. It is as sure a sign as the ,
first dandelion.

At a meeting of the school committee
Thursday evening the resignation of »
Ansel R. Sterling as director of pen
manship was received and accepted.

The Commandery assemblies are I
growing more popular as the end of
the season approaches. The next one
is to he given in the Temple hall Mon
day night.
Robins are on hand in considerable
numbers, but the song sparrows which
are customarily here by the first of
April, are still a bit fearful of getting
their toes cold.

Several

football

squads

of

I
wild J

geese have passed over the city this
week. Their coach is evidently not a!
versatile personage as all of the
squads use the V formation.
Mrs. Harold B. Burgess, who has
been spending the week in Boston, will j
visit Miss Mildred Gillette in Wor- j
cester. Mass, next week. Mr. Burgess
has also been in Boston the present1
week.

Black & Gay, Canners, Inc., will be-1
gin packing clams at their Thomaston I
factory the first of next week and are
sending a boat down the river Monday, j
The concern will also start packing ]
clams at Oceanville next week.

The letter carriers have had no soft
snap this winter, yet one of them,
Theodore E. Perry, has had a com
panion on every trip. The companion
was a bull terrier of unknown pedi
gree, making up in faithfulness what
he lacked in aristocratic ancestry.
The dog weighs 60 pounds, and is said
to be the best "ratter" in the city.
Some person with much courage and
no superstition drove past The CourierGazette office this morning followed by
13 huge Western horses, a halter rope
tied to the tail of the leading animal
being the sole connecting link. At the
foot of Lindsey street something went
awry and there were two columns. S.
Nllo Spear appeared and lo! the ex
citement was over.

When the ice went out of Lermond's
Cove the other day it tore from her
moorings, back of Bird block, the hulk
of the old schooner Maggie Hurley ]
which has long been a fixture in that
locality.
Not being exactly in sea-i
worthy condition the wreck did not]
get very far, and will continue to be j
an object of interest near the old]
stand.
There was a happy youngster at Ho
tel Rockland Thursday, and his other
name Was William Stearns. Billy is
the 11 year-old grandson of the pro
prietor. W. E. Wiggin, and the cause
of this unusual Joy was the arrival of
Ills pony and pony cafrt from Lancasler, N. H. The animal is now being
introduced to all of the Rockland
streets that are navigable.

Ths Rockland Chamber of Commerce
has made applications for member
ship in the. Chamber of Commerce of
the United States, which would permit
tho organization to vote on all mat
ters of national imimrtance. The local
Chamber is also making arrangements
to erect suitable signboards at Rock
land's several avenues of approach
This Is a very effective method of ad
vertising, adopted by numerous cities
and towns to set forth the chief ad
vantages of the community they rep
resent,
A postcard from Lieut. Tyler W.
Spear tells of his return from the Pa
cific on the U. 8. S. Wright, which
planned to base at Ancon, Canal
Zone, until March 30, while the air
planes were being overhauled. “While
yon folks are freezing in Rockland
with zpto temperature, It Is 101 In the
rhade here," writes Lieut. Spear. One
of the Interesting sights which the
Rockland officer 'witnessed during
the war maneuvers of the U. S. Fleet,
was the sinking of Admiral Evans’ old
ship, the Iowa, by the big guns of the
Mississippi.

Venetian
Melody
Boy*.—Tuesday
night, April 10, will find this dance or
ganization at Havener Hall, Many
people remember the "Six Links,"
who played here not so long ago—five
of the boys who made that tend a suc
cess are to be heard in the Venetian
Melody Boys as well as two new men.
This drive is sure to please the dance
lovers of Rockland much better than
their former team. In every town, city
and hamlet has spread the fame of this
hand during the past winter season,
where they have pleased so many dan
cers with their syncopating melodies,
which is not simply dancing, it is a
pleasure, mirth, happiness, a desire for
more. So don ydur dancing shoes. The
party is on a one-way street that leads
to Havener Hall. The Band guaran
tees to keep hearts light and eyes
bright wherever there are ears to hear
them. Hear it. Havener Hall. Rock
land. Tuesday, April 10.

Come
AVorld"
Empire
for one

and take a trip "Around the
with \Vm. Desmond at the
today. Two children admitted
10 cent admission.—Adv.

T

NOW THAT MOST OF THE SNOW HAS GONE, AND TO OUR CUSTOMERS

“CONFLICT

WHO HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE TO GET AWAY FROM THEIR HOMES ON

on

SHOPPING EXPEDITIONS WE MAKE THIS APPEAL.

ALL THE WHILE YOU

HAVE BEEN AWAY WE HAVE BEEN PREPARING FOR THE RUSH FOR
MERCHANDISE WHICH IS SURE TO COME DURING THE NEXT FEW WEEKS.

LISTED BELOW ARE MANY OF THE GOOD OFFERINGS TO BE HAD FOR THE
ASKING.

CARMEL”
Ladies’ Trio
Chorus Choir
7:15

FIRST
BAPTIST CHURCH

LET

Max Dyer is employed at Munro’s
restaurant on Park street.

The Chapin Class will have* u sup
per in the church vestry Monday
evening at 6.30.

4-

US

SERVE YOU

Balcony Department

Women’s, Misses’ and Junior Dresses

Children's Gingham Dresses, check and plain mate
rials, with bloomers, 2 to 6 years.
$1.15

Our stock of Dresses is most complete at this time,
and we take great pleasure in showing them to you.
Tho styles are the very newest—Egyptian and Ori
ental designs being shown in dresses as well as used
as trimmings. The fabrics are Canton Crepe, Printed
Crepe de Chine, Canton Satin, Georgette Lace, Roshana Crepe and Taffeta.
Very special Navy and Black Canton Crepe Dresses,
sizes 16 to 46 ............................................................. $29.50
Junior Dresses, 13, 15, 17 and 19 sizes, in navy, brown,
copen Canton Crepe, Printed Crepe de Chine, also
bright color Crepe de Chine ................ $15.00 to $29 50

Gingham Dresses, in checks, sizes 7 to 12 years.
$1.10
1 lot Gingham House Dresses, sizes 36 to 46,
$2.25, $2.50, $3.95

"Kaynee” Boys' Wash Suits, new styles juet received.
$2.00 to $3.75

Skirts
Just received a new lot of Wool Plaid Skirts, variety
of patterns, sizes 24 to 30 waist,
$5.00

Plain Camel Shade Skirts,
$7.50

Overplaid Camel Color Skirts,
$750

Dress Goods and Silk Department
Look at our line of Suitings in plain and fancy tweeds,
wool crepes, poiret twills, tricotines and serges. A
large line of canton crepes, crepe de chines, taffetas,
paisley crepes and others with Egyptian designs. All
the novelty cottons in plain and fancy ratine, eponge
and crepe.

Blouses of Distinction
BALCONY
Jacquettes
In
Dimities
Pleasing
Voiles
Variety
At Popular Prices

Art Department
Stamped Brown Linen Scarfs and Pillow Tops, artistic
designs ..!........... . ........................................................... 50c
Childrens Rompers of all colored gingham, entirely
made, stamped to embroider. Simple, but effective
designs............................................................................. 75c

ANNOUNCEMENT

F. J. SIMONTON CO.
Under New Management

STOCK REDUCING SALE
The week of APRIL l 4-21, inclusive,
our entire line of Dry Goods, Floor
Coverings, Draperies and Luggage,
will go on sale at this date. Prices
for this sale will appear in a later

There is a possibility that Boston
Commandery, K. T„ may visit Rock
land on St. John’s Day, as it is plan
ning an excursion toy water. Clare
mont Commandery will be entertaining
De Molay Commandery of Skowhegan
on that date, tout could be counted upon
to see that the Bay State visitors have
a good time.

Rev. A. E. Scott, rector of St. Peter’s
Episcopal church the past five years,
has received a call by the vestry of
Christ Church, Biddeford. This offer is
a very pleasing one and Mr. Scott has
agreed to give It his serious considera
tion though toy no means certain of
leaving his present parish where he
has been very happy.

The public landing, opposite the foot
of Pleasant street, was partly de
molished by the action of the ice
Wedqesday.
Repairs will begin at
once, under the direction of a City
Government committee comprising Al
derman Achorn and Councilmen Sim
mons and Young.
The work is ex
pected to cost around $600.

draraj’dj'tuz'.

WITH THE CHURCHES

APRIL TERM OF COURT

At the Congregational church to
morrow morning. Mr. Rounds w‘ill
preach on the subject, "The Empty
House." Church school nt noon. The
Young People's Fellowship League will
meet in the vestry at 5.30 p. m.
* • • •
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o’clock. Subject
of lesson sermon, "Un-Reality." Sunday
school at 12 o'clock. The reading room
is located in the new Bicknell block
and is open every week day from 2.30
to 4.30 p. m.
• • • •
At St. Peter’s church (Episcopal) the
services for Low Sunday will he ait
10.30 and 12.15. The early morning
service and the evening service will he
Thomaston. Holy day service Monay.
Vestry meeting and Parish
Council Monday. Particulars may be
found in the usual weekly notices of
the parish on the first page of this isue.

Interest Centers On the Single
Sale Cases—One Convic
tion Thus Far — Special
Jurors Drawn.
Single sale cases resulting from the
efforts of John W. Lawrence, who was
employed by the sheriff’s department
as a detective, are being tried in Knox
County Supreme Court, with but one
conviction thus far. The respondent
found guilty was Tony Cross, charged
with selling half a pint of alcohol.
John or Jack Breen (there was quite
a controversy as to which was which»
was found not guilty of selling half a
pint of alcohol; and Abraham Cassmsu
was found not guilty of selling three
bottles of vanilla. There was a second
case against Cassman, for the illegal
sale of live bottles of vanilla, but De
tective Lawrence was unable to
identify the bottles, and the case was
nol prossed. Cassman's jubilation was
of brief duration, however, for he was
immediately arrested, under instruc
tions from the federal officials, and is
in the county Jail awaiting their arival. It is understood that he is being
held for a violation of the Volstead act.
The case now on trial is State vs
Frank C. Power, for alleged single sale.
All of these cases were reported at
length when recently heard in the
lower court.
So many Jurors have been challenged
in the criminal eases, both by the
State and the defense that Clerk of
Courts Griffin was obliged to issue
xtra venires. This was done in Thuniston and drew Edward G. Weston,
Charles H. Lovejoy, Ralph Ayers, Wllani Trenholme and Herbert Morgan.
Other jurors who have been summoned
n connection with the criminal cases
are Frederick W. Powers, and Dr. Freil
S. Powers of Rockland and William
Wellman of Hope.

Bath Times: Now that the Spring
weather has made an appearance and
daylight saving time is once more be
ing talked in other Maine communities
It is interesting to note the dates on
Bungalow Aprons
which some of them start daylight
time. Rockland voted to adopt it toy a
Exit Wrappers—Enter Bungalow Aprons, and their
Underwear Department
heavy majority and left it 4o the city
entrance is marked by an acute change and difference
government to fix the limits. This
from last year’s models The imagination of the manu
Glove Silk Petticoats, deep satin plaited flounce, fancy
has Just been done. It will commence
facturer of this wholesome, attractive and utilitarian
Rev. O. W. Stuart will use as his text
combinations and self matched .................................$2.25
on May 12 and close on Sept. 8. These The Ideal Church—Its Conduct," at
garment
has
surpassed
his
previous
successes.
The
All Silk Jersey Petticoats, at ................................. $2.95
dates
should
prove
more
satisfactory
ittlefield Memorial church Sunday at
1923 morning dress is a joy! Homely—becoming—de
Ladies' Athletic Union Suits ............ $1.00, $1.25, $1.75
titan when the time was more extend 0.30. The choir will sing an anthem.
mure—flamboyant—staid—light or dark—any kind to
Ladies’ Italian Silk Vests ...................................... $1.95
ed. That was where the big mistake Bible school meets at noon. The hoys'
suit one's mood—all made in hundreds of combina
Ladies’ Ribbed Silk Vests, white and flesh .......... $3.25
was made.
group of which Chauncey Stuart is
tions. Prices ................................................ 95c to $2.95
Men's Union Suits in all styles and weights,
aptuin, will conduct the C. E. service
$150 to $3-50
Freeman Young, the Southend fish •t 6.15, subject, "What are Wise and
M isses' Bloomer Union Suits in Nainsook, all sizes, 75c
Gloves
dealer, is now installed in his new Tnwise Uses of The Lord's Day?"
Ladies’ Collar and Cuff Sets ................... 50c and $1.00
quarters—formerly R. C. Hall's gro iegular evening service at 7.15 opened
Men's Negligee Shirts, with collars,
$2.75 and $5.00
Two-clasp, French Kid, two-tone and self, five row
cery store—and contemplates improve by song service. Pastor Stuart speaks
Men's Negligee Shirts .............. $2.00, $2.25, $2.50, $3.00
stitched, all sizes, broken lots.
ments which are expected to make it from subject "Jesus Son of David." Vo
Boys’ Plaid Ties........................... ................................. 25c
$2.95, $2.75 and $3.00 quality
one of the best fish markets this city cal selection toy girls' quartette and
Men’s Ties ...................................... 50c, $1.00, $1.50, $2.00
for $155
ever had. As a beginning he has in solo by Mrs. C. R. Dorman.
... *
stalled a commodious ice cabinet of
Nort Carolina pine, which has several
The Sunday services at the UniverHOSE DEPARTMENT
compartments for the various varieties alist church will be at the following
of fish. "Clean and Sanitary,” will be hours: Morning service 10.30; kinderPhoenix Silk Hose
Mr. Young's motto, and when every arten meeting at the church hour;
thing is dolled up he invites public in Sunday school 12 o’clock; Y. P. C. U. at
spection.
Meantime the business is
p. m. The Tuesday evening service
Style 368, full fashioned, with lisle garter top. Colors,
Style 398, full fashioned, silk to hem. Colors, gray,
going along as usual. Mr. Young has will be held in the vestry and will con
black, brown, gray, white. Pair ........................... $1.95
black, brown. Pair
........................................... $2.55
hahdled fish for 36 years, and ought to tinue the study of the teachings of Uniknow the public’s taste, as he has been versalists. The subject for this week
Style 708, seamed back, lisle garter top. Colors, brown,
with such well known concerns as being. "Jesus' Ministry of Healing."
Marshall & Johnson of Boston and Music for the morning service will in
The first criminal case to be tried
gray, biege. Pair ....................................................... $1.55
Alfred Jones of Bangor, besides being clude the anthem, “Te Deuin,” Harry the present term was State vs Leander
in business for himself the past two towe Shelley; anthem. “O Paradise," Newbent of Hope. The respondent was
lul Ambrose; tenor solo, Mr. Wyllie. indicted this term for the alleged lar
years. He has another valuable asset
COAT AND SUIT DEPARTMENT
....
the assistance of a smart wife.
ceny of 21 skunk skins and 18 muskrat
'Sunday morning at the Pratt Me skins from Herbert A. and Herman
Sport Coats
Coats For Girls
A horse became frightened by a piece morial M. E. church the pastor will Mitchell on the 11th day of last Nov
a,
*
’
at dying paper at the rear of the speak on "The Way We See God." The ember. Tile property was valued at
Tweeds, Overplaids, Camel’s Hair and Polo, medium,
Camel's Hair, Polo and Overplaid, copen, light tan and
Burpee Furniture Company’s store musical program will include an an $75. The skins had disappeared front
dark shades .................. $1050, $12.50, $15.00, and $18.50
dark and natural shades, belted all around, straight
Thursday afternoon, and regardless of them by the choir and a solo by Mrs. the Mitchell premises during the
the weight by which it had been Storer. In the evening the sermon will brothers' absence. They were sus
lines, belted at side, and full loose models Junior,
hitched, started up Winter street with be on the topic "What is a Criminal?" picious of Newbert and caused u search
Sport Suits
miesc-l’ and ladies’ sizes,
a jigger in tow. Reaching Maiin street Sunday School at 12.00 with classes for to be made. Two boards were found
$2250, $25.00, $29.50, to $3950
Grey, tan and blue Tweed mixtures and natural shades
the animal chose to make the north- all. Epworth League at 6.00, the topic which the Mitchells declared to have
of Camel’s Hair ...................... $25.00, $29.50 up to $45.00
end turn, and ran diagonally across being "Abraham, the Hero of Faith.” been among the ones they used lin dry
the street, onto the sidewalk. Mrs. Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at ing skunk skins. Harold Wall of Rock
Coats Used Extensively For
■1
Oscar S. Duncan, who was looking in 7.30 followed at 8.30 by the regular land, an employe of the Rockland Tal
Two and Three Piece Suits
to the window of the Sheldon drug meeting of the Official Board. This low Co., testified that Newbert tried sub
Auto Wear
store was unaware of the runaway’s being the last reguar meeting of the sequent to the date of the theft, to sell
Long tailored lines, box models, balkan, with side
approach until knocked to the side Conference year a large attendance certain skins to that concern and that
Shaggy Camel’s Hair, 100 % wool, plain colors, stripes
sashes, navy, sand and tan, very attractive, in misses’
walk by the frightened animal. The with full reports is desired.
two of them were defective, as the
and overplaids .......................................... $45.00 to $55.00
and women sizes ........ ,................ $29.50, $35.00 to $59.50
....
jigger at the same time struck one of
tails had dropped off—which tallied
the light poles knocking off the globe.
At the First Baptist church the pas with the description given by the own
In its progress up the street the run tor will speak at 10.30 on the topic er of the stolen skins.- Newbert
Dressy Coats and Capos
Children’s Coats in Balcony
away also collided with the light pole 'Whait Could Have Been Done More? eventually did sell some skins (musk
in front of the Security Trust Co.’s Two anthems will be rendered hy the rat and skunk) to Robert Esanev
Genora, Fashona, Bolivia, in colors of navy, black,
We are showing a Tweed mixture in green and tan for
building. Men armed with picks at
holr. “The King of Love,” Bullard of Appleton, who testified to paying
either boy or girl, sizes 2 to 6 years at $5.50, with hat
reindeer and beaver, misses' and women’s sizes,
tempted to stop the onrushtng horse, and “Sing Unto God,” Schnecker $40 for them.
to
match
at
$1.75
in
two
shapes,
sailor
and
rolled
brim
$25.00, $39.50 to $55.00
but the animal turned sharply to the Conflict on Carmel" will be the even
The defense was an alibi that the
for boy; tarn for girl. Other Coats and Capes of
right and disappeared down Tillson ing sermon topic at 7.15. "Hark, Hark State seemed unable to break down.
Twill Coats and Capes in navy, tan and black,
Camel’s Hair and Polo; also Overplaids,
avenue, narrowly missing a man who My Soul,” Shelly, will be sung by the The respondent showed that he was in
$25.00, $35.00 to $45.00
$7.50, $8.75 to $1250
was crossing the street. The Burpee choir. A ladies’ trio, Mrs. Lillian a grocery store between the hours of
ambulance was on the spot in double Joyce, Mrs. Lydia Storer and Mrs. Ra 7 and 8, and there was testimony to
BASEMENT BARGAINS
quick order and Mrs. Duncan was con chel Browne, will sing "Holy Redeem show that he could not have been away
veyed to her home after a brief stop er," Marchetti. The Sunday school be from his teurding house the remainder
Don’t fail to visit this department when in our shop. Make a memorandum on your shopping list. You will
at the Silsby Hospital. A careful ex gins at 11.45 with classes for all ages. of the night to iiave committed the
find many exclusive values in Suits, Coats and Dresses—six new Crepe Dresses at $10.00. Special values in
amination revealed no broken bones, The Christian Endeavor will be led by theft without having taken the horse to
Hosiery, Underwear, Sweaters, etc. You surely will find something of interest to you on our attractive
but Mrs. Duncan was found to be se group two. Miss Mary McKlosky lead do so. There was no testimony to show
counters of odd articles at 25c, 50c and $1.00; alto on our remnant counters of Crash, Ginghams, Voiles,
verely bruised, and has quite a bad er. "The Lord’s Day” is the topic. that the horse had been disturbed.
Cotton Goods, etc.
cut on her neck. There were many The pastor will begin illustrated talks The verdict was "not guilty." County
persons on the street at the time of on the Tabernacle on Tuesday night Attorney Dwinal for the State; G. B.
MAKE US A CALL
Butler for the defense.
the runaway, and the affair created the first being “Our High Priest.”
quite a sensation.
The work of clearing the Main
HONORA B. HARTNETT
street paving continued yesterday with
DR. BRISTOL’S NEW FIELD
Funeral services were held yesterday unabated vigor, and many volunteers
Friends of Dr. L. D. Bristol, former morning at 9 o'clock at St. Bernard’s in the gunie. Gone are the thunkyoustate health commissioner of Maine, church for Honora (Buttomer), widow marms, and gone is the ice. Presently
will be interested in learning that he of James Hartnett, who died ut her we shall lie kicking because the dirt
has been appointed health officer for home Tuesday, after a brief illness blows.
Cattaraugus county, New York. This Mrs. Hartnett was bairn in the County
is one of the counties selected by the of Limerick, Ireland. She came to
Millbank Foundation for Intensive this country when a young girl and
1855
1923
Arthur L. Rogers who for 17 years health work in order to demonstrate became a resident of Rockland. At the
Monday night is installation night at
Round trip tickets at one and onethe Elks’. The exercises will be han half of the regular one-way fares will past resided at 18 Shaw avenue, has what can be done toward controlling lime of her death she was said to be
dled by P. E. R. John A. Karl and staff; be sold by the Maine Central next leased of Mrs. E. O. Ulmer the tene communicable diseases in a county the oldest Irish resident of the city who
Many
and the meeting will be preceded by a week to accommodate those who will ment at 17 Beech street and will re where ample funds and ample co-op had been born in Irelund.
E. A. G1LDDEN & CO.
eration are provided. It is reported friends will mourn her passing. She
turkey supper at 6.30 o’clock. There attend the Maine W. C. T. U. conven move thereto on the first of May.
that Dr. Bristol's salary in this position is survived by a son, John Hartnett
will be initiation at the session.
tion in Auburn. The tickets are good
WALDOBORO, ME.
They say that beauty is only skin is several thousand dollars greuter and two daughters, Hannah and Lena
going April 9 and 10, and limited for
rittii'irtt::!ii:iiiiit!fiiii)iine:iii!!tiiiii!ii,tiiuuiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiitiiniiiniRiiiuuiuiiii!iiuiiii!)iii3i ;i
Yet Bob Webster, winner of than the amount he received when Hartnett, all of this city.
Elmer A. Campbell of this city has return to April 11, with no stop-overs. deep.
the Food Fair handsome man contest, health commissioner of Maine. The
entered the employ of the State as
was observed yesterday wielding a demonstration to he made in Cattarau
Director of the Division of Sanitation.
FRED F. SHEPHERD
BORN
"Clear line." That's what the vol pick on that Main street Ice with all gus county is to continue for at least
Mr. Campbell married Miss Marion
Wahlqulst—South Deerfield, Mass.. April 1,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
H. Wahlqulst (Miss Kutli
Decrow, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. unteer shovelers who have been co- the skill and persistency of an expert five years.
Relatives and friends 4n this city Claytor, Camden), a son.
W. Decrow, Talbot avenue. Mr. Camp o|>erating with the town of Thomaston, sewer digger.
GREAT"NORTHERN-HELPS
were greatly shocked yesterday to
Moody
—
Waldoboro,
March 29, to Mr. and
bell’s wife and their two children will are now able to say. On the Camden
learn of the sudden death of Fred Mrs. Percy Moody, a son.
Dennison
Wheeler
’
s
Bay, April —. to Mr.
J. F. Blue, sent here by the John B,
join him in Augusta within the month line the roads are navigable as far as
For the second time within a period Shepherd, who had just entered upon and Mrs. Vidor Dennison,
a daughter.
Oakland Park, and the entire road will Rogers Producing Co. to stage the 2-act
ir. a newly acquired home.
of fifteen months, the Great Northern his season's duties as watchman on the
be open to auto truffle by night, it is musical comedy “Kathleen,” for the
Paper Company, through its president Steamship Belfast, running between
MARRIED
"Ruth in a Rush.” first in a series of said.
benefit of the Senior class of Rockland Garrett Schenck, has sent its check for Boston and New York.
Anderson-Fountalne—Boston, March 4. Carl F.
plays to be represented hy the young
High school, was on deck yesterday $1,000 to the Maine Public Health Asso
Mr. Shepherd was stricken during Anderson, of Boston, and Miss Frieda B Fonn
Another important real estate deal, for the opening rehearsals, and every
taine,
formerly of Rockland.
people of the Universalist church, went
ciation. The Great Northern does not the steamship’s passage from New
over big in the vestry of that church affecting Main street property, was body was impressed with the idea that, tie any strings to its contributions. It York to Boston, and upon his arrival
OIED
Thursday night.
This was a full completed this week when the block he will get the proper amount ol' pep has seen the work of the Maine Public at thp latter port was taken to he re
Abbott—Rockland, Feb. «, Flora Sherman,
fledged play and such a pronounced occupied by C. A. Rose & Co, clothiers, out of the big cast. The play is to be Health Association, and its two check lief hosplal, Haymarket Square, where widow
of Francis H. Abbott, aged 62 years, 1
success that the future of the series is was sold by Mrs. Annie M. Burkmar given at Empire Theatre April 19 and for $1,000 each are a practical demon he died under operation.
month, 6 days. Interment at Lisbon.
Shepherd Boston, April 5, Fred F. Shep
guaranteed. The parts of the princi to the Rockland National Bank. This 20 by a cast of 176, the principals in stration of the company's belief and en
The deceased was born in Thomas
pals were so well taken that no one banking Institution has expanded so which have already been named by The dorsement of the practical methods and ton Dec. 30, 1882, a son of James and herd of Rockland, aged 40 years, 1 months. 4
should be praised above the other, but rapidly in recent years that is has long Courier-Gazette. The performance lasts the concrete results obtained by th Jane (McKinney) Shepherd. In this days.
ilodgman Taunton, Mass.. March 27. Willis
If such mention should be made it since outgrown quarters which were about two hours and 20 minutes, and is M. P. H. A. and its affiliated societies. city he had been employed by tli K. Hodgman, a native of Warren, aged 61 years,
10
months.
would probably be Lucy Marsh as once thought sufficiently ample for the latest musical release by the John
Rockland & Rockport Lime Corpo
It's a speed marvel. "Around the ration, and .in Perry's lunchroom. 11
“Sadie Sodastrom the ticket agent."
the Institution's lifetime. The pur B. Rogers Co., which will be remem
CARD OF THANKS
chase of the Burkmar property is bered as having so successfully staged World in 18 Days" starting at the Em was with the Eastern Steamship Lines
Mrs. J. Roderick Fossett of Waldoboro wishes
pire
Saturday
with
Wm.
Desmond
to
thank
relatives
und friends for the floral
In the window of Sheldon’s Drug made with a view to merging the store "Oh, Oh, Cindy” and "All Aboard!"
inc. for a number of years, at one tint
Two children admitted for one paid serving os chef on the Belfast. For the tributes and kind expressions of sympathy ex
Store artist A. L. Babbidge is showing on the ground floor with the present
tended to her in her recent bereavement.
some extra fine specimens of Home banking quarters, giving abundant op
past year and a half he had been
The Davis Garment Store, to keep 10 cent admission Saturday.—Adv.
Portraiture—meaning photos taken in portunity to expand on the desired fully up to the minute, is receiving
watchman on that craft. Mr. Shep
the patron’s own home—of local peo scale. The recent death of Charles A. new Suits, Coats, Wraps about every
herd was an especially likeable young
MATHEWS’ GARAGE
ple, and many colored out door views. Rose,
man. who chow to see the sunny side
Sr.
made possible certain day. "Davis prices” prevail. Corner
Mr. Babbidge handles photography in changes In the plans of the clothing Main and Elm street, Rockland.
of
life
und
who
helper!
others
do
the
Make Your Product a Standarc
106 PARK STREET
all its branches, and is making a company, which, however, have not
same. He is survived by two sisters,
In Thi» Community. We
specialty of the work displayed. 41-42 been fully developed, hence cannot be
Mrs Maurice O. Wilson and Mrs. Jay
The Ladies of the Universalist So
Repairing on All Make* of Car*
Will Carry Your Message
Oliver, both of Rockland; and two
anSounced at this time. The bank ciety are giving an auction party at
brothers,
James
A.
of
Boston
and
John
S7»42
Work Guaranteed
the
Copper
Kettle
Porch,
April
11,
at
plants
to
be
in
full
possession
some
All-Aboard for a trip around the
Into Every Home
11), of Rockland.
2.30.
42-43
World—Empire Saturday.—Adv.
time the present year.

Fuller - Cobb-Davis

^Monuments

Mr. Merchant—

^ourier-
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AMONG THE SCHOOLS

FIRST IMPRESSIONS COUNT

News of the Busy Educational
World In and Outside of

That’s why so many thousands serve

Knox County.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD \
After being away for a number
WALDOBORO
Eastern Standard Tin.e
a
of years
Trains Leave Rockland for
Mrs.
G.
J.
Kuhn,
Mrs.
John
Dvorak
did you ever get
Augusta. Af .00 a. tn. 17.30 a.m.. 11.10 p.m.
Bingor.A57.OJa.nl. 17.30 a.m., fl.lOp. tn.
and Mrs. Hadley Kuhn were in Rock
lonesome
Buth A |7.00 a. in., 17.30 a. iu.. fl.lOp
t5 30 p. ui.
and decide to take a trip land Wednesday.
Boston. A57.OOa.tn., 17.30 a. tn, tl.lOp. m.
Prof. Allan R. Renner, who spent th»
back home?
Brunswick A§7.00 a. nt,, t7.3d a. nt., |1.10
p.
iu . 15 30 p. in..
Easter recess with his mother has re
Lewiston. A (7.00 a. tn. 17.30 a.m., 11.10 p m.
You rode on the train or
She Claims Lydia E, Pinkham’s
turned to Andover, Mass.
New York '1.10 p. ni.
boat
AJ7.00 a.m, 17.30 a. in., 11.10 p. m.t
Miss Sarah Storer went to Bostoi Vegetable Compound Did It After 15Portland.
30 p ir..
for a week or ten
Monday.
Waterville A57.00a in. (7.30 a.m. Tl.lOp. m.
Woolwich. {7.00 a.m., 17.3G a. in., tl.lOp. in..
days
Mrs. Oral Ludwig and Mrs. Uncoil
Everything Else Failed
15.30 p. tn.
feeling nervous, irritable and Orff are visiting in Massachusetts,
1 Daily, except Sunday
§ Sunday only.
Mrs. W. W. Brockman has joined hei
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
off your feed
husband here and they are occupying
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. — “ I feel that wich and Bath.
until you landed in the
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M L. HARRIS,
1
the house recently purchased by them I ought to let you know about my case. I
station
on Friendship street.
was ailing and could 9-24-22 V.P.& Gen’l Mgr. Gen'l Passenger Agt.
barely do my house
Weston of Portland was
Then you felt fine with the ap in Laurence
work and washing I
town last week.
SERVICE TEMPORARILY SUSPENDED
petite of a horse.
was so run-down,
Mis. F. M. Knowles, who has been
OWING TO ICE CONDITIONS
just from having one
the guest of Mrs. Jessie Achorn,, has
Didn't that home grub taste
child. I took a lot of _
_
,. . .
.
returned to Chelsea, Mass.
fine—
*medicines and had j Eastern bteamsnip Lines, Inc.
Mrs. Nina Goucher, who has bee*
that rich, fragrant
doctors. Then I gave
spending the winter in Lewiston, has
them all up and took
returned home.
RANCOR LINE—WINTER SCHEDULE
soup,
Lydia E. rinkham’s
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Storer were ii.
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
that strictly fresh
Vegetable
Com

Leave Rorkhnil Mondays arid Tli unit lays at
Rockland last week.
fish,
6.00
P
M
for Boston.
pound
and
I
feel
Remembering the success of las;
—Leave Boston Tuesdays and Frlikiye
wonderfully good at Return
that tender roast, done to a year the Woman’s Club held the dosing
5 00 1‘ M Leave Rockland Wednesdays and
now. 1 do every Saturdays at 5 00 A M : Camden 5 45 A. M.;
banquet Qf the season at Rond’s Res
turn
taurant. The members were not in any thing that conies along, and we all take Belfast 7 15 A M ; Rucksport 9 00 A M. ;
with plenty of thick brown
due YVInterjiort 9.30 A M
way disappointed as they sat at table your medicine as a tonic when we don't
Return—Leave Wlnte.riiort Mondays and
gravy
The table was decorated with tarna l'eel just so. 1 am thankful for wi.at Tliursdns at 10 00 A M for Bos’or and way
landings,
and the ice cream made with tions and the menu did credit to Mr the Vegetable Compound has done for 7 ou A. M due the following tuoniing about
my health and for my family.”—Mrs.
Pond's skill which is too well known t
real cream
Mary Saiecheck, 944 28th Street, Mil
further mention. Mrs. Mary
and Oh! that coffee that was need
MT. DESERT A BLUEHILL LINE8
Hovey was toast-mistress and offici- waukee, Wisconsin.
BAR HARBOR LINE
coffee.
ated in her usual graceful manner. Tin
Letters like these testify to the value
Leave Rockland WeditcMdays at 5 A M for
Next morning how about that toasts responded to were filled with fun of the Vegetable Compound. These North
Haven Stonington, Southwest Harbor,
contributed to the jolly occasion. women speak from the fullnessof their Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
pain under your right shoul nd
he humoi* and wit that flourished hearts. They describe as correctly as bor II A M
Re.urn—Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays a*. S 0t
der blade.
bout the board bore ample witness they can their conditions: First, those
and way landiuge.
that almost brought the that the club members fully deserved symptoms that affected thorn most con A M for Rockland
BLUE HILL LINE
spicuously;
and
later
the
disappearance
their
pet
name
of
“
High
Brows.
”
Those
tears to your eyes?
Leave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A. M for
present were Mrs. Hovey, Mrs. Mayo of those symptoms.They are sincere ex Dark Harbor, Eggemoggin, South Brookavllle
that dull heavy ache in your Mrs.
White, Mrs. Smith, Mrs. Sanborn, pressions of gratitude. For nearly fifty Sargentville. Deer Isle, Brooklln, South Blue
due Bluehill 11.45 A M
right side
rs. Storer, Miss Blaney, Mrs. Ashley. years Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable hill.
Return—Leave Bluehill Mondays at 8.00 A.
that fluttering around your Mrs. Trowbridge, Mrs. Gay. Mrs. Lov- j Compound has been so praised by women. M. < r Rockland and way landings
At Boston connection is made via the Met
11, Mrs. Poore. Mrs. Brummitt, Mrs.
heart—
ropolitan Line expTem freight steamers foi
arnard, Mrs. Stahl, Mrs. Waltz, Mrs.
New
York and points South and Weal.
didn't your back feel as
^abe and Mrs. Potter. This banquet
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
though it would break in brings to a close an interesting and inPortland-New York Freioht Servlos
tructive year. Social diversion has
DI.•;-<•! Freight Service between Portland and
two?
New York is resumed from the New State

McLain School
Grade 8A has started on an 11 weeks’
campaign to send every pupil into
High School Wit-1 a yearly average of
ut least 90. This means a great deal
of outside work for so-r.e of the pupils
but they feel that the result will more
CANNED
<«»)
than repay them.
If you doubt that spring is on its
in
their
homes.
The
first
SUPERBA
Canned
Goods
way visit ISA's "Sunshine Room.” A
they tasted, tasted GOOD—SUPERB for their table
pussy willow and daffodil border is on
the blackboard, while baskets and
YOUR EXPERIENCE WILL NOT BE AT VARIANCE
vases of pussy willows and jonquils
are found in every available spot. The
girls responsible for the decorating are
Cassie, Robert Seliger and Kenneth
Helen Kirkpatrick, Evelyn Perry. Mar
VINALHAVEN
Smith. Dinner was served at 1 o'clock
garet Hellier, Estelle Hall, Eleanor
after which games were played and
K’Aniello, Edna Gregory and Ruth
There was a religious meeting at the music enjoyed.
Crouse.
. Reach last Thursday evening at the
Frank Rossiter of Camden has been
The following pupils were not absent,
of Ml. and M| S Qulney i,awly.
ir. town the past week, the guest of his
from Grade 8C during the winter term: Elde). Neuman Wilson of the Saints
Gertrude Shepard, Charles Ulaisdell, I,hur,,h was lhe speaker. The Easter sister, Mrs. Fred Greenlaw.
The Libby Glue and Products Co.
Bradford Burgess. Walter Ellis. Robert (coneert ln the Saints church Sunday
have started a crew of men at work at
Packard and Mervin Harriman.
i evenjng was enjoyed by a record
The new group leaders in Grade 7A (.,.owd w c Winslow sang a solo and their plant.
Mrs. Ralph Claytor and Mrs. Fred
are Etta Brown, E.izabeth Duncan. too|{ ,jart
a trio with Mr. and Mrs.
Burns will give a dancing party to
George Halstead. Henry Marsh. Irene Wilf(,n The suc(.eS8 of the concert re- j
night (Saturday) at tlie Armory. Mu
Weymouth and Clayton Richardson.
Hected much credit on the Sunday
sic by I-ane’s Trio.
A new baseball team Ju»t organized sehooI its teachers and upon Mrs. |
A reception was tendered Rev. E. W
in 7A Is known as The Starlight ] jjeuman Wilson, who directed its
Stebbins, the new pastor of Union
Nine." Ralph Fowler is manager and I)rep.iratjon.
church on Tuesday evening at the
Toni Gattl captain. They have adopt-. Elder Wilson has been conducting church vestry. The rooms were very
ed the colors of their grade, purple and serviees in Camden this week but will
artistically decorated with evergreens
I™'1'
|,e here for tomorrow’s meetings.
cut flowers, ferns and potted plants.
Teachers and pupils are missing Miss
Arthur Warren is recovering from a
Over 200 were present and the ushers
Ruth Staples, who is out on account severe atta<.k of pneumonia.
were members of the Joan of Arc Corps
of illness. Mrs. R. 1 . CLtrk is sub-( The pUf,,|c js cordially invited to in
of Girl Reserves. In the receiving line
stituting in her absence.
; tend tj,e Sunday evening services at were the church trustees: E. C. McIn
• • • •
the L. D. 8. church. Elder Wilson will tosh, Dr. F. F. Brown. O. C. Lane, H.
Purchase Street
be the speaker and a sound, doctrinal T. Arey and Rev. E. W. Stebbins. The
AJdie McIntosh has presented Grade message Is guaranteed. There will be Ladies Symphony Orchestra played
6 with a book for the library. Pupils special singing. Come and be made during the reception, after which a
not absent for the winter term are: welcome by these kind and sociable musical program was given: Selection.
Robert Bryant, Anna Garfinkle, Cath people in their comfortable and home Ladies' Orchestra; tenor solo, W. C
erine Elliott. Wesley Philbrook. Ray like church.
Winslow: basso solo, Rev. E. W. Steb
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Beggs and nephew bins: contralto solo. Miss Blanche
mond Sproul and Edwin Witham.
Those who have not missed a session Warren Beggs returned Friday from Hamilton; reading. Miss Evelyn Manin Grade a are: Margaret Adams, Edna: Bangor, where they spent the winter son; tenor solo, Harry Coombs, basso
Cuthbertson. Sidney Rubinstein. Myrtle j months.
solo. Rev. E. W. Stebbins; male quar
Sprague. Wtlford Gamache and Daisy
Fernaid Ames was in Rockland Mon- tette, W.'C. Winslow, Harry Coombs,
a
business
trip.
Economy w ...
j day on
L. A. Coombs and O. C. Lane. Mrs.
Rev.
E. W. Stebbins visited Rock Albra Vinal Smith was accompanist for
In Grade 2 Mildred Sweeney and Eva
"
land
last
Wednesday.
Dowe had most star papers for week
the evening. Refreshments of cake,
Mrs. Mary L. Arey and grandson Ed sandwiches and fruit punch were
and Mildred Sweeney. Eva Dowe, Mary
mund
Arey
arrived
Wednesday
from
Stockbridge, Everett Frohock and Leon
served.
White were the leaders in arithmetic Cincinnati, O., where they spent the
contest for the term. Margaret Ellis, W’inter months.
The Davis Garment Store, to ke?i»
X. C. Hyde of Gardiner was in town
Everett Frohock, Helen Hall and Vir
ginia Post had perfect attendance for this week in the interests of the Atlan fully up to the minute, is receiving
new Suits, Coats, Wraps about every
tic ec Pacific Co.
the term.
Max Dyer returned to Rockland day. "Davis prices" prevail. Corner
Teachers and pupils wish to express
their thanks to the Food Fair Commit Wednesday. While in town he was the Main and Elm street. Rockland.
tee for the beautiful silk flag presented i guest of Alex Davidson,
to the building last Thursday.
i Lafayette Carver Corps held its regSWAN’S ISLAND
• * • •
| ciar meeting Tuesday evening at the
These pupils of Grade 6 have not G. A. R. rooms. A 6 o'clock supper
Miss Imogene Conary of Swan’s
been absent or tardy during the winter was served by the housekeepers. Mrs. Island who has been employed in
Robert
Arey,
Mrs.
Elroy
Arey
and
Mrs.
term: Tony Cuccinello, Leroy Dyer.
Portland by the Thomas Smiley Co. the
Ellen Fernaid, Arilla Knowlton. Olive Herman Arey.
past winter has returned home. Be
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Boman
and
Pease. Rose Sharek, Gorden Smith.
fore leaving the employees gave her a
Absent one half day: Lucille Egan, < daughter Ruth returned to Lisbon Falls dinner, the tables being decorated with
Edgbert House and Walter Thompson. I Friday.
, t
.
carnations and also made a present
....
; Miss Lona Ingerson is home from to her of several beautiful gifts. After
; Pontiac, R. I., for a two weeks vaca dinner all went to the theatre and a
Camden High
tion.
very pleasant evening was spent.
Senior play Friday night! <
A meeting of Marguerite Chapter. O.
Mrs. L. Conary has been sick in
Miss Gleason has returned from|jj. g was held in Masonic Hall Monbed a fortnight with grippe but is now
Oakland where she has been the guest day evening, with the stations filled by
able to be up around.
or her parents for over the weekend.
i the regular officers. At the close of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Nelson are
The third quarter exams took place j the ceremonies an entertainment was
now in Providence, R. I. where Mr.
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of given by the following committee:
Nelson is with the American Tele
this week.
chairman, Allie F. Lane, assisted by phone and Telegraph Co.
The Megunticook went to press Mon- Minnie Roberts, Katie Coombs. Winnie
day and. will be on sale soon. This is- , smith and Margie Chilles. The first
SEGUIN LIGHT
sue is expected to be even better than number consisted of framed pictures
the last.
i by disguised members of the Order:
Mr. Paine was present at chapel Supt. E. A. Smalley, L. K. Smith, O.
N. B. Fickett carried "Jack" Lyons,
Tuesday morning and presented the j c. Lane, Mrs. C. S. Roberts. Mrs. L. R. government machinist, to Pond Island
school library with the "Letters of Smith, Mrs. Oscar Lane. Mrs. F. K. Light March 28. When he returned he
Frank K. Lane."
Coombs, Miss Evelyn Manson. The was followed by a young tornado. Had
Several of the alumni have visited pictures were exhibited by E. M. Hall he been a few minutes later he would
school this week. They were: Hazel to a large and appreciative audience. not have been able to get back to the
Wentworth, Helen Dougherty, Helen The second turn was illustrated songs, station.
Prescott, Lewis Cash, Arnold Calehan which brought out much talent from
Lester Staples went to Bath on the
and Isabel Davenport.
unknown artists. The pie-eating con Tuesday morning boat enroute for
The Annual School Exhibition will be test brought forth hearty laughter South West Harbor, where he was
held at the Opera House, May 11,
| from Uie onlookers, E. M. Hall carried called on business before returning to
Margaret Crockett '23 fell and off first prize and C. S. Roberts de- Bridgton Academy.
sprained her wrist badly last week. , serves honorable mention. Mrs. Nellie
V. O. Beal left the station Monday to
She has now returned to school.
Wilson was awarded the consolation spend a few days with his family at
J prize. This was followed by several Popham Beach.
J interesting games. A most unique enVinalhaven High School
School began Monday after a vaca 1 tertainment is planned for the next
UNEQIJALED
; meeting by the same committee.
tion of one week.
For
Miss Louise Libby entertained the
Seniors are busy on their class parts.
Coughs/Colds, Colic,
Sargent Ricker returned Tuesday following party of friends, Saturday at
Sprains, Scalds, Cuts,
J Camp “Merrie Mac,” chaperoned by her
from Castine to resume teaching.
Burns, Sore Throat,
Miss Georgia Piper of Grade 1. Wash- , aunt, Mrs. E. C. McIntosh: Helen CarChilblains,or Sore Feet.
ington school, returned this week from ( Ion,Charlotte Bickford. Cora Vinal. Ruth Prepared bytheNoawAT
Medicine Co., Norway. Me.
Belfast, where she spent the Easter' Ross, Dorothy Lyford, Glennie Coombs,
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED,
Francis
McIntosh,
Alex
Davidson.
Her

recess with her parents.
If It fails to benefit you when used strictly m directed on
Louie Smith and Grace Marks re bert Sanborn, Harry Snow, Herbert the iuaide wrapper. Try * bottle, bold by U1 dealti».
cently received prizes for perfect En
glish work for the entire term.
The “Exile" went to press last week
and will be published by the first of
next month.

GOODS

BIRD'S ROOFS

SOUTH THOMASTON

ART-CRAFT SHINGLE DESIGN

The monthly meeting of the Ladies’
Farm Bureau Club will be held at
Grange hall Monday. Miss Claire Her
rick will be present and the meeting
will be at 10.30 a. m. for an all day
session in millinery. Every body come
prepared to make a hat. Bring your
sweet food as the hearty is to be fur
nished by a committee.
A very general hope is expected by
the church people of this vicinity that
Rev. Herman Winchenbaugh may be
returned another year to this district
by the conference. He is very popular
and has been remarkably successful.
The attendance and interest have been
good, the Centenary has received due
consideration and the Ladies' Aid has
J330 in the treasury.
Mrs. Ava Brazier who has been very
sick for three weeks is noticeably bet
ter and her many friends are now look
ing forward to a speedy convalescence.

LIERE'S the ideal roof for that new garage
of yours. Bird’s Art-Craft Shingle De
sign Roofing is everything a garage roofing ought
to be.

NEVER FORGET

I of

pure vitamine - bearing |
cod-liver oil a real
help in restoring
normal health and
strength. Take
Scott's Emulsion—
it helps sustain vitality!

| Scon & Bower Blooinfiv.d N y.

L

No matter what kind of a roof you have on your
home a Bird’s Art-Craft garage roof will go
well with it. Its red or green slate-surfaced
shingle pattern makes it attractive enough for
any building.

that a grown person run-|
down in body or strength, |
or a child that does not I
progress healthfully, finds |

Scott’s Emulsion

22-41

WBMflN'SHEflLTK )■'
RESTORED

lightened the more serious side of the
Next time try one of Priest's Regu rogram and the meetings have been
lators and a teaspoonful of Priest’s tilled with mental uplift. The club will
Powder in a glass of hot water be not meet again until the last Tuesday
fore going to bed. All dealers, 50c and
October.
$1.50.
The $1.50 bottle holds five times as
ROCKPORT
much as the 50c size.
Sent parcel Post Prepaid and to any
Mps. Charles Prince was a guest at
address.
Ralph Dolham’s in Rockland VVednes-

PRIEST DRUG CO.
BANGOR, MAINE
VESSEL NOTES
The 60-year old s hooner Franconia
which vyas forced ashore on Plymouth
Flats, Feh. 14, by heavy drift ice and
for a time was considered a total loss,
has been floated and towed to Boston
for examination and repairs. This ac
cident was one of the closest shaves
the old coaster has had in her long
career. She has a cargo of lumber
from Parrsboro, N. S., for Fall River.
Sch. Gold Hunter, Adams, has been
leading box-boards at Lincolnville for
Lynn.
Schooner Mercantile, Billings, re
cently loaded salt at Gloucester, for
Swan's Island.
Schooner Regina, Wallace, loaded
coke at Boston for Rockland.
Capt. E. S. Smith of St. Martins
N. B.. has bought from Joseph George
of Parrsboro, ^N. S., the 3-masted
schooner A. Kt W. Ogelvia, 144 net tons,
and will use Wn* in the lumber trade.
Send tlie Children today to see tin
great historical chapter play "Around
the World in 48 Days." Two childrer
admitted for one ten cent ticket.—
Adv.

PLEASANT POINT
School began April 2 with Llewellyn
Oliver of Friendship as teacher.
'Miss Belle Orne who has been spend
ing her Easter vacation with her pa
rents, returned to Thomas toon Mon
day.
The Easter concert held in the schoo
house Sunday evening was a sy< cess ii
every way. The children were at theii
best and did their parts in a pleasing
manner. The choir was assisted b>
W. S. Demuth with his violin, present
ing this program: The Lord’s Prayer
singing, choir; scripture exereis?, th
children; recitation, The First Easte
Song. Mildred Geyer; recitation, Th
Aramathean’s Daughter. Marion Orne
\ocal trio with organ and violin ac
companiment, Lizzie Maloney, France
Campbell and Byron Davis; recitation
The Lord is Risen, Fannie Davis; reci
tation. An Easter Song, Walter Young
recitation, To‘Thyself. Gladys Seavey
reading, Eastertide, Homer Marshall
singing, choir: recitation, Easter Offer
ing, Georgie Young; recitation, Eastei
in Heaven. Forest Young; exercise
children: vocal duet, Alfred and Marior
Orne; reading. Lizzie Davis; reading
Susie Davis: reading. Josephine Shu
man; song, Little Sunbeams, children
recitation, Twenty-Third Psalm, Enid
Maloney; singing, choir; recitatioi
The Morning Star, Stanton Stone
reading, Easter Thoughts, Madeline
Young; singing, choir.

I

Comes in rolls. Costs less to buy. Costs less
to apply. You use less nails and save time and
labor.

Bird’s Art-Craft lasts for years, ln case of fire
in the neighborhood you don’t have to wony
about falling sparks. They can't hurt Art-Craft.
Let us show you some Bird’s Art-Craft roofs
right in your own neighborhood.
BIRO A SON. inc. (EiteUulind 1795) Eant Walpole Mao.
W.

H.

GLOVER COMPANY
Rockland, Maine

F

S

SHERMAN, Supt , Rockland. Maine.

K S SHERMAN. Agent. Rockland. Malue.

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between

The Fred A. Norwood Post and W. R.
?»rps will celebrate I^ee’s surrender
Monday evening, April 9. A regulai
amp Are supper will be served. Bach i
member may invite a guest.
Capt. M. W. Calderwood who has j
>een quite 111 is convalescing.
Tuesday, April 10 is the date of |
Harbor Light Chapter supper which
.vill be served in the Masonic banquet I
hall at 6 o’clock. A large number of
ickets have already been sold and the
menu will consist of cold meat, mashed
x>tato, cabbage and potato salad,
duffed eggs, rolls, whipped cream pie,
•ake and coffee The committee in
harge: Mrs.. Minetta Paul. Mrs. Ina
Vooster, Mrs; Addle Jenkins. Mrs.
Vina Carroll, Mrs. Hattie Spear, Mrs.
Elizabeth Libby, Mrs. Myrtle l’bil»rook, Mrs. Jesffio Tibbetts. Mrs. Cora •
‘aui. The supper will be followed by j
in entertainment and a pleasing pro- i
?rain is being arranged.
Mrs. George Hallowell who has been
.vith Capt. Hallowell on a barge during |
‘.he winter arrived Wednesday from
rovidence. R. I., and is spending a few
lays in town.
Brainerd Paul is at home from Bow- j
loin college to spend a few days \yith j
ris parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Paul.
Through tlie kindness of Arthur IL
Packard, A. M. Soule of Augusta, Chief
nspector of Food in the Agricultural
department, will speak at the next
neeting of the Village Improvement i
Society which will be held at the High i
School Building, Wednesday evening,
Vpril 11 at 7.30. Mr. Soule is a most
nteresting speaker and it is hoped
hat a large number will avail them
selves of the opportunity to hear him. |
There will be a meeting of the mem- |
•ers of tiie society the same evening for
he transaction of imix>rtant business.
Mrs. Eliza Jones has returned from
dedford, Mass., where she spent the,
vinter with her daughter, Mrs. J. A.
<uss. visiting enroute her granddaugher. Mrs. Marshall E. Reed in Roxbury.
The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. church
vill serve a baked bean and cold ham
»upper at the vestry, Thursday evening
rom 5.30 to 7 o’clock.
Mrs. Ernest Torrey received a radio ,
nessage Thursday from Capt. Ton y, 1
xhich was broadcast from the steamer
Maiden Creek” of which he is in comnand The message was picked up at
Vliami, Florida and received at the
Postal Telegraph office in Rockland.
Reamer will arrive at Mobile, Ala.,
’aturday afld sail in a few days fori
London.
There will be a cooked food sale at
he Library room, Tuesday April 17
or the benefit of the Village Improve- ;
nent Society.

ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN.
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to change without notiee)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. MONDAY. JAN. 8. 1923

Leaves Swan’s Island daily except Sundays
at 5 30 A. M. for Stonington, North Haven,
Vinalhaven and Rockland
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P M , for
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, and
Swan’s Island.
W. 8

“ TTAITII builds a bridge from this world to
A the next” — the final tribute to those who
passed over is in the hands of loving friends.
In that time of greatest sorrow, you receive
from the funeral director assistance requiring
high professional skill and the use of facilities
and equipment far more varied and complete
than you may have previously realized.

Yet the spiritual necessities of this hour tran
scend the technical. His deepest concern is to
give to each detail that touch of thoughtfulness
which makes every act an additional'
expression of your faith, respect
and love.
Reproduced by permission of The Cincinnati Coffin Com
pany from a lopyrighted message which appeared in Thi
Saturday Evening Post of July /,

H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.
407
Hour*. 9 to
Besidonce, 21
Office

Day Telephone 450.

Gothic Cross. Symbol of Faith. Gothic Border.
Uesscte number eleven. Copyrighted 1922 C. C. Co.

MAIN STREET
12 A. M.; I to 5 P. M.
Fulton Street. Tel. 391-J
Telephone 493-W

Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy

|C. M. WHEELER, D.C. Ph. C.
Chiropractor
1400 MAIN STREET - - ROCKLAND
• Graduate Palmer School of Chiropractic
Office Hours:
Mondays. Wednesdays, Fridays, 10-12, 2-5, i-R
Tuesdays. Thursdays, 10-12, 2-5
Saturdays 10-12
Tel. 886

Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
Osteopathic Physicians
SB UNION STREET. ROCKLAND. MAINE
HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT

Kineo
fringes
and
Heaters

Telephone 136

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Office: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
Offlco Hours: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M
Residence until 9 A. M. and by Appointment

Telephones: Residence. 41-4: Office 149
W. A. JOHNSTON, REG. PHC.

JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
COMPLEE
DRUG
AND
SUNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION
TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
VELOPING.
PRINTING AND
EN
LARGING.

370 Main St., Rockland. Me.
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
—and—
X-RAY OPERATOR
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
Telephone 123

GEORGE W. FOSTER
Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M.

ARTHUR L. ORNE

Insurance

With all
the latest
improve=
ments, in
cluding
glass oven
doors, are
used every
where.
SOLD BY

V.F.STCOLEY
ROCKLAND. MAINE

Successor to A. J. Erskine & Co,
417 MAIN ST. - . ROCKLAND. ME.

L. R. CAMPBELL

Attorney at Law
Special Attention to Probata Matters
375 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND. ME.

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Lav
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

Telephones—Office 468.

House 603-W

EDWARD K. GOULD
Attorney at Law
COR. TILLSON AVE. and MAIN RT,

A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner
With the Maine Music Companv

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
W. P. STRONG

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
Undertakers Since 1340

WHITE,

General Manager.
Rockland. Maine, Jan’y 6. 1923.

Enos E. Ingraham Co. has just re
ceived a full line of Sherman-Williams i
Paint and Varnish and added to their
Jock a splendid line of Wall Paper.)
Bradley's Fertilizer and Garden Seeds
>f all kinds have also been added.—adv.
42-lt

Nigh'* Telephone /bi-w ROCKLAND.

I

Pier, Portland, Me.
Through rates and direct track connection!
with Maine Central and Graud Truuk Rail
roads

lay.

Great for Garages

4. You don’t have to risk a cent to be
relieved of catarrh. Get a Hyomel
outfit from any druggist, and if it does
not satisfy, he will refund the purchase
price.—adv.

I
I

tel

SHEET MUSIC 15c

WATCHMAKER and JEWELER

CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
The Famous Sheet M jsic you nee adver

ELECTRIC LAMPS AND

tised in all (tie reading in?pa2tnns.

Over
2200 seleclions—send for catalogue.

MAINE MUSIC CO. Rockland. M«.

WALL PAPER
SUPPLIES

THOMASTON, MAINE
Tu&S-tf
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v.iy-OtHer-Day
FIREPROOF GARAGE

1721

‘‘Service and Courtesyl’ the
Motto of Big Establishment
Which Opens Next Week.
A garage such as would do any city
proud opens ln Rockland one week from
today. It is the Fire Proof Garage on
Winter street, and is of the best and
latest design in construction and
equipment. The huge structure is ICO '
feet long by 70 feet wide, and has a]
capacity of 150 cars.
The new building is located on part
of the burned area wRh a 170-foot
frontage on Winter street, a stone's
throw from the city's main traveled
highway, it presents an impressive
appearance with its Truscon steel con
struction, seven big roof ventilators
and many windowed walls. On the
street side is a concrete platform 150
by 22 feet, midway of which are the
tilling stations, covered by a steel can
opy 48x22 feet. There are two gas
stations and one oil station, nil oper
ated by automatic air power, which
eliminates hand pumping.
Through the wide door one instantly
gets a feeling of space, light and airi
ness. The floor is of solid concrete
with pitch enough for drainage. In the
southern corner is a two-car washstand with the latest type of overhead
washer. The air is kept sweet and free
from noxious fumes by the seven big
ceiling ventilators. The entire inside
is finished in heavy asbestos sheathing,
which makes the whole establishment
completely fireproof, even the office
floor being asbestos.
The interior
color scheme is red and white and
night illumination is provided by 20
100-watt lamps. The wiring was the
handiwork of S. D. Crosby.
The big two-stage automatic Brun
ner air compressor greatly interested
The Courier-Gazette reporter. This is
the latest type of compressor and has
a capacity of 150 cars an hour. It
operates at a pressure of 150 pounds,
runs the filling stations and by means
of several outlets makes the term "free
as air" a reality, for any car is wel
come to use the Romart air and water
filling station under the canopy. The
perambulator-like oil and gas carts
supply the demands so they do not
have to be moved to get their quota
of oil or gas.
The offices are conveniently located
in a key position on the Winter street
side, commanding all entrances and
controlling the filling stations. They
are finished in gray, with oak furni
ture and all necessary modern equip
ment. The women’s rest room and
lavatory adjoins, and present a much
needed convenience, bound to be
throughly appreciated.
The garage will be heated by two
Glenwood one-pipe heaters, located in
the basement under the office. This
basement is small and used only for
heating plant and storage of coal.
The heaters were from the Burpee
Furniture Co. and the plumbing was in
charge of E. Howard Crockett. The
management of the new plant will
rest with Lloyd N. Lawrence and
Charles II. Berry and it will be the
aim of these two popular and- enter
prising young men to make the motto
of the company, "Service and Cour
tesy,” a very rep! part of its equip
ment and to have the garage fill a real
place with the motoring public.

STRAND THEATRE
Another chance to see Richard Tal
madge, the young athlete who outdoes
Douglas Fairbanks, many think, is not
to be resisted. He is appearing today
in "Wildcat Jordan.” This is the story
of a very unusual young man, unusual
in that he is entirely "fed up” on the
commonplace, ordinary existence of
every day life and craves excitement,
despite the fact that some of his ex
periences would tbitill the most haniened. He comes East to dispose of
his father's ranch land and while there
is introduced to the fast-moving ways
of city life, entirely new to him. He
has the most harrowing experiences in
a deserted house, after following the
kidnappers of a beautiful girl there,
only to find that it is all part of his in-'
iUation into an exclusive club and his
friqnds desire to furnish excitement for
him. The story is fascinatingly ex
citing throughout and at times Dick's
stunts are so daring that one is actual
ly thrown out of his seat.
"Other Women’s ClotheS” is an ap
pealing picture which will be shown
Monday and Tuesday.
Briefly, the
story has to do with a young girl who
values money so highly, because of the
purchasing power it represents, that
she is willing to steal, and a young
millionaire who begins to loath his
great wealth because he feels people
are interested only in his money and
not iin him as a i>ersonality. He has
too much; she, too little. Why not
strike a balance and bestow some of
his wealth upon her? The way in
which this exchange of money is ef
fected is entirely novel, and from here
on the story progresses with many a
queer twist and turn to an unusual
hut a happy ending. As a photoplay
based on timely and much-discussed
problem, “Other Women’s Clothes,"
with its compelling love story drama
tically presented, is the type of picture
that cannot be too strongly) recom
mended.—adv.

The Tw itch ell- Champlin Co.

Importers and
Packers.

Boston and Portland

At the same time ask for HATCHET BRAND COFFEE
PTOii JiflTTi ialUlt)

North
National
Bank

- At the. Sign
SI North
National

Bantu

If a check is lost, mislaid, or stolen, its pay
ment can be promptly stopped at the bank
upon which it is issued; whereas if cur
rency goes astray, or falls into improper
hands, there is no such method in this coun
try of “stopping payment.”
This is one of the most potent arguments in
favor of a checking account here and is so
obvious we should hesitate to mention it,
were it not for the fact that the obvious is
frequently lost sight of.

NORTH NATIONAL BANK
OPERATES UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF THE
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

CAMDEN
B. C. Bean has bought the Frank
Fitzgerald house on Spring street.
A box social will be held by Megun
ticook <?range, April 11.
The Knox County Motor Sales Co. of
Ro.kland has leased both stores in
Leadbetter Block which will be used as
a Ford and Fordson sales and service
station.
Seaside Chapter, O. E. S., meets
Monday evening.
All awnings and signs must be 78
inches clear of the sidewalk according
tc an ordinance passed at the last town
meeting. This ruluing will be a de
cided benefit to the public and will
work no hardship on anyone. The se
lectmen ask the co-operation of the
business men in the matter.
Mrs. Ralph Deane was accorded a
happy birUiday surprise party Wed
nesday evening.
William H. Barker has bought the
house at 88 Elm street, and Joseph Em
ery has bought Mrs. Della Clark's
house.
Methodist church members are re
quested to meet in the vestry Tues
day evening at 7 o’clock.
An old-fashioned street parade will
be a feature of the Legion minstrels of
next week. The parade is scheduled
for Wednesday.
A new wharf at Islesboro was made
necessary by the action of the ice in
demolishing the old one. The new
struucture will be started as soon as
possible helped by funds contributed
here.
Rev. H. I. Holt will preach at the
Congregational church tomorrow on
“The Prayer of the Cross for Man’s
Indifferent Act.” The cantata will be
given in the evening.
Camden Cominandery attended East
er services in full dress at the M. E.
church Sunday.
Megunticook Encampment will con
fer the Royal Purple degree on three
candidates, April 12. A social is sched
uled at I. O. O. F. hall tonight with
Richards’ orchestra.
The Ladies’ Farm Bureau will meet
in Grange hall April 14 for a cutting
and making of dresses.

The Davis Garment Store, to keep
fully up to the minute, is* receiving
new Suits, Coats, Wraps about every
day. "Davis prices” prevail. Corner
Main and Elm street, Rockland.

tonsilltis the past week. He is able
to be up around the house now.
Llewellyn and Alton Pease were in
Camden Tuesday.
Minerva Pease has been confined to
the house with a bad cold the past few
days.
Miss Eva Taylor spent the weekend
with her parents in South Hope.
Mr. pnd Mrs. Loring Athearn were
in North Appleton Tuesday.

WHEELER’S BAY
Mrs. George Barnes and son Floyd
were in Rockland Tuesday.
Mrs. Carrie Maker and Lester Elwell
were in Rockland recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Dennison and
daughter have moved into the Clifford
Dennison house.
Harry Allard was in Port Clyde and
Tenant’s Harbor last week.
Frances Brodis who has been sick
is gaining again.
Many from this place attended the
Grange Friday night at St. George.
Lester Elwell, Elmer Barnes, Lloyd
Barnes and Clifford Dennison went to
work at Clark Island Tuesday.
Arthur Harrington is ill.
THE EMPLOYERS' FIRE INSURANCE CO..
Boston, Mass.

Bonds ................................... ... $ 2,356,970 06
Cash iu Office and Bank . ...
42,744 94
Agents' Balances ..................
83.472 62
I r.t erest and Rents ...............
23.987 71
All other Assets ...................
4.644 26

Gross Assets ...................... ... $ 2.565,819 47

Admitted ............................ ... $ 2.565,819 47
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1 922
66,595 21
Net Unpaid Losses ............... ... $
Unearned Premiums ...........
283.767 77
26.963 66
All other Liabilities ...........
1.666,666 66
Cash Capital ........................
Surplus over all Liabilities .
1,128,493 49

Total Liabilities and Surplus ... $ 2.565,819 47
ROBERT WALKER. Agent, Warren. Me.

GILCHREST
MONUMENTAL
WORKS
Successor to A. F. Burton

GRANITE AND MARBLE
CEMETERY WORK
Main Street

NORTH HOPE
Llewellyn Pease has sold his farm to
Elton Pease, his nephew.
Mr. and Mrs. U. G. Pease visited Mrs.
Pease’s father, Fred Pease Tuesday.
Donald Perry has been quite ill with

THOMASTON, MAINE
10-tf
ENGRAVED CAROS—Call al lhl» oltlee and
examine styles. if you already have a plate
bring It In and let us print yuu carde to lalee1
Size
TBB COTTRIKR-GAZETTK

m

Around the World in 18 Days—Em
pire today.—Adv.

Your years of power

and productivity is the

Shmach bad? Appetite poor? Constipat
ed?
All Run-dewn? Tried everything—
no relief? Cheer up and try “Analeptic,”
a real Stomachic Tonic and Bedy-huilder.
25 cents a packape. At all Druppists and
Apents. Start taking it today.

time to SAVE—that

means now.

RICHARDS CO-OPERATIVE CO., INC.,
ROCKPORT. MAINE

TS-3Stf

4% Interest Paid on Savir.gs Accounts
T-S

DONSON

The Bockland National Bank
r

Rockland, Maine

Th« Reliable and Satisfactory

Psychic and Spiritual

MEMBER FEDERAL ‘RESERVE SYSTEM i®

‘ MEDIUM
Can be consulted every Tueeday and
Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M.

29 PARK STREET
APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W
l«««tf

FULL LINE OF

COLUMBIA RECORDS
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS, 313-315 Main Street
ROCKLAND, MAINE

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON

Monumental

Works

EAST UNION, MAINE
Owner of Lincolnville Gray Granite Quarriee
We are equipped with the most modern machinery and can
finish a monument, to please our customers, from Barre, Quincy, or
any of the leading Granites.

We sell the Vermont Marble Company's high grade marble
memorials in both the polished work and M. & M. finish.

Estate of Joseph S. Coad

PARK THEATRE
John Gilbert will lie seen in the Fox
production, "A California Romance"
at the Park today. This film tells the
story of tiie time when California was
ceded to the United States. The pic
ture is excellently directed, has an in
teresting story, and fine photography.
The story includes many thrills that
carry the audience along with the ac
tion of the picture. Gilbert has an op
portunity to show his skill with the
sword and makes the mowt of it.
A Lupino Lane Fox comedy and a
travelogue complete the splendid pro
gram.
Monday, the big attraction of the
season, with Charles Kay in “A Tailor
Made Man” will be the outstanding at
traction. A full account of this big
production will be found elsewhere in
this paper. Tuesday and Wednesday,
Peter B. Kynes' great story "The GoGetter will entertain the Park patrons.
Thursday and Friday, Rupert Hughes'
"Remembrance.” a wonderful photo
play will be the attraction. Saturday
Tom Mix and the following Monday
the picture the whole world is talking
aliout—“Adams Rib," comes for two
days. It looks like a season of noth
ing but the biggest and best at the
Park—adv.

Page Five

People Notice It. Drive Them
Off with Dr. Edwards’
Olive Tablets
A pimply face will not embarrass you
much longer if you get a package of
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets. The skin
should begin to clear after you have
taken the tablets a few nights.
Cleanse the blood, bowels and liver
with Ur. Edwards’ Olive Tablets, the
successful substit ute for calomel; there’s
no sickness or pain after taking them.
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets do that
which calomel does, and just as effec
tively, but their action is gentle and
safe instead of severe and irritating.
No one who takes Olive Tablets is
ever cursed with a "dark brown taste,”
a bad breath, a dull, listless, “no good”
feeling, constipation, torpid liver, bad
disposition or pimply face.
Olive Tablets are a purely vegetable
compound mixed with olive oil; you
will know them by their olive color.
Dr. Edwards spent years among pa
tients afflicted with liver and bowel
complaints and Olive Tablets are the
immensely effective result. Take one or
two nightly for a week. See how much
better you feel and look. 15c and 30c.

STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland In and
for said County of Knox, on the twentieth day
of March, A. D. 1923.
M. A. Johnson. Administrator estate of Jo
seph S. Coad, having presented his petition that
tiie actual market value of so much of the es
tate of Joseph 8. Coad. late of Rockland, in
said County of Knox, as is subject to the pay
ment of the State Inheritance Tax, the persons
interested in the succession thereto, and the
amount of the tax thereon may he determined
by the Judge of Probate ;
Ordered, That notice thereof he given to ihe
State Assessors and all persons Interested in the
succession to said property, by causing a copy
of this Order to he published once a week, three
weeks successively in The Courier-Gazette, a
newspaper published at Rockland, in said
County, that they may appear at a Probate
Court to he held at Rockland, in and for said
County, on the seventeenth day of April, A. I).
1923, at nine o’clock in the forenoon and be
heard Ir. reference to the determination of said
tax or any question that may arise in refer
ence thereto.
ADELBERT L. MILES,
Judge ot Probate.
A true copy,—Attest:
38 Th 44
HENRY II. PAYSON. Register.

Estate of Henry D. Allen
STATE OF MAINE
To tiie Honorable, the Judge of tht J*roba:e
Court, in and for tlie County of Knox :
Respectfully represents, Frank B. Miller of
Rockland, in said county of Knox, administrator
of tiie estate of Henry D. Allen, lute of Thom
aston. In said County, deceased, intestate, that
said Henry D. Allen at the time of Ids decease
was owner of certain Real Estate, with tlie
buildings thereon, situate in said Thomaston,
hounded and described as follows, viz.: Begin
ning at an iron ix»lt driven into the ground at
the northeast corner of land of Charles Rokes;
thence N. E. parallel with the highly 135
feet to land of Frank W. Morse ; thence S. E.
parallel with tlie land of said Morse 200 feet to
the land of said Morse; thence north 12 feet to
state and stories: thence 8. E. to stake and
stones 33 feet ; thence N. E. 84 feet to the land
of said Morse; thence S. E. parallel with tiie
land of said Morse 230 feet to the land of said
Morse; thence S. 30 feet to the land of said
Rokes; thence W. parallel by said Rokes’ land
520 feet to the place of beginning : said prem
ises living subject to whatever rigiits Mary H.
Allen had in and to therein us widow of said
Henry I). Allen at the time of her death.
Title to the foregoing described premises was
acquired by said intestate by deed of an undi
vided halt from Flora E. Norcross dated De
cember 10. 1900, and recorded in hook 119,
page 2*8; ami by deed of the remaining undi
vided halt from Jennie D. Hahn dated February
2, 1899, and recorded in hook 111, page 232,
Knox Registry of Deeds.
That the debts of the deceased as
nearly as can he ascertained, amount
to ..............................................................
$30
And the expenses of sale and adminis
tration to ...............................................
$50
Aninuuting in all to ..............................
$90
That tin Personal Estate is therefore
insufficient to pay the debts of the de
ceased. and expenses of sale aud of
administration, and it is necessary for
that purpose to sell part of the Real
Estate to raise tlie sum of ...................
$80
That tlie residue would lie greatly deprecl ited by a sale of an> portion
thereof; wherefore your petitioner
prays that he may he empowered to sell
and (onvey«the whole of said Real Es
tate at private sale for tiie payment of
said dthts, legacies and expenses of
sale *iiid of administration.
Dated this twentieth day of March, A. D.
1923.
FRANK B. MIIJxEH

Estate of Charles A. Rose
STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss
At a Probate Court held ut Rockland in and
for said County of Knox in vacation on tlie 29th
day of March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and twenty-three.
A Certain Instrument, purporting to he the
last W1U and Testament of Charles A. Rose, late
of Rockland, ln said County, having been pre
sented for probate, and application having been
made that no bond he required of tlie executor
named in tlie will.
Ordered. That notice thereof he given to ail
LIBERTY
persons Interested, by causing a copy of tills
Estate et Augusta H. Levensaler
Order to he published three weeks successively
STATE OF MAINE
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
Everett Overlock and Charles Es- To foe Honorable, the .Indue of the Probate at
Ro'kland, in said County, that they may ap
Court,
In
and
for the County of Knox:
ancy were in Washington Tuesday
pear at a Probate Court to lie held at Rockland,
Respei
tfully
represents
Levi
Seavey
of
Thom

in
and
for said County, on tiie 17th day of April,
looking for heavy beef cattle.
aston, in the County of Knox, and State of A. D. 1923, at nine o’clock iu tiie forenoon, and
Mrs. E. A. Leigher and daughter Maine, executor of the eslate of Augusta H. show
cause, If any they have, why lire prayer of
called on Mrs. S. T. Overlook Tuesday. Levensaler late of Thomaston, in the County of the petitioner should not he granted.
Knox an State of Maine, of said County, de
ADELBERT L. MILES,
Mrs. Lola Powell who has been ceased,
testate, that said Augusta II. Levensaler
Judge of Probate.
away for the winter has returned at the time of her decease was the owner of cer
A true copy,—Attest:
tain ’teal Estate situated in said Thomaston,
home.
39-8-45
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.
KNOX COUNTY.—
and described as follows, viz.: One
Mrs. Lottie Light called on Mrs. S. bounded
In Piobate Court, held at Rockland, on the
iindivic.d seventh part of a certain lot or par
Estate of John E. Derby
T. Overlock Monday.
twentieth day of March.
cel of kind situated In said Thomaston, on the
KNOX
COUNTY.
—
In
Court
of
Probate
held
at
On
tlie petition aforesaid. Ordered, That no
Jesse and Randall Fuller who have South side of Main street and bounded as fol
Rockland on the 20th day of March, A. D. tice he given, by publishing a copy of said
lows‘.—Beginning at stake and stones at the
been on a visit to their parents, Mr. corner
1923.
petition, witli this order thereon, once a week
of Main and Knox Street, thence East
Fred L. Derby, Administrator on tlie estate for :hree weeks successively, prior to the third
and Mrs. O. B. Fuller returned to erly dv said .Main Street to land of French or
John E. Derby, late of Rockland, ln said Tuesday of April next. In The Courier-Gazette,
Pittsfield Monday where they attend als.; thence southerly by land of said French of
to Ja.vl ot Caleb Levensaler Heirs to Knox County, deceased, having presented Ills first and a newspaper published in Rockland, tliut all
Maine Central Institute.
Street; thence Northerly ly said Knox Street final account of administration of said estate persons interested may attend at a Court of
The town fathers have been around to the first mentioned hounds ; together with all for allowance:
Probate then to he held in Rockland, ami siiow
Ordered. That notice thereof he given, three cause, if any, why the prayer of said petition
to see just how poor we are and to buildings thereon.
weeks
successively,
in
The
Courier
-Gazette,
should
not he granted.
That the debts of the defeated as
find out how we wintered.
printed iu Rockland, in said County, that all
ADEI/BERT L. MILES. Judge.
nearlv os can he ascertained, amount
A. F. Light who has been sick for to .............................................................. $1579.25 persons interested may attend at a Probate
A true copy. Attest :
Court to he held at Rockland, on tiie seven
3S- i'll 44
HENRY H. i’AYHON Register.
some time remains about the same.
That the value of the Personal es
teenth day of April next, and show cause, if
B. E. Cunningham who has been tax tate is, (including rights and credit).. $ 919.54 any they hate, why tlie said account should
Th it the Personal Estate is there
Estate of Betsey Jane Upham
assessor for 17 years says this is the fore inrufHctent to pay the debts of the
not he allowed.
STATE OF MAINE
ADELBERT L. MILKS. Judge.
first time that he has not had to make deceased, and expenses of sale aud of
To tlie Honorable,v the Judge of tile Probate
A true copy. Attest :
administration, and It is necessary for
Court,
in
ami
for the County of Knox:
his rounds either afoot or awheel.
38 Til 44
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register.
that purpose to sell some part of the
Respectfully represents Olive M. Sylvester,
Most of the townswomen lost their Real Estate to raise the sum of............$ 659.71
Administratrix,
c.
t. a. of the estate of Betsey
Estate of Hilliard M. Jones
houseplants during last week's cold
That the residue would be greatly
lane rpiiain, late of Rockport, ill said County,
KNOX COUNTY. In Court of Probate held at deceased,
depreciated by a sale of any portion
testate, that said Betsey Jane Upham
snap after weathering the winter.
Rockland on tlie 20tii day of March, A. I). at tlie time of her decease was tlie owner of
;
Rex Prescott is hauling wood for thereof
1923.
Wherefore your petitioner prays that
certain Real Estate sltuuted in said Rockport,
<*li tries Jones, Administrator on the estate of hounded uml described as follows, viz. : Begin
Mrs. R. R. Sukeforth.
he may be licensed to sell and convey
Hilliard M. Jones, late of W-—n, in said ning on the West side of tiie road that leads to
Roswell Pinkha^n is on a visit to the whoit of said Real Estate at Pri
County, deceased, having r‘
.ted Ills first I ockl iml at tiie end of hutment of tlie stone
vate Sale for tiie payment of said debts,
friends in Washington.
and final account of administration of said es wall in tlie middle of Oat Brook (so called) uml
iegacl-s and expenses of sale and of
tate for allowance:
Dog taxes must be paid before April administration.
on the line of T. Jefferson Smith's land; thence
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three Northerly on said road thirteen (13) rods ami
Dated this twenty-eighth day of March, A. D.
10.
weeks successively, in Tiie Courier Gazette, sixteen (16) links to stake and stones; them-e
Ralph Bowman is hauling lumber to 1923.
printed In Rockland, in said County, that all Southerly sixty-eight (68) degrees West nine (9,
LEVI SLAVEY, Executor.
persons Interested may attend at a Probate rials :in land of John Clough, Jr., to stake and
the Turner and Jones mill.
Court to he held at Rockland, on the seven stones on the line of Jefferson Smith’s land;
KNOX
COUNTY.
—
Less than half the usual amount of
teenth
day of April next, and show cause, If thence Southerly thirty-one (31) degrees East
In Probate Court, held nt Rockland in vaca
lumber has been cut in this section tion
any they have, why the said account should twelve (12) rods and sixteen (16) links to the
»n tin- SMh day of Mar, ti.
because of snow.
On the petition aforesaid, Ordered, That no not be allowed.
place of beginning; remaining about sixty (60)
ADELBERT L. MILES. Judge.
tice he given, by publishing a copy of said peti
square rixls he the same more or less, together
A true copy,—Attest:
tion, with this order thereon, once a week for
witli tlie buildings tliereon.
38-Th 44
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register.
hree weeks successively, prior to the third
That the debts of the deceased as
Tuesday of April next, in The Courier-Gazette,
nearly as can be ascertained, amount
Estate
of Mary Eliza Jones
i ne’v ipaper published in Rockland, that all
to .............................................................. $750.00
NOTICE
persons interested may attend at a Court of
the expenses of sale and admin
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on And
Probate then to he held In Rockland, and siiow
istration to ........................................... $ 56.60
•■anse, if any, why the prayer of said petition Marcli 20. 1923, she was duly appointed execu Amounting in all to ............................. $866.66
trix of the last will and testament of Mary That tile value of the Personal estate
should not he granted.
Eliza Joi.es, late of Thomaston, in the County is .............................................................. $666.66
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge.
of
Knox, deceased, without bond as the will
A true i’ii|iv. Attest :
the Personal Estate is therefore
directs, and on tills date was qualified to fill That
39-8-45
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.
lnsiiffh tent to pay tiie debts of tlie de
said trust.
ceased,
ami expenses of sale and of ad
All persons having demands against tiie estate
Estate of Sarah E. Payson
and it Is necessary for
are desir'd to present the same tor settlement, ministration.
STATE OF MAINE
that
purpose
sell some part of tlie
and all indebted thereto are required to make Real Kifate to toraise
Knox, ss
the sum of........... $866 66
payment
immediately
to
At a Probate Court held at Rockland In va
That
tlie
residue
would he greatly de
MARY JANE J0NE8,
cation In and for said County of Knox, on the
preciated by a sale of any portion
UJl avuiutfufam:
Thomaston,
Maine.
iOth cay of March, in the year of our Lord one
thereof; wherefore your petitioner
March 20. 1923.
Mar 29. Apr 5-12
thousand nine hundred anil twenty-three.
prays that she may he licensed to sell
Whereas
a
petition
lias
been
duly
tiled
pray

ami convey tlie whole of said Real Es
oua Urucn tRoa/id
Estate of Clara A. Bachelder
ing >hat tlie balance remaining in the hands of
tate
at private sale for tlie payment of
NOTH E
Frank II. Ingraham, Administrator of the estate
debts, legacies and expense of sale
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on said
of Sarih E. Payson, late of Rockland, deceased,
and
of
administration.
February 20, 1923, she was duly appointed ad
on
settlement
of
his
first
and
final
account
to
Dated
tills sixteenth dav of March, A. D.
i/n AfaSatMiday
l»e made at a Probate Court to he held at Rick ministratrix of the estate of Clara A. Bachel 1923.
'and, within and for said County, on tlie third der, late of Union, ln tlie County of Knox, de
OLIVE M. SYLVESTER,
Tuesdiv of April, A. D. 1923, mav he ordered ceased, and on tills date was qualified to fill
&rt/ru/na dht. .
Admx. c. t. a.
to lie distributed among tlie heirs of said de said trust by giving bond as the law directs.
All
persons
having
demands
against
the
estate
ceased. and the share of each determined.
KNOX COUNTY —
Ord red. That notice thereof he given to all are i ‘sired to present the same tor settlement,
In Probate Court, held at Rockland, on Die
Z/trf
persons interested, by causing a copy of tills and all indebted thereto nre required to mak** twentieth day of Marcli.
Order thereon to he published once a week, tor payment immediately to
On tin petition aforesaid, Ordered, That no
ELECTA
E.
ROBBINS.
three weeks successively, iu Tlie Courier-Ga
tice :*e given, by publishing a copy of said
Union. Maine.
zette, l newspaper published at Rockland, in
petition, with tills order thereon, once a week
March 20, 1923.
Mar 29. Apr 5-12
said County, that they may appear at a Probate
for three weeks successively, prior to the third
Court, to he held at Rockland, in and for said
Tuesday
of April next, in Tiie Courier-Gazette,
Estate of Laura M. Fogler
County, on the seventeenth day of April. A. I).
a newspaper published In Rockland, that all
NOTICE
1923, at nine o’clock in the forenoon, and show
persons
interested
attend ut u Court of
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on Probate then to he may
cause, if any they have, why tlie prayer of tlie
held in Rocklund, mid show
March 20, 1923, she was duly appointed Con cause.
petitioner should not he granted.
If
any,
why
the
prayer
of said petition
servator ot‘ the estate of Laura M. Fogler, of should not be granted.
ADELBERT L. MILES,
Rockland, in the County of Knox, anil on tills
Judge of Probate.
ADELBERT
L.
MLLES,
Judge,
date was qualified to fill said trust by giving
A ’rue copy,—Attest:
A true copy,—Attest:
bond as the law directs.
39-S-45
HENRY II. PAYSON. Register.
38
Th
44
HENRY
H.
PAYSON.
Register.
All persons having demands against tiie estate
are desired to present the same for settlement,
Estate of Sarah E. Payson
Estate of Hilliard M Jones
KNOX COUNTY. In Court of Probate held at and ill indebted thereto are required to make
STATE OF MAINE
Rockland, in vacation on the 30th day of payment immediately to
Knox,
ss.
ELLA M. ACHORN.
Marcn, A. D. 1923.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in ami
Rockland,
Maine.
Frank H. Ingraham, Administrator on the es
for said County of Knox, on tlie twentieth day
Marcli 20, 1923,
Mar 29, Apr 3-12
tate of Sarah E. Payson, late of Rockland, in
of Marcli, in the year of our Lord one thousand
said C< unty. deceased, having presented his first
nine hundred mid twenty-thiee.
Efetate of Walter S. Morton
and final account of administration of said es
Whereas a petition has been duly filed pray
NOTICE
tate for allowance:
ing ‘hit tin* balance remaining in tiie hands of
The
subscriber
hereby
gives
notice
that
on
Ordered, That notice thereof lie given, three Mardi 20. 1923, lie was duly appointed Con Charles Jones, Administrator if the estate of
weeks successively, in Tlie Courier-Gazette,
Hilliard M Jones, late of Warren, deceased, on
published in Rockland, in said County, that all servator of tlie estate of Walter S. Morton, of settlement of Ids account, made at a Probate
persons interested may attend a» a Probata Rock'.and, in tiie County of Knox, and on tilts Court, held at Rockland, within and for suid
date
was
qualified
to
fill
said
trust
by
giving
Court to he held at Rockland, on the seven
County, on the third Tuesday of April, A. D.
teenth day of April, next, and show cause. If bond as tiie law directs.
All persons having demands against tlie estate 1923, nay be ordered to he distributed among
any they have, why the said account should not
are desired to present the same for settlement, the heirs of said deceased, ami the share of
he allowed.
and ill indebted thereto arc reipiired to make each d< termlncd.
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given to all
payment Immediately to
A true copy. Attest :
W. H. GLOVER CO.
persons interested, by causing a copy of tills
AY EBILL E. MORTON.
39 8-45
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.
Order
tliereon to he published once a week,
Portland, Maine, 112 Franklin Kt.
three weeks successively, in The Courier-Ga
March 20, 1923.
Mar 29, Apr 5-12
Rockland, Me.
Estate of Emily R. Richardson
zette, a newspaper published at Rockland, in
KNOX COUNTY.---In Court of Probate held at
126-Th-tf
said County, that they may appear at a Probate
Estate of Sarah A. Britto
Rockland in vacation, on the 30th day of
Court, to he held at Rockland, in mid for said
NOTICE
March, A. D. 1923.
Tiie si bscrlber hereby gives notice that on County, on the Heventeentli day of April. A. I).
Raymond E. Eaton, Trustee under the last Marcli 20. 1923, lie. was duly appointed admin 1923. at nine o'clock in the forenoon, and siiow
will in I test,inn nt of Emily R. Ricliarilson, late istrator ot the estate of Sarah A. Britto, late cause, it any they have, why the prayer of the
of Kock’and, in said County, deceased, having of Rockland, in the County of Knox, deceased, petitioner should not In* granted.
presented Ills first account of adminstration of and on lids dale was qualified to fill said trust
ADELBERT L MILES,
the trust estate of said deceased for the benefit by giving bond as the law directs.
•
Judge of Probate.
of Frank-G. Richardson, of Brockton, Massa
A
true
copy,—
Attest:
All persons having demands against the estate
chusetts, for allowance:
38 Th 41
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.
are tesiied to present the same for settlement,
Ordered, That notice thereof he given once and all indebted thereto are reipiired to make
a week three weeks successively, in Tiie Cour payment immediately to
Estate of Martin Watts
ier-Gazette, published in Rockland, in said
STATE OF MAINE
GEORGE W. BRITTO.
Knox, ss.
County, that all persons interested may at
Rockland, Maine.
tend at a Probate Court to he held at Rockland,
At
a
Probate
Court held at Rockland In and
March 20, 1923.
Mar 29, Apr 5-12
on tlie 17th day of April, next, and show cause,
for said County of Knox, on tiie twentieth day
if any they have, why tlie said account should
Estate of Mary J. Studley
of Marcli, In tiie year of our Lord one thou
not he allowed.
sand nine hundred and twenty-three.
NOTICE
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge.
Tlie subscriber hereby gives notice that on
A petition asking for the appointment of
A ‘rue copy,—Attest :
March 26, 1923, he was duly appointed admin Lillian A. Cunningham as administratrix on the
39-8-45
HENRY If. PAYSON. Register
Istrator oi the estate of Mary J. Studley, late of estate of Martin Watts, late of Warrtfn. in said
St. Mvorge, in the County of Knox, deceased, Coun’v, having been presented and application
without bond as tlie law directs, and on this having liecn made that no bond he required of
Estate of J. T. Hall
said administratrix.
date was qualified to fill said trust.
NOTICE
Ordered, That notice thereof he given to all
The subscriber hereby gives no; ice that on
All persons having demands against tlie estate
March 20, 1923, he was duly appointed exec arc desired to present the same for settlement, persons Interested, by causing a copy of this
Order
to he published three weeks successively
utor of tiie last will and testament of J. T. Hail, and all indebted thereto are required to make
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
late i»f Matlnicus. iu the County of Knox, de paym> nt Immediately to
at Ro'klund. in said County, that they may ap
EDWARD OR. STUDLEY,
ceased, and on this date was qualified to fill
pear at a Probate Court to he held at Rockland,
said trust by giving bond as the law directs.
Rockland, Maine.
in and for said County, on the seventeenth day
March 20, 1923.
Mar 20, Apr 5-12
All persons having demands against tlie estate
of Marcli, A. D. 1923, at nine o’clock irv the
are Cesircd to present tlie same tor settlement,
Estate of Cornelius A. Simmons
foreno >n. mid show cause, if anv they Tuive,
and all indebted thereto are required to make
NOTICE
why the prayer of the petitioner should not he
payment immediately to
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on granted.
LEON L. YOUNG.
March 20, 1923, lie was duly appointed admin
ADELBERT L. MILES.
Matlnicus, Maine.
Istrator of the estate of Cornelius A. Simmons,
March 20, 1923.
Mar 29, Apr 5-12
Judge of Probate.
late of I-rlcndsliip, in the County of Knox, de
A true copy,—Attest:
ceased, without bond as tlie law directs, und on
38-Til-44
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register.
CITY OF ROCKLAND
tliis dale was qualified to fill said trust.
Estate of Charles R. Chapin
All pirsona having demands against tlie estate
STATE OF MAINE
Regulations and License of Dogs and Protection are Je-dred to present the same for settlement, Knox, ss.
and
;
II
indebted
thereto
are
required
to
make
of Sheep
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
pnymnt immediately to
Every owner or keeper, on tlie first/ day of
for said County of Knox, on the 26th day of
CHESTER A. SIMMONS,
April, ol a dog more than four months old.
Marcli, in tlie year of our Lord one thousand
Friendship, Maine.
shall annually before tlie tenth day of said
nine hundred und tweuty-three.
March 20, 1923,_________ Mar 29, Apr 5-12
April, cause it to lie registered, numbered, de
A Certain Instrument, purporting to he the
scribed and licensed tor one year commencing
Estate of Ella G. Southard
last Will and Testament of Charles R. Chapin,
witli th.* first day of April aforesaid, in the
NOTICE
late of Rockland, in said County, having been
office cf the clerk of the city or town where
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on presented for probate, and application having
said dog is kept, and shall keep around its March 20, 1923, lie was duly appointed ancillary been made that no bond lie required of the ex
neck a collar distinctly marked with the own administrator of tlie estate of Ella (J. Southard, ecutor named iu the will.
er’s name and its rgelstered nuinlier, and shall late . f Everett, Massachusetts, in the County
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
pay *o said clerk for a license the sum of one of Middlesex, deceased, without bond as the law persons interested, by causing a copy of this
dollar and fifteen cents for each male dog and directs, and on tills date wus qualified to fill Order to he published three weeks successively
for each female dog incapable of producing said trust.
in Tlie Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
young so kept, and five dollars and fifteen
All persons having demands aguinst the estate at Rockland, in said County, that they may
cents for each female dog capable of producing are desiied to present the same tor settlement, upjiear at a Probate Court to tie held at Rock
Build up a reserve power to young. Any person becoming the owner or ami all indebted thereto are reipiired to make land, in anil for said County, on the seventeenth
keeper ol a dog after tlie first day of April payment immediately to me. or to Chas. T day of April, A. I». 1923, at nine o’clock in the
withstand cold and exposure.
not duly licensed as herein required, shall Smalley of Rockland, my legally appointed foremion, und siiow cause, If any they have,
within
ten days after he becomes tiie owner Agent foi Maine.
why the prayer of the petitioner should not he
Those in a run down condition or keeper
of said dog. cause said dog to he
OSCAR E. STANTON.
granted.
are most susceptible to colds and described and licensed as provided above.
Everett, Muss.
ADELBERT L MILES.
Every owner or keeper of dogs, kept for breed
March 20, 1923.
Mar 29, Apr 5-12
Judge of Probate.
sickness.
ing purposes may receive annually a special
A »rue copy,—Attest:
Estate of Alexander R. Rivers
kennel license authorizing him to keep said
38
Th
41
HENRY
II
PAYSON,
Register.
Pleasant to take and harmless.
NOTICE
dogs for said purpose, provided lie keeps said
The subscriber hereby ghes no*Ice that on
Estate of Zebulon Lufkin
dogs
within
a
proper
enclosure.
When
tlie
*
FOR SALE BY
NOTH E
kennel license authorizing him to keep said March 20. 1923, he was duly appointed executor
The Fiibserlber hereby gives notice that on
number of dogs so kept does not exceed ten. of the last will and testament of Alexander R.
C. W. SHELDON,
Rockland
the fee for said license shall he ten dollars and Rivers, late of Cusldng, in the County of Knox, March 26. 1923, she was duly appointed ad
WHITNEY & BRACKETT, Thom’tn
fifteen cents; when tlie number of dogs so deceased, without bond as the will directs, ami ministratrix of tlie estate of Zebulon Lufkin,
late of Rockport, in the (’minty of Knox, de
kept exceeds ten, the fee for such license shall on tills date was qualified to fill said trust.
BOYNTON’S PHARMACY Camden
All persons having demands against the estate ceased. ami on this date was qualified to fill
he twenty dollars and fifteen cents, and no fees
And at all other Good Drug Stores
shall lie required for the dogs of such owner arc desired to present the same for settlement, said trust by giving bond as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate
lfS-'-W»v 9
or keeper under the age of six months. Dogs and .'II Imlehteil thereto are required to mak
covered by kennel license shall he exempted payment immediately to me, or to Gilford B. are desired to present the same for settlement,
Those small ads in The Courier- from the provisions of this section requiring Butler ol South Thomaston, my legally ap and all Indebted thereto are required to make
payment Immediately to
Gazette are read by every body. That registration, numlieritig. and collaring.—Sec pointed Agent for Maine.
BENIAMIN W RIVERS,
SARAH FRANCES LUFKIN.
R. S.
Is why they are ao popular and tion 102. Chapter 4, E.
Ro« kp«»rt, Maine.
No 10 Westminster Road, Brooklyn, New York.
R. KEENE, CltyClerk.
effective.
March 20, 1923.
Mur 29. Apr 5 12
March 20, 1923. •
Mar 29. Apr 5-12
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a/nd
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Pierre Cartier’s

Medicine

For COUGHS, COLDS and
GENERAL DISABILITY

Cod Liver Oil, Rum
and Honey

THOMASTON
The Women’s Auxiliary of the Wiliiams-Braxier Post will have a naked
food sale today at 2 o'clock at tne
rooms over the Thomasion National
Bank.
Frank Hills who has been spending
the winter in Framingham. Mass., has
returned home.
There is to be a dance in Watts hall,
with Marsh's Orchestra tonight. This is
given by the Senior Class of T H. S.
for the benefit of tiie Athletic Associa
tion.
Mrs. Mildred Kidder who has been
the guest of her sister. Mis. Harold
Gleason, returned Friday to Arlington.
Mass.
F. B. Burgess of Portland is in town
this week.
Miss Myrna Copeland of Boston is in
town for a few weeks.
Misses Sarah Jones and Katherine
Stevens, students at Gorhant Normal
School, are at home for a week's va
cation.
Miss Leila Whichenbach left this
morning for Boston, where she ex
pects to spend a week.
Alfred Strout of Bowdoin College is
at home to spend the weekend with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter StrouY
Mrs. Frank Beverage entertained the
Fortnightly Club Friday evening.
Miss Bmlly Pease of Concord. N. H..
arrived home Wednesday to spend two
weeks with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Winfield Pease.
Mrs, Arthur Elliot entertained the
Bridge Club Tuesday evening. Mrs.
Florence Gardiner won the prize.
Methodist Episcopal church morn
ing worship at 10.30. sermon by tiie
pastor, subject, "A Wonderful Thing.'
Sunday school at 12 o’clock; evening
service at 7 o'clock. The male quartet
will sing at each service and will be ac
companied by organ and stringed in
struments.
Evangelist Beatty closes his cam
paign at the Baptist church on Sun
day. The following subjects will be
discussed: 10.30 a. m„ "The Value of
Family Worship." At the Sundayschool hour, “The Way of Life." and at
7 p. m., "The Teaching of Jesus Con
cerning Hell." The Mission Circle will
meet Tuesday at 2 p. nt. The regular
service of prayer and praise will be
held Thursday evening at 7 o'clock.
Friday evening the World Wide Guild
will meet in the vestry at 7.30.

The Davis Garment Store, to keep
fully up to the minute, is receiving
new Suits, Coats, Wraps about every
day. “Davis prices" prevail. Corner
Malin and Elm street, Rockland.

Smart Girls to work in Packing and Stitching
Rooms. Paid while leaining

Insurance in all its Branches
BONDS

SURETY

Thomaston was again the victor in
last night’s bowling contest, defeating
Rockland by 13 pins. Gleason and
Gardner were high line for the respect
ive teams. The summary;
Thomaston
Feyler ... .. 80 79 72 80 194— 415
Stone .... . . 96 92 88 99 87— 462
Young ... .. 94 84 79 93 gf— 43S
Paquln .. . .100 76 75 80 83— 414
.Gleason .. . .104 98 111 94 87— 486
474 421 425 446 449—2215
Rockland
Whitney . .. 87 79 76 94 S3— 421
.. 92 106 88 95 82— 4G3
Gardner
...67 89 8$ 11.9 84— 437
Sullivan
84— 422
Perry .... .. 82 81 88 •
Simmons . .. 86 79 1U2 98 96— 459

TODAY—SATURDAY

Consideration

JOHN GILBERT

three lines Inserted once for 25 cents. 3 times

In a Story of the Old West

a line

Advertisements in this column not

IMPERIAL ASSURANCE COMPANY
New York
ASSETS Der. 31. 1952
Stocks and Bonds ..................... $2,211.1*4
7 7.03]
Cash In Office and Bank...........
*63*38
Agents’ Balances .......................
30
07 »
Interest and Rents ...................
1.327
All other Assets .........................
Gross Assets ....................... $2,583,700
7.899
Deduct items not admitted ........
<j
j
«•>
lJABH.ITIES Der. 31, 1922
Net Unpaid Losses ....................... * 101.593
Unearned Premiums ................... . 896,043
46.500
All other Liabilities ...................
500,000
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1.031.675

*5
33.

u.

76
29

78
12
66

00
39
00

ROYAL EXCHANGE ASSURANCE
London. England
ASSETS. Dec. 31. 19 -.«»
Mortgage Loans ........................... $ 200.000
Stocks and Bonds ....................... 4.578.950
206.543
Cash In Office and Bank ...........
585.393
Agents’ Balances .........................
57.469
Interest ami Rents .......................
30.210
All other Assets ...........................

00
92
49
20
17

28

Gross Assets ........................ $5,658,497 06
195,391 97
Deduct items not admitted ..........

Admitted ..............................
LIABILITIES. Dec. 21.
Net Unpaid losses .....................
Unearned Premiums ...................
All other Liabilities .....................
Deposit Capital ............................
Surplus over all Liabilities ....

$5,463,105
1922
$ 55(2.119
2.584.668
122,188
200.000

THE AETNA CASUALTY
COMPANY
Hartford. Conn
ASSETS. Dec. II.
Mortgage Loans .......................
Collateral Loans .......................
Stocks and Bonds .................
Cash in Office and Bank ..........
Ageivs' RalanceA ...................
Bills R» ceivable.......................
Interest and Rents...................
AU other Assets .......................

Arthur L.
Orne

A SURETY

1922
. . .$2,741,617
215.215
. . . 10.403.18(»
... 097.162
... 1.886,929
42.326
. . . 213.253
... 116,353

75
0-1
mi
32
82
33
82
05

Admitted ............................. ..$16,539,290
LIABILITIES, lh
3! . 1922
Net Unpaid Losses ................... . . .$3.5O0.O*»7
Unearned Premiums ............... . . . 6.365.652
All other Liabilities ................. . . . 1.249.321
Cash Capital .......................... . . . 2.000.0011
Surplus over all Liabilities ... . . . 3.607.478

Main Street, Rockland
♦ ♦ * *

Every insurance need cared
________
for in companies o: recognized

standing

27
67
43
00
70

Gross Assets ..................... . $12,746,658 40
112.670 44
Deduct Items not admitted ....

50
02
82
00
8.M4.U8 • •
Total Liabilities and Surplus ... $5,463,105 09

INSURANCE COMPANY OE NORTH AMERICA
of Philadelphia. Pa.
ASSETS. Dec. 31 1922
Real Estate ........................... ...$2,219,000 00
Mortgage Loans ...................
Stocks and Bonds ............... ........33.634,392 33
Cash ’n Office anti Bank . . . ........ 5.262.460 26
THE PALATINE INSURANCE CO.. LTD
Agents' Balance;'. .................. ......... 4.623.813 32
of London. England
Bills Receivable ................... ........ 145.011 32
Interest aud Rent ............... ........ 382,957 30
ASSETS. Dec. 31. 19 !2
All other Assets .................... ........ 419.085 86
Stocks and Bonds ....................... $4,119,622 00
401.227 09
Cash in ()ffic« and Bank...............
iron ABnta ................. ...$46,892,080 09
624.250 62 Deduct
Agents’ Balances .........................
242,756 4*
items not admitted . . ....
45 39
Bills Receivable ...........................
,53.383 00
Interest and Rents .......................
. . .$46,649,323 62
Admitted
.........................
12,466 oi
All other Assets ...........................
LIABILITIES. Dec 31. 1922
Gross Assets ......................... $5 *10.994 11 Net Unpaid Losses .............. .. ........ $6,598,145 14
27.866 07
Deduct hems not admitted .......
AU other Liabilities .............. ..........1.823.990 30
Admitted ................................ $5,183,128 04 ('ash Capital ................<......... ........ 5.000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities . ........ 15.731.461 98
LIABILITIES, Dec. 31, 1922
Net Unpaid Losses ....................... $ 413.266 9.5 Total Liabilities and Surplus . .
i;2
Rockland
Unearned Premiums ................... 2.910.101 21 Arthur L. Orne.
llu.043 (Mi M S Bin! A Co..
All other Liabilities ...................
Rockland
Surplus over all Liabilities ........ 1,749,716 M J. Walter Strout,
Thomas’, un

Admitted .............................
LIABILITIES. Dec 3
Net Unpaid Losses ...................
Unearned Premiums ...............
All other Assets .......................
Cash Capital ................. 1.........
Surplus over all Liabilities ...

..$12,633,967
. 1922
. . .$1,573.75*
.. . 6.365.642
... 634.475
... 2.Ooo.000
... 2.262.484

96
77
«7
34
no
88

Total Liabilities and Surplus.. ..$12,633,987 96
CITIZENS INS CO.
of Missouri
11. 1923
ASSETS. De

Stocks and Bonds .............
Cash in Office and Bank . .
Agents’ Balances .’............
Interest and Rents .............
AH other Assets .................

......... $ .582.671 76

Gross Assets .................
Deduct items not admitted

..$1,228,492 69
36.848 26

..........
..........
..........
..........

267 515
326,567
53.383
40.250

. .$1,191,644
^Admitted .....................
, 1922
LIABILITIES. Dec
Net Unpaid Losses ..................... . ..$ 85.432
Unearned Premiums ................. . . . 598.236
156,067
All other Liabilities ................

.53
19
00
94

43

28
16
38

151.008 61
Surplus over all Liabilities-----AETNA LIFE INSURANCE CO.
43
.
.$1,191,644
Total
Liabilities
and
Surplus
.
(Accident A Liability Dept.)
ALLIANCE INSUKANCE COMPANY
650 Main Street.Hartford. Connecticut
of Philadelphia, Pa.
NATIONAL LIBERTY INSURANCE CO. OF
ASSETS. Det«. 21. 1922
ASSETS. Dec. 31, 1922
AMERICA
Stocks and Bonds ............. ......... $4,636,839 55 Mortgage Loans .............................. $8,640,478
709 Sixth Avenue. New York City
727,676 94 Collateral Loans ............................. 218,300 1
Cash in Oftlee and Bank . . .........
ASSETS. Dee 31. 1922
322.816 21 Stocks and Bonds .......................... 15,962,378
Agents’ Balances ............... .........
Mortgage Loans ............................. $1,345,500 00
2,940 00 Cash in Office and Bank .............. 2.308,466
Receivable ................. ..........
Stocks and Bonds .......................... 3,564,664 50
Interest and Rents ............. ..........
57 524 96 Agents Bates es ............................. 3,756,181
790.27
Cash in Office and Bank . .
AU other Assets ................. .......... 105,156 31 Bills Receivable .............................
67,341
Agents’ Balances ......................... 1,498,298 34
Interest and Kents .........................
462,126
99.431 94
Interest
and
Rents,
Accrued
Gross Assets ............... . .......4$ .6-52.94 7 97 AU other Assets ............................ 17.5,791.036
654 26
All other Assets .............................
Duduet Items not admitted ..........
8.044 27
Gross Assets ................ .. .$207,206,363
Gross Assets ......................... $12,298,826 94
Admitted ........................... ........$5,844,303 70 Deduct items not admitted
....
164..524
162,539 27
Deduct items not admitted ..
LIABILITIES. Dei
31, 1922
Admitted ............................... $207,041,779 4’
Admitted ................................. $12,136,287 67
Net Unpaid Losses ............ ,........... 645,361 09
LIABILITIES
Ik
Unearned Premiums ..................... 1,964,016 79
LIABILITIES, De<\3l, 1922
All other Liabilities .
135.784 60 Net Unpaid Losses ....................... $ 1 2.7 74.-71
Net Unpaid Losses ......................... $ 949.826 15
.......... 1.060.000 00 Unearned Premiums ..................... 8.023,048 38 Unearned Premiums
Cash Capital
............... 6,288.022 89
Surplus over all Liabilities .......... 2.099,141 22 All other Liabilities ............................... 161,619,133 2' All other Liabilities
...............
386,133 59
Cash Capital ........................................... 5,666,666 64 Cash C,.pital ................................... 1,506.000 00
Total Liabilities and Surplus ....$5,844,303 70 Surplus over all Liabilities .... 20.225,223 29 Surplus over all Liabilities .......... 3,012,300 04
Arthur L. Orne,
Dockland
E. .1. Carter.
Rockport Total Liabilities and Surplus... .$207,041,779 4' Total Liabilities andSurplus ...$12,136,287 67

Governor Baxter Fixes April 13 In His
Proclamation.

/
By proclamation. Gov. Baxter has set
Friday, April 13, for the third annual
bird day in Maine. Gov. Baxter says:
"For more thrn four months the
State of Maine has been buried un
der a mantle of ice and snow. The
North Wind has frozen our lakes und
streams and even the salt water bays
and rivers along the seacoast have been
stiffened by its blast. The winter has
been severe both for man and beast.
"What of the birds? Those that
have remained with us have suffered
and died in great numbers, but the
survivors join with their human friends
in hailing the advent of spring.
"The first mild days will bring back
to us the migratory birds, whose an
nual visit has been delayed, and the
State once again wiil he happier and
more cheerful on account of their re
turn. Never was there a spring when
our feathered friends were more wel
come. Throughout the remainder of
the year let us care for them, protect,
enjoy, and study them with renewed
interest
"Life is sweeter because of the birds.
Like human beings they suffer and die,
often are hungry and cold, hut unlike
them their spirits seem never to droop.
Frail little creatures though they he.
they ever are cheerful, hopeful and
brave. In these respects they set a
bright example to their human coin
panions."
- X

P'of.

H. P.

Sweetser.
of Maine
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RED CEDAR SHINGLES
THE BEST

University

In caring for such cane fruits as the i
raspberry and blackberry both pruning !
and training are practiced. Certain
general rules apply to pruning all cane I
fruits. Dorman pruning in late fall or
early spring will stiffen the plant so i
that it can support its load of fruit :
oftentimes without the aid of a trellis, i
This operation also helps lo control 1
cane borers.
The summer bearing types of rasp- i
berries and the blackberries yield fruit!
on the two-year old canes, on short. j
later ii branches, the growtli of which |
may Le encouraged by juJi< ious cut-;
ting back of the canes. Too 1 eavy cut- i
ting, in wever, may seriously affect the
yield ar.d delay the fruiting season to '
some extent.
Ai;e- two seasons the canes die and |
these old canes should be removed
each yiar. The usual practice is to cut
back all the live canes first and then
the c id canes can be easily removed.
The accumulation of old cancs and tips
should be carefully collected and
burned.
Summer pruning must be regulated
by he (ondition of th plants and th'
system of training that is being fol
lowed. If trellises are used little or no
summer pruning is needed l.ut if the
expensive treiiis is to be eliminated it
wiil lie important to summer prune the
cancs. Summer pruning wiil increase
the size of the canes and will develop
many lateral branches so that the
whole plant will be strong enough to
stand erect when the fruiting is at its
maximum.
• • • •

The operation of summer pruning
consists of cutting off the tip of the
cane when it has reached a certain
height. The fact that all canes do not
grow alike usually means that two, or
sometimes three operations at short
intervals may be necessary. Frequent
ly his tvork is done wilh Ihe thumb
and finger without even the use of a
knife. A sickle may be used to trim
the lop of the hedge to a definite
height.
Wi b the fall bearing types of cane
fruits, like the fall hearing raspberry,
the fruit is borne on the tips of the
cane3 produced that same season. Rad
ical summer pruning on this type of
cane fruit must not lie practiced.
For maximum yields and for home
gardens the use of the trellis and the
train.ng of the plants are recom
Send the' children to see Jules mended
Various styles of trellises
Verne’s “Around the World in 18 Days” may be constructed by use of posts and
at the Empire Saturday.
Two chil
dren admitted for one paid admission the i iw eanes within the limits of the
of 10c.—Adv.
trellis -s. Each'spring all plants which
have strayed from the row during the
previovr season must be removed.
Tn? linear row method of training
cane fruits gives the greate-t economy
at harvest time. Tiie plants are not
allowed to grow in a hedge but are
close together in a narrow row. The
trellis is usually placed about eight
enydliaireivvcedof
Inches to the south ot this row and to
the wires of the trellis the cancs are
STATIONERY"
fastened with soft twine or so Interwov' n that they will bold their posi
n
tions throughout the season. Thus all
of tii ' berries can be harvested from
JOE COURIER-GAZXT.C
one side of the row while on the other
side (lie new canes are allowed to grow
ROCKLAND
unmolested. These new eanes will, In
MAINE
turn, lie fastened to th> trellis wire the
next spring.

-SOCIAI EN6§WT G
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TRAINING CANE FRUITS

BRITISH

EASTERN

5X

COLUMBIA

CEDAR

ALSO

SHINGLES,

ASPHALT

|

SLATE SHINGLES, LATHS, CLAPBOARDS,
ROOFING, LUMBER AND NAILS.
PRICES REASONABLE

R. W. BUZZELL CO.
42-lt

ROCKPORT, MAINE
Uil:
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; pie of the United States today, tomorj row and 100 years from now."
.
The Country's economic recovery
Letting during the present administration, Sec£ I, tc retary Davis said, has no precedent in

HE’S NOT WORRYING
President
tmh

1924

Harding

T 1

lake Care ot ltselr

,,

within

a few months th,

Says the Secretary of Labor. Xa„ti°n ha’ .««* from

industrial
;and financial panic to prosperity, he
said, with indications of prosperity on
President Harding is not “bothering every hand.
his head over-much about the politics
Discussing the position of women in
of 1924.” Secretary Davis told the Wo politics, the secretary so id:
“I am one of those who find a great
men’s Republican Club of Boston in a
consolation for the present, a great
speech Monday. The President’s Sec
hope for the future, in the advent of
retary of Labor, after expressing his our American women into political life
views on woman’s place in politics, I through the exercise of the right of
discussed Mr. Harding’s attitude to ! suffrage. I am one of those who be■ lieve that women in politics means
wards the forthcoming Presidential
! better politics, not worse women, and
campaign.
that women will bring into public life
“The President’s plans seem to be j those same virtues that they have so
worrying many of our people.” said Sec long displayed in American home life.”
retary Davis. “I think that every
newspaperman I have talked to for the
A CANDIDATE AGAIN
pas: month or more has wanted to
know what they are. Well, I’ll tell you
Hon. Frank E. Guernsey To
something about the President:
“President Harding is probably the
Make Third Try For U. S.
poorest advertiser in the United States
today. The smallest corner grocer in
Senatorial
Nomination.
Boston could undoubtedly give him a
big handicap and then beatTiim at the
Kx-Congressman Frank E. Guernsey
game of getting himself ‘sold’ as they
I of Dover-Foxcroft Wednesday an
call it, to the public. This is not the
nounced that he would he a candidate
type of our old and respected friend
for the Republican nomination for the
Theodore Roosevelt, who had the fac-.. .4 .
ulty of letting folks know what he was 11
States
in 1924' The “z"’
dolng. and how fast he was doing it. I »<>u„.ement foilows:
President Harding reminds me of the
In vl*w
the voluntary offers of
man who was
was made boss of the mill, "tipport by Republicans from all se<back in the days when 1 workSd with tions of the State, I intend to go on
my hands. This mill worker was a with the campaign that I began for
man that nobody had ever noticed. He equal representation in the United
never had been engaged in any of the I States Senate f; r the northern and
ordinary disputes about the plant. But eastern half of Maine, and to that end
the quiet man got the job. And we will be a candidate for the Republican
found out why. He worked at his job. nomination for I tilted States Senator
He didn't talk about It. Well, that is in 1924.
“Not only has support been offered
President Harding. He works at his
generally by those who stood for the
job. Ift- doesn't talk about it.
"President Harding is an indefati northern and eas-ern Maine cause in
gable worker and he accomplishes tre 1922 but it has li.cn offered so freely
mendous results. He is a plain, busi by large number, who were opposed
ness-like individual with a genius for that year that 1 feel hound to take
stabilizing things. He is not the man notice.
“I want to say to my friends that
to do his work to the tune of a brass
band. I have often urged him to let if those who stood with us in 1922.
the people know the seriousness of the and those who did not but have
tasks confronting him and the steps he pledged their support in 1924, vole
has taken anil is taking to perform witli us in the next primary, I am con
them, for I know something of tile fident we will win by no uncertain
value of publicity. But he has insisted vote.
"Our cause is a just one that is conthat tile work will speak for itself, and
the people will find things out. When constantly gaining support, and is cerI have sought to point out that there ' tain of recognition by the Republicans
is a campaign of 1924 coming, and that <>f Maine. Equal representation for
a little advertising for the administra all sections is one of the cardinal printion would do no harm, he has told me ciples of the Republic. Having raised
that he is not a show man. not a stage the flag in a cause with purpose so
director. He hold-s that today the best fair and sound, it is no tinte to haul it
politics is service to the people.
down now.”
“Just between you and me President
Harding Is not bothering his head over
The greatest chapter play for old
much about the politics of 1924. He is and young at the Umpire Saturday
spending his time working for the peo- "Around the World ill 13 Days."—Adv.
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Lost and Found

TRAVELOGUE

Matinee, 10c, 17c.

Evening, 17c, 22c

I

MONDAY

FOUND 15 ft. Motor boat, no engine, white
with yellow trimmings. D. O. HILL, 21 Maver
ick Street.
42-44
LOST Black and white English Setter—
answers to name of Billy. Lost Wednesday
morning. Howard, (’all 582-W.
41-43

LOST Hound dog. black and tan, year old.
in Warren, near Maynard Leach’s, collar oft,
no name, tall on one side. GEO. W. BACHi ELDER. Rockland.__________________ 41*43
i
FOUND—Plain gold band ring with initials
j insld-j. Apply COURIER-GAZETTE.
40-42

I

CHARLES RAY

78

Total Liabilities and Surplus . . ..$16,539,299 78
THE AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF HARTFORD. CONN
G50 Main Street. Hartford, Connecticut.
1922
IBMETB !»■
Mortgage Loans ....................... . . .$ 505.600 00
472.100 no
< ollatcral Loans ......... .............
’ 719 67 5 • 1
Stocks and Bonds...................
. . . 1.868,644 47
Cash in Office and Bank .
Agents' Balances ................... ... 3.451.525 69
12
Bills Receivable .......................
88.-"! .1
Interest and Renta...................
..
.
,U4.4?
5
..1
All o»her Assets .......................

09

PRUNING AND

FOX COMEDY

to exceed

for $0 cents
Additional lines 5 cents each
for cne time, 10 cents 3 times Six words tusks

“A CALIFORNIA .ROMANCE”

Gross Assets ..................... ..$16,616,038 14
76.738 36
Deduct items not admitted ....

41 7

till

Total Liabilities and -Surplus... $2,575,801 66

MT. PLEASANT VALLEY

ANNUAL BIRD DAY

In Everybody's Column

Security of Contract and Service to our Customers Given First

414 433 439 485 431—2202

Mrs. Alton Russell Is employed at
Mrs. Bisbee's on Camden street. Rock
land.
Aaron Clark of Thomaston was the
guest of his uncle. A. J. Clark, last
week.
Ambrose Fish of Appleton, who has
been visiting at A. T. Russell’s, re
turned home Monday.
E. H. Davis is improving, after hav
ing been quite ill with a cold.
Olaf Merrill is employed at Alford
Kake Camp,’ South Hope.
Olivia Russell received 95 Ancona
and Brown Leghorn chickens from a
company in Boston, Saturday.
A flock of bluebirds and seven robins
have called here during the past week;
also an old white henhawk. who is a
regular summer visitor. On April 3
several flocks of geese flew over and
a flicker or yellow hammer was seen

Apply to M. SHORTELL & SON. INC..
Warren. Maine
41-43

Matinee, 2:00 P. M.
Evening, 6:45, 8:30
Presenting Photoplays of Class and Quality

Total Liabilities and Surplus ... $5,183,128 04

THOMASTON THE WINNER

WANTED—SHOE

WHERE THE BRIGHT STARS TWINKLE !

In His Latest and Greatest Photoplay, Adapted from the
Famous Stage Success

Wanted

“A TAILOR MADE MAN”

Schooner or yawl about 42
W. L. x 14 x 7 with or without engine, good
I condition, cheap, no brokers.
<’. E. GOODRIDGE, 29 Somerset St.. Boston, Mass. 42*44
A Character Portrayal Just As You Like To See Charles Ray and
WANTED—One-horse jigger or truck wagon.
W. J. FRYE. 9 Sweetland Street. Tel. 42-11.
More Laughs and Drolleries Than Ever
42*44
WANTED—Girl or woman for cook and gen
era I housework in family of three. Good wages
MAKE IT A PARTY
and a good home. Apply MRS. M. L. CARTER.
So. Main St.. Attleboro, Maas.
42-44
Comedy
NEWS AND
WANTED—A cook.
Tel. 897-W.
MRS.
"WET AND WARMER”
VIEWS
(’HAS. II BERRY. 81 Talbot Avenue.
41 If
WANTED—Cook for the season of 1923 In u
Matinee—Balcony, 17c; Floor, 28c. Evening—Balcony, 28c; Floor, 35c
small hotel at Christmas Cove. Me. Also a
woman foi chamber work. Address RUSSELL
HOUSE, Christmas Cove, Me.
41*43
TUESDAY—T. ROY BARNES AND SEENA OWEN IN
WANTED—Salesman to represent locally the
distributors of a well known product in great
“THE GO-GETTER"
demand. For an experienced salesman having
a wi le acquaintance among the better class of
people, especially club men tills presents an
unusual opportunity for unlimited earning pow
ers. Executive of the company will be in your
city shortly so arrange for an Interview by ad
dressing D C B. 605 Liberty Building. New
Haven. Conn.
41*43
WANTED—One man Immediately to demon
strate Fuller Brushes in exclusive territory.
Write, phone, or see H. P. MacAIMAN, Rock
land
________ ___ 40 4£_
WANTED—Girl for general housework in
family of two. One to go home nights pre
ferred
MRS. DONALD GEORG#. Thomaston.
SEED OATS, GRASS SEEDS—includ
Tel 18-11
______ ____
ing TIMOTHY, RED CLOVER, ALYWANTED A horn type phonograph In good
condPi m. Will buy or exchange. Used rec
SIKE and LAWN GRASS SEEDS—
ords bought. sold, and exVhanged. OKIE’S
GIFT SHOP. 410 Main Street
4o*42
FERTILIZERS, and
WANTED- Small rent on ground floor, 4 or
.
5 rooms. A. E. LEDIIE, P. O. Box 224, City.
A Full Line of—
40*42
WANTED Firemen, Brakemen. beginners
GRAIN, FLOUR, HAY, STRAW
$150-5250 monthly; no strike; (which position?)
Write RAILWAY, care Courier-Gazette. 40*45
AND FEEDS
WANTED —Woman of experience to do gen
eral housework In family of three. Wanted to
Our Strong Points—
begin v/ork May 1. Address W. M., Courier-Ga
zette office.
40-4*5
QUALITY
WANTED—Women attendants at Maine
School for Feeble Minded. Ages 20 to 45. Ex
GOOD SERVICE
perience not necessary. Only those desiring per
manent position considered. Give references
and
and detailed information in first letter. Applv
to Dr. S. E. VOftBURGH, Supt.. West Pownnl.
STRAIGHTFORWARD DEALINGS
Maine.
40-45
WANTED—To rent. 6-room house; must be
well located. ARTHUR L ROGERS. 18 Shaw
avenue. Tel. 622-J.
39-44
WANTED Energetic men and women of good
TELEPHONE 746
chancier with selling ability to sell the fa
mous Gillette Indestructible Metal Hot Water
C. M. RICHARDSON, Manager
42-44
Bottle-Bed Warmer from our factory direct to
the Romes. Permanent employment, exclusive
territory, commission 50% of sales, capital not
necessary. Write promptly for details. GILLKTTE MF(L CD.. Concord. N. H.
39*41
WANT ED—Children to board. Call at 4
do Let
Eggs and Chicks
Bunker St
MRS. .1. HART.
3-tf
WANTED— \V can use one or two second
TO LET—Attractive large and small rooms,
central location. Permanent or transient. En hand National cash registers, figures to $10.
FULL ER CO BB DA VIS.
37 -tf
quire 25 PARK STREET
42*41
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kilteos. male
TO LET—Rooms for light housekeeping;
and female. Highest prices naid. JOHN S.
modern conveniences. Inquire 12 ELM ST.
RANLETT. Rockville, Me Tel 352-14. 15tf
42-44
TO LET—Large office with steam heat. Apply
lo VESPER A LEA( H. 366 Main St. 42-tf
For Sale
TO LET—In Thomaston, at Mill River, tene
FOR SALE—Showcase 40 inches deep, 4 1
ment of 6 rooms with barn and poultry house;
1acres of land, situated on car line. Apply in. long. 28 in. wide. Apply W. B. WILL
42*on premises.
Mbs u cy fish, Thomaston, Thomaston. Me.
Maine.
42-41
FOR SALE—Toulouse Goose Eggs for hatch
EGGS FOR HATCHINC—Pen 1 Tompkins
TO LET Two furnished rooms for light ing. 25 cents each. 151 PLEASANT ST.. City.
strain single comb R. I. Reds, selected heavy
42*lt
layers, excellent color, mated with cockerel from housekeeping, with flush cloud, electric lights,
hens with heavy trap nest record, $1.50 for 15 city water, tor man and wife, or two women.
FOR
SALE
—
Oak
dining
set.
square
table
and
72 I’AMOE.X STREET. Td. 632-W.
11 tf
eggs.
6 chairs, good condition, reasonable price. 16
Pen 2—Good color and good layers, mated
KNOX ST., Thomaston. Tel. 186-12.
42*44
TO
LET
—
Two
furnished
rooms
suitable
for
with cock birds carried over from last year, light housekeeping. 14 BROAD STREET
FOR SALE—Pen of 15 R. I. Red pullets
$1.00 for 15 eggs.
40*42
Please order early. ALDEN F. PETTEE.
with cockerel, best of stock for breeding, everv
bird
laying, price $30 for lot. DR. SHERMAN.
Tel. 739-M.
43-44 ' TO LET —Store In Camden excellent location,
42*44
■ all fitc 1 for grocery or grocery and market. Tel. Ti-lt phone 368 W
EGGS FOR HATCHING from a pedigreed
37-tf
FOR SALE—One year old Jersey Bull; one
Tompkins strain R. I. Red cockerel mated with 238-11. 8. B. HASKELL.
full blooded birds of excellent color. These
TO LET In Vinai Block, Thomaston, store 1922 Queen Brooder ; one Cypress Incubator, 160
birds are free from disease and backed by high space first floor; 2 front offices, second floor, all egg size. V. G. PETTIN<HLL. Union, Me.
42*44
trap nest records, ('all for egg prices. VIC of third floor, suitable for factory or lodge
TOR P HALL. Telephone 515.
41-43
rooms. Third floor formerly occupied hv K. of
FOR SALE—Very best green Mountain po
WHITE WYANDOTTE EGGS FOR HATCHING I', and Is all fitted Apple to H. H. STOVFJt or tatoes for seed or table use. $1.50 per bu.
:i«-if
—From high grade hens. $1 00 l-er setting, to 00 ERXEBT < IiAVIS. Rockland.
FRANK M. TURNER, Thomaston. Tel. 26-11.
per loo .1. P bPAl’bDESd. Ho Tlioniastoo,
42*44
TO LET—A 'ittle gem ot a five room fur
Maine
29-40
nis'i (l iij,.trtment
MVM be seen to be ap
FOR SALE—At a Bargain 10 tons medium
preciated Apply to R. U COLLINS, 375 Main anti fine bay. A portion was cut early iu 1921.
Street, Rockland. Maine
lc-tf
At home forenoons. L. A. COLE. Union, Me.
42*44
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves
and musical instruments or anything that re
Terms
FOR SALE—Merrill upright piano in fine
quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable condition. At a bargain. J. C. BERRY. 163
If
1 R. Flye 221 Main St., Rockland
45tf
South Main Street.
42*44
j

WANTED

WE HAVE IN STOCK
AND READY FOR DELIVERY—

KNOX COUNTY GRAIN CO.

Desired

Miscellaneous

SNOW-HUDSON CO.

Good

RAINCOATS, $10 to $18; Overcoats $18 to
$25; Children’s Raincoats $6.0<i. \Y. W. HAM
ILTON. 96 Warm 8t.
Phone rTl I. 12 11
AUTO TRUCKING—City parcel delivery.
J Prices reasonable. S. P. WADSWORTH, 56
Grace St. Tel. 258-4.
«5-tf
STRAWBERRY AND RASPBERRY PLANTS

USED CARS
1922 Hudson Chassis $500.
1920 Hudson Touring $750.

1919 Cadillac,

$975.

All Cars Guaranteed

665 Main St., Rockland
665

Main St.

! Mctoiifl
Il LARS Jl

Rockland
41-42

FOR SALE
at OWL’S HEAD, ME.
CASTLE COMFORT COTTAGE

AND GARAGE

The finest piece of Summer Pro
perty
on
the
Maine
Coast.
Throughly overhauled and painted
lust season—not a rotten piece of
lumber in it.
Included with the buildings is
tiie strip of land extending to the
shores, insuring an unobstructed
view of ocean and Islunds.
Owing to long, severe ilness. I
will sell at a bargain. Drop me a
card and I will forward postcard
picture of cottage.

J.

W.

HATCH

197 BROADWAY, ROCKLAND, ME

.

Bead tor Cbt&tatue. No other in tiie coun
try like if. Full of valuable information, vou
will not throw it into the wastebasket. ('. S.
PRATT. Athol. Mass.
42-8-51
AMERICAN BEAUTIES The demand fur my
Ameri'-an Beauty Sweet Peas is such that it
will be necessary to send In an early order for
planting time; 20 cts. per oz. by mail. All
kinds of New England seeds. C. L. MAGVXE,
Thomaston, Me
41-8-49
HAVE YOUR MONOGRAM—Put on your car.
suit case, trunk, etc. Three letters on each
side.
Price $1.50. W. W. HAMILTON. 59
Warren Street. Phone 671-.I.
41*43
$400 SECURES EQUIPPED FARM 4<> acres
near village. Good, comfortable home amidst
friend)) Beighbora and money-making farms:
about a mile to all village advantages; level
loamy tillage for potatoes, vegetables, hay,
and grain, brook-watered pasture, valuable
woodland ; 60-tree apple orchard; good 6-room
house. 40-ft. barn. etc. Owner occupied else
where $906 gets it, cow. poultry, tools. Imple
ments thrown In for early sale, only $400 needeo
Details page 37 lllus. Catalog Bargains
New England and many states. Copy free. Ad
dress me personally. E. A. STROUT, Pres.,
STROUT FARM AGENCY. 284DG Water St.,
Augusta, Me.
12 li
PAPER HANGING—And Inside Painting For
such work call 349-M. C. C. JOHNSTON, 16
Pleasant St., City.
37*42
PICTURE FRAMING—I carry a nice line of
Mouldings and can fill all orders promptly and
at reasonable prices. EDWIN 11. MAXCY, over
Payson':, Store, at tin- I’.rook.
35*43
PORTLAND PEOPLE can find each issue of
Tiie Courier-Gazette on sale at the CENTRAL
NEWS (X) , 664 Congress St. This will con
venience many who want to get the paper reg
ularly
13-tf
“CHRONICLES OF KNOX COUNTY.” a very
handy 10G page book compiled b.v R. B Fill
more, gives ;ho official history’ of the county
and a page or so is devoted to each of the
towns and two plantations
Sent by mail te
any address on receipt of 50c. Address It. B
FILLMORE. 80 Main Street Thomaston
*

142-»f

FOR SALE—Ford Coupe, in Al condl
(an be seen ‘Ttt Flye Garage.
FRANK
WHEELER.
42*
FOR SALE—New milch Jersey cow, 5 years
o’d. E. P. SHIBLES. Rockport, Me. Tel. 33 11.
41*43
FOR SALE White reed baby carriage. WAL
TER LOW Tel 129-12.
41 16
FOR SALE—Baby carriage, reversible botlv,
nice < ondition. Call at 586 MAIN ST. Tel.
PHU5.______________________________ 41*43
FOR SALE—24 ft. power boat. Will sell
••heap. LEON POMROY, 41 Lime street. 41*43
FOR SALE—Man’s Crown bicycle, less than
2 years old; fine condition; cost new $45.
Price reasonable. Tel. 789-W.
41-tf
FOR SALE—Gasoline engine, nearly new ;
also saving machine. FREEMAN YOUNG, 307
Limerock St.
40*^2
LOST—Sunday, small cameo breast pin. Re
ward if left at COURIER-GAZETTE OFFICE.
_______________________________ 40*42
FOR SALE—Underwood typewriter, used verv
little. CALL 433-2.
40-42
FOR SALE—Boat 30x7% equipped with ten
It. p. Greenport engine. Apply to E.VKL S.
FIELD, Monhegan, Me.
39*41
FOR SALE—2 second-hand Upright Pianos ;
3 Col unbia Phonographs; 150 new 12-ln. Co
lumbia records 75c, STUDLEY’S FURNITURE
STORE. 283 Main Street. Rockland.
38-tf
FOR SALE—Auxiliary knockabout cruising
sloop 32x10x3%, new sails, roomv cabin, fast
and seaworthy. C. D. FILLEBROWN. Stockton
Springs. Maine.____________
38*49
FOR SALE—Cypress counters, shelves and
fixtures in the Vinal store. Thomaston. Applv
to HERBERT II. STOVER or ERNEST C. DA
VIS, Rockland.
36-tf
FOR SALE—One 5 h. p Miami Marine En
gine with carbureter, shaft and propellor. This
engine has been overhauled and is in good or
der.
On6 good set of Joiner tools
One foot power Turning lathe with tools. W
F TIBBETTS. 144 Union St.. Rockland Tel
775-W <,r 225-R______________________30-tf
FOR SALE—Ford delivery with panel body;
good running condition. J. A. JAMESON CO ,
Ruck land. Tel 17
27-tf
FOR SALE—New and second hand boilers,
10 to 60 h p. Horizontal and upright. Suit
able for portable mills, factorica. boat shops,
bolsters, etc. I. L SNOW CO , City.
3-tfFOR SALE—1916 Apperson Touring;
lent condition throughout. Price $350.

LADIES -Reliable stock of hair goods ui JONES, 5 Talbot Avenue, Rockland.
the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mai1 576 R
orders soliciled HBLBN C KHOIlBk IKtf

excel
A. C.
Thoue

Summer Cottages and Board
You Know What You Are Doing.

Other People Nay Not

Know the tremendous pull Tell Them Through an Advertise
ment In This Papes.
ing power of Courier-Gazette
ads.

NOW is the time when people are
summer vacation plans. The Courler-C
suggests that owners of cottage proper
let or for sale, or accommodations for hot
announce the fan under this heading, wi
will be read all over New England.

NOTICE—Notice is hereby given of the loss
of dcjMisit book numbered 3429 and the owner
of said book asks for duplicate in accordance
with the provisions of the State Law. SECU
RITY TRUST (XL. b.v Elmer C. Davis. Treas.
Rockland, Me., Mur. 22, 1923.
36 S 42
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Every-Other-Day

In Social Circles
In «d<tltl<Mi lo personal noton recording de
partures and arrlrala, tha department especially
iealiea information of social happenings, par
ties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.

a severe cold lasting several weeks.
Mr. Gray's circle of friends in this
section is very large owing to pastor
ates in the Rocklapd and Rockport
Methodist churches and his present |
position as district superintendent for
that denomination with headquarters
at Boothbay Harbor.

..............................................

Gossip of Singers and Players Well Known To Music
Lovers In These Corners of Maine.

770

You

Contest
is on!

Simmons I, Hammond MfgCo.
Portland, Maine
<„>

Miss Mildred Ryan and Miss Ida
Carey, chairmen of the ice cream
table at the annual St. Bernard’s fair,
held a very successful whist party at
the K. of C." hall Thursday evening.
There were 12 tables.
Mrs. Harold
Thomas won the ladies prize and Mr.
Thomas the men's prize. At pro
gressive whist the prizes fell to Wil
liam Walsh and Mrs. Wilfred Gamachc.

Sister Emily, superior of the House
of Rest, at Bay Shore, Long Island, is
the guest for a few days of the Misses
Burpee, Middle street. Sister Emily
was formerly Miss Emilie Phillips, who
did valuable work as director of music
4n the Rockland schools, afterward
joining the Sisterhood of the Holy Na
tivity. Before returning to Bay Shore
she will make a brief visit with Mrs.
The Bird Branch Sunshine Society
will meet at the Legion Hall Monday,
from 2 to 5 o'clock, for work.
The Saturday Club will be enter
tained this evening at the home of Dr
A. W. Foss, as guests of George B.
Wood.

Mrs. Charles M. Kalloeh and Mrs
Alan L. Bird have gone to New York
for an extended vhtlt with Mr. and Mrs
W. T. White.
Mrs. C. H. Berry and grandson
Chas. H. Berry, who have been spending
the winter at the Thorndike Hotel, are
occupying their Talbot avenue resi
dence. which has been closed for two
years.
,

Rev. J. H. Gray, formerly of thi
city, is making a good recovery at the
Deaconess Hospital, Boston, from his
recent severe illness. Blood transfu
sion was made yesterday and Mr. Gray
hopes to return home soon. Under the
X-ray no organic trouble was discov
ered but a very poor condition of the

blood was noted, due to a siege with

cert Fantasia on the Tune "Hanover,"
one of Mr. Lemare's compositions.
.

• . • »

Bridgton lias formeda chorus known as
the Bridgton Festival Chorus, which will
be carried on in connection with the
Chapman Chorus of the Maine Festi
val.
e e e e

At the concert given in Portland
Thursday n^ght of this week, by
Cliallapiii.it was announced that follow
ing Chaliapin's and the usual Russian
custom, no definite program would ho
printed, lint books containing the
translated words of the sevehty-five
songs in the Chaliapin repertoire would
be supplied everyone in the audience,
and Chaliapin would' announce frojn
the platform what his next selection
would be.
• • * *
Greenwich. Conn., April 1: A trump
eter stationed in the spiro of the Sec
ond Congregational Church this morn
ing to play “I Know That My Re
deemer Liveth" while some 150 memliers of the church were assembled be
low in til graveyard, at an Easter sun
rise service at 5.45 o'clock, was unable
to give the selection. His lips froze in
the trumpet. After playing the first
line of tiie piece he gave up. The
thermometer registered at eight above
zero. (This would have been even
more thrilling had it been Rockland,
for we have four degrees below zero!)

«•*•

BERNHARDT

Tiie golden voice Is stilled—and music lies I
Here Time, (lie conqueror, tri'inphs again 1
The mobile mash is rigid—art suspires:
'Genius withdraws her from tile world of men.
And wilh tier Magic dies also—und Charm,
That labile. preeioua. fragile, falrv gift —
8n tenuous and rare, yet strong in lure.
To more to tears, to heights of joy uplift!

Iiidoniltahlc Will passed witli her. too:
Enduring Courage and Eternal You’ll—
"But these wilt always live I" I hear one say,
"And show again—they cannot die. In truth 1"
Nay, but they will not meet again In ope
Great splendid soul to bloom there as one
flower.
To give its fragrant tieauuty lo the earth
Till Time shall eease. A Great One passed
today!
—Jtoselle Mercier Montgomery.
e e e e

Two programs on Easter from New
York City churches may be of interest
to some of our readers:
Broadway Tabernacle (Congrega
tional) Dr. Charles E. Jefferson pastor.
Musical program: Prelude, “Christus
Resurrexit," Ravanello; "Christ our
Passover," Mcfarlane; “As It Began to
Dawn.” Coombs:
“Come See the
Place,” Parker.
Evening: Prelude,
"Romanz.” violin and organ, Wagner:
"The Omnipotence,” Schubert; "I Am
He That Liveth." Spicker-Gale; “God
So Loved the World,” Stainer; “My
Redeemer Liveth." Mcfarlane. and alto
solo. "Sing Forth Alleluia," Mcfarlane.
Dr. WillC. Mcfarlane was acting organ
ist and choirmaster.
Church of the Ascension (Episcopal)
Dr. Percy Stickney Grant, rector.
Morning: Prelude, "Andante Religloso." Theme (harp, cello and violin. 1
Easter Song." I’luddemann Kyrie in E
flat. Guilmant; Creed from St. Cecilia
Mass, Gounod: offertory, "Extase,"
Ganne (cello, harp and violin); "There
Stood
Three
Marys,”
Matthews;
Sanctus in F flat, Cullman!; Postlude,
Hymn to St Ceoilia, Gounod. Aftorhoon at 4 o’clock: Prelude, “Allegro
Cantablle,” Widor: Anthem. “Now
Christ the Lord is Risen." Traditional;
Offertory, “The Messiah" Handel;
Postlude, Voccata from Sym. V.. Widor.
Jessie Craig, organist and director;
soloists for the Messiah, Ada Marie
Castor, soprano; Elizabeth Lennox,
contralto; John Barnes Wells, tenor
and Walter Greene, baritone.
In the second program John Barnes
Wells' name is familiar to Rockland
people, lioth liecause of Maine Festi
vals and through the concert given
here in Rocklapd, with Mr. Wells as
soloist a few years ago. In addition to
keeping in the front ranks with the
eminent tenors of our day Mr. Wells is
a composer of some note, especially in
the line of encore songs, which are in
a class by themselves.
To owners of talking machines
doubtless Elizabeth Lennox's name is
familiar. She records for the Bruns
wick people, and is rapidly gaining
prominence in the musical world. Her
voice is a luscious velvety contralto
and an especially beautiful recording
voice.

In scanning the Easter music in the
Protestant churches in New York it
was noted that on almost every pro
gram the following three numbers appeared: "Hosanna," by (Jranier; "I
Know That My Redeemer Liveth,”
from The Messiah; and "The Magda
lene" by Warren. The former appear
ed in solo, duet and anthem form, wilh
all sorts of obligatos, from organ alone

CHAPMAN CONCERT
FRIDAY EVENING, APRIL 13, 1923

K. H. Parker and son of Washing
ton, D. C.. are guests at the Thorndike
Hotel this week. Mr. Parker is here
on business connected with the Rock
land & Rockport Lime Corporation.

Under the Auspices of Wight Philharmonic Society

QrthurS. Kane.
^orUHttt'y

Charles
.'A Tailor^.
Made;Man
ar , *
Horrtf'JomcsISmith
'os produced by,
Cohan ond Horris'lm the
United States of Om erica
Direction-Joseph De Qrosse
Albig' pictare' of ^per
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IN THE MUSICAL WORLD

Mr. and Mrs Orel E. Davies were in
Dr. A. Z. Conrad made some very
Portland Wednesday, called by the ill
interesting statements regarding radio
ness
of
a
relative
of
Mrs.
Davies.
Wishing to aid the managers of the
broadcasting in a recent open letter to
Home for Aged Women In their canvas
Mrs. E. J. Hollier and Mrs. E. L. the Boston Post, 'which is quoted in
for additional funds, the members of
the Rockland Charity Club are invit Brown entertained a small company of* part below:
ing the uuction bridge players of Ihe friends at the latter's home on Summer
“The fact is that broadcasting Inis
city to a party to be held on the upper street yesterday afternoon, with Mrs.
awakened
an interest in church and
floor of the W. O. Hewett Co. store, E. K. Leighton, newly returned from
Wednesday, April 2, at 2.30 p. m. The abroad, as guest of honor. Sewing was church attendance on the pari of
tickets which are 50 cents each, are supposed to be the afternoon's occupa thousands of people arid that while it
now on sale by inemliers of the club tion, but needles were laid aside when cannot and does not take the place of
and anyone not already solicited may Mrs. Leighton afepted an invitation church attendance, it affords oppor
obtain them from the president, Mrs. to tell of her recent travels. Needless
E. F. Glover, Claremont street. The to say that Ihe afternoon was very tunities for tens of thousands to hear
Luncheon was the truth and receive the impress of
club wishes to realize a generous sum delightfully spent.
for this worthy philanthropy and is al served, and at the guest of honor’s the Gospel, who otherwise would not
ready gratified at the ready response plate was a handsome Colonial bouquet receive it at all. it Is.surpi ising how
which its appeal has received.
Miss Elizabeth Leavitt has returned the radio forms a bond between the
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Leighton, who front a five weeks’ stay in Oldtown, preacher and the invisible audience,
have been abroad the past 10 weeks on where she was called by illness in her and he feels a real friendship and in
She reports great terest in the multitudes that 'listen in.'
the so-called Mediterranean cruise, ar brother's family.
rived home Thursday night.
Mr. quantities of ice on tiie upper*Penob Tho Shepard Company is rendering a
service of the greatest value to New
Leighton went immediately to Water scot.
England through broadcasting. I have
ville on business, but will return to
Miss Charlotte Buffum is spending a lying before me hundreds of letters, all
day. A delightful tour, with a won
derful homeward passage is reported. week or ten days in Portland, guest of enthusiastic in commendation of the
"broadcasting” methods of receiving
her aunt, Mrs. C. A. Robinson.
Ihe message. It is blessing hundreds
Mrs. E. W. Freeman, Miss Leah
Mrs. Lilian McRae was hostess at a of homos. It brings the world of truth
Freeman and Mrs. Edward Gonla have
returned from a fortnight's visit in three-table auction party at her Pleas and music to the homes remote from,
ant street home last evening at which civic centres and affords the sick the
Boston.
favors were awarded Mrs. Emma Car benefits of contact with public speakers
Mrs. P. M. McLeod left Wednesday ver, condlesticks: Mrs. Maud Hallowell, and musicians. To my mind it is the
for her home in Somerville, Mass., af handkerchiefs; and Ihe consolation to most beneficent of all recent inventions
ter a visit of several weeks with her Mrs. Anne Foley, a picture. Refresh and in inspiring and unifying power
ments were served.
surpasses all the rest. When a twosister, Mrs. Frank A. Tirrell, Jr.
minute appeal to an invisible audience
The presence of Miss Florence Gif brings six hundred dollars to equip a
Miss Elizabeth McAuliffe, who was
called here by the death of her aunt, ford of Chicago in the city as guest of Gospel Car, it is gratify ing evidence
Mrs. James Hartnett, has returned to Miss Lucy Fuller has led to several that interest in the glorious Gospel of
happy social gatherings of the younger the Blessed God’ is not wanting."
Waltham. Mass.
set, with Miss Gifford as guest of
e e e e
honor. Tuesday Miss Fuller enter
M. E. Wotton has returned from a
Mephisto in Musical America relates
tained at her Talbot avenue home at
New York business trip.
dinner and bridge, where Miss Dorothy an amusing incident (it has its pathetic
side too). “At a concert at the Metro
Mrs. J. M. Baldrige of Clifford Lodge, Blethen gained first favor and Miss politan at which Josef Hofmann, dis
Gifford the guest prize. A duplicate
Warrenton, is In New York for a few
party of a particularly pleasing nature tinguished pianist, played, a certain
weeks' visit,
was given Thursday night at the home party managed to get into a box .in the
Presently he
of Miss Madeline Snover, Limerock exclusive horsesh-oe.
Alvin H. Hurd and family have re street, and the prize winners were du arose and demanded of Hofmann that
turned to their Ash Point home. They plicated as well as the dinner and he play Chopin's Funeral March. Nat
have been occupying the Dr. Bartlett auction. Last night the final festivi urally there was considerable excite
house on Limerock street during the
ties were held at the Mechanic street ment, which was increased by tile gen
winter.
home of Miss Kathleen Snow, again tleman's insisting that he could play
taking the form of a very pretty dinner the Funeral March better than Hof
Mrs Mary Chapman is convalescing followed by cards at which Miss Lucy mann could play it, anyhow. The
from her recent illness.
Fuller was first prize winner and Miss ushers detained the gentleman until a
Alice Snow the consolation. The Las- patrolman from the West 30th Street
Mrs. Charles Burke and children sell girls—Misses Gifford, Fuller and Station came along. The gentleman
Katherine and Edward, who have been Stover—will leave Monday to resume insisted that he had been told by the
visiting Miss Mildred Ryan, have re school duties, from which Misses Fuller Almighty to go to the Metropolitan and
turned to Woodfords, where they will and Gifford graduate in June.
tell Hofmann to play Chopin’s Funeral
no doubt make their home permanently
March. At the station house the gen
as they have purchased a new bunga
tleman said that he was Angel No 13,
A LOVE QUESTIONNAIRE
low on Tremaine street.
892. To show that he was fully with
in the truth that he could play the
Mrs John Malley of Brunswick was Which It Is Said, Wiil Aid the Cause Funeral March he did so at the station
of Education and Hygiene
the guest of Mrs. Carrie Davis Friday.
piano, and was undertaking a number
of other musical classics when the pro
College women throughout the coun
The annual meeting of the Pro
ceedings were interrupted by the ar
gressive Literary Club will be held try have been asked by the Bureau of rival of an ambulance from Bellevue
with the president, Mrs. Llttlehale. Social Hygiene. Inc., founded by John Hospital, where he was taken for ob
next Tuesday at 4 o'clock. Alter the D. Rockefeller, Jr., to answer unusually servation.”
reading and business a banquet will frank questionnaires concerning love,
be served, in charge of the entertain it was learned today.
Questions put to unmarried women
At the City Hall in Portland the
ment committee.
include:
Easter organ concert played by Edwin
"How old were you when you first Lemare was the finest program that
Mrs. Everett Munsey of Miami, began to spoon'.’
has been presented in the Sunday
Fla., who has been spending several
“What effect, as you estimate it
days in Boston, arrives here today to now, did spooning have upon the course, and a record audience attended.
Mr. Lemare played the Hallelujah
spend the summer with her parents, quality of your character?
Chorus from Handel’s Messiah for his
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. McLoon. Mr.
“Will you give tho reasons why you opening number. One of Lemare’scom
Munsey will join her about the middle have not married?
positions, Easter Morn, was also given.
of May.
Miami has been having a
“What things are most stimulating This composition was written several
winter of excessive heat, and Mrs. to you ?”
years ago by Mr. Lemare. According
Munsey is looking forward with con
Married women and widows were to the notations made on the program
siderable relish to the cool fresh at ashed these questions:
"its chief theme was composed by Mr.
mosphere which keeps company with
"Has your married life be?n a happy Lemare's daughter then only five years
the North Atlantic.
one? If not, why not?
of age." The composer had worked
“Were you strongly attr icted toward Ihe hymn “Jesus Christ is Risen To
young
men?
,
Mrs. George F. Thomas, who is con
day” by means of chimes and in other
“If so. how would you describe this
fined to her bed with a severe illness,
ways, and the result was music ex
attraction?
was the pleased recipient this week
pressive of an almost religious glad
“
Did
you
indulge,
with
one
or
more
of a box of Granges sent from Useppe
ness. Mr. Lemare also played “Fugue
Islands, Fla., by her granddaughter. young men in the intimacies usually on a Trumpet Fanfare" by Lemmens.
embraced
in
the
term
spooning?
Miss Ruth Bisbee.
and one of his own transcriptions,
“If so, how far did you go in spoon
“Russia,” by Moszhowski, best know'll
Miss Linnie Brewer is back ai her ing?”
is a piano number. There followed
The purpose of the questionnaires is
duties at Fuller-Cobb-Davis after a
several request numbers—the prelude
to
aid
in
solving
vexed
questions
of
edu

prolonged vacation.
of the third act and the bridal music
cation and hygiene.
of Lohengrin, “Springtime" by-Hollins,
"We must have more information
John McAuliffe of Winthrop, Mass.,
the lilind English composer, and Conhas been in the city to attend the fun about the average woman in order to
eral of his aunt, Mrs. James Hartnett. have any reliable guidance in the
training of our girls and boys," the in
troductory statement reads.
Mrs Wallace Little delightfully'en
tertained the Eastern Star officers at
Are
In?
her home on Broadway Wednesday
evening at a picnic supper, followed by
THE
a social evening. Mrs. Ella Newberf
won the prize, a nice watch, in the
guessing contest. Everyone had a
MONDAY. APRIL 9
fine time, but Mary felt indisposed.
Matinee, 2:00. Evening, 6:45, 8:30
Among the Rockland guests regis
tered at the Congress Square Hotel.
Write for
Portland, this week were Maynard E.
Sproul and David Goldberg.
particulars
TELEPHONE
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Three Superb New York Artists
MISS LOTTICE HOWELL, Lyric Soprano,
From New York Opera Company
MR. KOLA LEVIENNE, World Renowned ’Cellist
WILLIAM R. CHAPMAN, at the Piano
UNIVERSALIST CHURCH, ROCKLAND, ME.
TICKETS: $1.00 EACH. NO TAX
Tickets can be purchased at FLYE'S GARAGE, NORTH NA
TIONAL BANK, H. H. CRIE CO., and from MEMBERS OF THE
WIGHT PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY.
42-44

COMING

TUESDAY, APRIL 10 COMING
THE

VENETIAN

MELODY BOYS
OF PORTLAND, MAINE

With Five Former Six Links Stars

APRIL 10 HAVENER HALL APRIL 10
COMING!
MAINE’S FINEST DANCE ATTRACTION

PEED
Chassis Price

More than 7it,Odd
in operation

$1185
At I.tinting; plus ha

Capacity 500 to
2500 pounds

Twelve Body Styles

T'HE Speed Wagon Is delivering the goods quicker and
A cheaper in nearly 300 lines of business,— and the engine is

one of the big reasons.
For it’s super-powerful,—with intake valves located in cylinder
head; exhaust valves offset; spark plugs scientifically placed; recip
rocating parts built to withstand excessive strain; and cooled to
the point where gasoline is converted into usable power, in
stead of into heat dissipated through the muffler.

Add to this the inner-frame mounting of power units; the
amidship location of the transmission; its 13-plate clutch; heavy
spiral-bevel-drive axle; pneumatic cord tires on all wheels; complete
clctrical equipment; and a full measure of riding comfort and easyto-drive qualities,—these^ubstantiate the Speed Wagon claim to
commercial car dominance.
Designed and Manufactured in the Rig Ren Shops,

Dealer in MARMON,

REO,

Not Assembled!

HUPMOBILE,

OVER

LAND, WILLYS-KNIGHT and DORT CARS.

Large Stock of Used Cars and Trucks on hand.
Carload of Fresh Horses just arrived.
Real Estate

GEORGE M. SIMMONS
23 Tillson Ave.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

to 'cello and violin, and harp ami violin. held bf the public, and the record au the editors would say. But in Paris!
‘The Magdalene" also appeared in sev diences that greet her everywhere is All. there everything is beautiful. Be
strikingly proclaimed by the accom cause here they ‘stone’ me and say I
eral different forms.
• . * •
panying pictures. Her achievement have no range, no voice, that 1 am flat
Five noted pianists have been se will stand as «an inspiration for future through the whole programme—I know
that I am an artist. I will show’ them
lected by the committee in charge of generations.”
♦ # • •
the Jonas -Chickering centennial which
next year!”
Beading tho foregoing
is lo be held in Symphony Hall on Sat-"
Ganna Walska, who received such a inukes us wonder bow the critics and
urday afternoon April 21-—Mme. Elley cool reception from her concert audi American audiences are artistic and in
Ney, Mme. Germaine Schnitxer, Erno ences. has joined ranks with Isadora telligent enough to appreciate such ar
Doiinanyi. Guy Maier and Lee Pattison. Duncan in declaring America inartistic tists as Caruso, Calve, SchuinannAll live pianists are well known to Bos and unappreciative.
She says, “In llcink and numerous others, if they are
ton audiences. They represent u va America they, the critics, do-not know. os lacking in these sensibilities as
riety of style and it will lie an unusual They look merely for sensations. If Mme. Walska says they are. It will be
opportunity to compare closely the they had said I was a great singer, interesting to know just how American
methods of five artists of the first they could not print much about me audiences and critics receive Mme.
standing. Mme. Ney’s playing is noted because tiie newspapers would not Walska when she comes hack next year
for its power and depth;
Mme. give it the space. ‘It is not the news,’ equipped to conquer America!
Schnitzer's for a dazzling brilliancy of
execution; Mr. Dohnanyi's virtuosity
is coupled with the authority which
comes of ripe experience lioth as an
artist and composer. Messrs, Maier
and Pattison, both products of the New
England Conservatory of Music, are
known here and abroad for their re
markable joint performances on two
pianos, in most hands a rather insensi
tive medium.
• • • •
A short time ago we remarked on the
growing number of Irish tenors (or
tenors with Irish names) who were en
deavoring to he faithful imitators of
our beloved John McCormack, so the
"Chicago,...... I'hree O’Cloek in t/he Morning."
following item in the March 31 issue of
Dearest ’ “Shlek”:
Musical America by our friend Me
I sit before your "Faded Lovn Letters” “All' Muddled Up” for
phisto will be of interest: "Maurice J.
"I've got the I io lioo nines” and "I'm Just Too Mean To Cry.”
Kennedy some time ago wrote to the
New York Times protesting against I
’^11 lino the Night the round of "('owbelis" made me "Homesick
the (trowing number of singers, mostly
for my "Sweet Indiana Home" and "I'm Just a Little Blue For You"
"My Buddy.”
tenors, who have taken Irish names. I
and who are used by phonograph com
Last night tiie "Kitten on Hie Keys" was chasing a "Fuzzy
panies as 'Irish Tenors.' P.ut this is
\\ uzzy Bird' thinking it was a “Hawaiian Nightingale” while I
nothing to the number of Polish Jews!
locked Sweet Annabel” in her “Swanee Cradle” counting her "Ten
who have suddenly become Irish in I
I.illle Fingers and Ten I.ittle Toes" ami singing “Sweet and Low”
order to win success on the vaudeville
a Pickaninny Lullaby.” But "Oh, Baity," I sure was "Blue” for
"My Honey's Lovin' Arms.”
stage. It is popular to be even a cam
ouflaged Irishman when you remember
I,ill Why Should I Cry Over You?" You may lie singing the
that some of our most successful
"Don Ball Blues" or a “Coo Coo” song "Awav Down East in Maine"
operas were written by the Irish,
or "Strufting at the Strutter's Ball" on tho "Golden Sands of
namely: Ivanhoe by Arthur Sullivan;
Waikiki, or "Down Old Virginia Way." Because "Mr. Gallagher
The Bohemian Girl by lialfe, and Mariand Mr. Sheen” told me you were a "Sneak” ami that "Georgette”
tana by Vincent Wallace.”
was your "Tool. Toot, Tootsie" and advised me to tell you to “Pack
* • •
Up Your Sins” and go to “Hyejs.”
The inartistic, it is often .said, are
Well, the “Night” Is passed and “I’m Thru Shedding Tears Over
wont to proclaim that "money talks,”
You." although "I Wish I Know...... Who Loves You Best After All."
and to bear out their declaration, it
Won't you "Come On Home?" "Don't Bring Me Posies," but "Carry
would seem that l'aderewski has lost
Me Back to My Carolina Home.” To see once more "Carolina In
none of his popularity. At his recent
the Morning" would make the "Panama Twilight” look like "Some
recital in San Francisco the gross re
Sunny Day" to me.
ceipts were more than $24,000. Rather
“Underneath Hie Mellow Moon" the “Lazy Mississippi'1 goes
a neat little return for an evening's
"Floating Down to Dixie” and "When the Leaves Come Tumbling
work. And yet l’aderewski would be a I
Down" the “Dixie Highway” looks like a “Sunset Trait of Gold.”
imlitician!
The "Flowers of Arahy” and "Clover Blossoms'' smile at the "Bed
Moon” us it shines upon “The Trail lo Long Ago.” The "Silver
A unique advertisement for GalliSands to Love" are "Burning Sands" Hnd "Hot Lips" and "Ixrvahle
Curcl, put in by her management, ap-I
Eyes” and "Teasing” for "Colorado and You.” So "Who Cures?"
pears in March 31 Musical America. It '
—'"You Gave Me Your Heart" and won't you "Call Me Back. Pal of
shows two small but very artistic pic- j
Mine?” for "There's Only One Pal After All.” I shall “Keep on
tures of Galli-Curci herself and thenI
Building Castles in the Air” and hoping that my "Swance Smiles”
.three pictures of the big audiences that |
wil) keep you from “Stumbling" and that our "Love Ship” will come
attended certain of her concerts—one of |
"Smilin' Thru" “Tomirrow."
Chicago, 1921. sixth consecutive sea-i
Sweet "Hula Dreams" from iur,
son; one of San Francisco, 1922, fifth i
“Lonesome Mania."
appearance, and one of Toronto, 1923.!
seventh appearance. In place of the
usual lengthy and numerous reviews'
from newspapers which we are accus
tomed to, this paragraph alone ap
ROCKLAND
pears:

Popular |MusicJ

•••♦

MAINE MUSIC CO.

“The esteem in which this artist is
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WAR OF 1861-’65

THE COUNTRY IN WINTER-TIME

Some Random Recollections
From the Diary of a Knox However Fierce the Gales and Deep the Snows There Is a
Compensation In Its Peaceful Life.
County Soldier Boy.
My preceding letter left me coming
up the Mississippi River where I had
got as far as Vicksburg. Limit of space
prevents the mention of the scores of
places and events, that deserve to be
mentioned, so I hasten on to Cairo, at
the extreme southern end of Illinois,
where we left the steamlxjat and took
railroad cars for Chicago.
At Cairo the Ohio River joins the
Mississippi and there we found the
best and largest army hospitals we had
yet seen. Into them no flies or mos
quitoes could enter. All the nurses
were men,,for Uncle Sam had not yet
learned the value of women nurses.
The hospital was built on the bluffs,
some two or three hundred feet above
the level of the river. The city was
built mostly upon the level below the
bluffs and had often been inundated.
Steam cars were unloading ice and
sending it down a chute, two or three
thousand feet away, and then 150 feet
lower to the boats in the river. The
ice was on its way to the sick and
wounded in hospitals of the lower
Mississippi.
After leaving a few sick and wound
ed in the hospital we were entrained
for Chicago, 365 miles up State. The
ears were large and roomy, and fine
for cattle, for they had no seats, win
dows or beds. Even the big side doors
were shut and locked. Many of us
climbed out the little scuttle door in
the end and thence to the top of the
car, where we rode at risk of our lives
for many miles, until the train sud
denly drove into a terrific thunder
shower. In two minutes we were wet
to the skin and five minutes later were
in bright sunshine.
Here we got our first sight of vast
fields of ripened grain and corn, grow
ing close up to the railroad track and
stretching as far away as the eye
could see. Machines were busy cutting
and threshing the grain. The boys
timed our speed by watch and mile
posts declaring that at times we were
running a mile a minute.
At Chicago we got cars of a better
grade—emigrant and negro cars—that
had seats and glass windows that we
could look out of—by opening them.
Dirty? Oh, no!
• • • •
When we reached Buffalo. X. Y„ we
got some real cars. Here I first learn
ed that there had been a battle fought
ut Gettysburg, by seeing a casket on
the depot platform, marked "Lieut.
------ , killed at Gettysburg July 4." It
was now August 12. I saw no news
papers while I was at the front. At
Albany we were marched into a big
depot, where we found long tables,
loaded with the best of food, with great
vases of flowers and baskets of fruit
and, best of all a host of mothers, wives
and sisters of soldier boys, ready to
W’ait upon us. to shake hands, and
even to give us a kiss. We had been
brigaded at the front with the 116th
New York Regiment, of which Albany
was the home town. The boys at the
front had telegraphed ahead of us that
we were coming, and to give us a good
welcome. And they did!
Later, at
some place in Massachusetts, we
marched single file through a big de
pot, past huge boxes of delicious ham
and chicken sandwiches, and dough
nuts, with big tanks of hot coffee and
told to help ourselves to all we wanted.
Our next important stopping place
was Boston, where we were marched
into Faneuil Hall and ordered to camp
on the floor for the night. I think I
could point out the spot where I
spread my blanket and laid me down to
sleep in the old Cradle of Liberty, with
the portraits of old fellows hanging
U)>on the historic walls and looking
down upon us, without a smile or word
of welcome. Sixty years have gone by
since that night and those same old
citizens continue to look out of their
portrait frames.
From Boston to Augusta by rail and
then by stage coach to South Hope—
where some cowardly thief stole my
luggage, including knapsack, haver
sack, canteen,blanket, overcoat, under
wear and all the keepsakes and souve
nirs I had carefully gathered at the
front and in my travels—all gone at
one fell swoop.
F. S. Philbrick.

REAL LIFE

Seen In "Tailor Made Man"

[Written For The Courier-Gazette by Elizabeth Treat Nash]

“God made the country: man made
the town.”
Looking about us at the heaped up
snowfields of the winter, We have felt
no inclination to doubt the statement.
We cannot conceive of any mere man
who would not long ago have cried
"enough,” and straightway put a stop
to it.
But the country was never more
beautiful, as winter beauty goes, than
this year. We have deplored the snow
and more snow of the winter, but look
ing about us on a clear morning—at
the old Penobscot sparkling’ in the
morning sun. winding its way like a
deep blue ribbon through fields of
spotless white—we have been charmed
with the beauty of Xature's handiwork
and have marvelled that a howling
blizzard could leave in its trail such
compensation. Sidewalks we have not
had since early in the season, but four
able horses and a mammoth V1"" have
kept for us an open road through
otherwise unbroken fields of snow—un
broken except as once in a while a top
fencerail showed above the drifts, the
resourceful cats of the neighborhood
making of these a means of transit from
one lot to another—an elevated system.
And now, having lived for what
seems like ages in a cloud of whirl
ing snowflakes and tempestuous gales,
we are in a mood to appreciate the
slanting rays of the sun and the fact
that spring is here—at least, upon the
calendar. We find promise of it too in
lessening snowbanks, in the occasional
glimpses of earth we catch across
some wind swept-knoll and, more con
vincing yet. the budding of the leaves
upon the shrubs within our ceila/r, that
in spite of their dark corner have felt
the thrill of spring.
Here in country lanes, where Xaturc
alone must work the removal of snow
and the miracle of grass and flowers,
we have found ourselves wondering
just how it w’ould be done. There was
a time, in fact, when the weather man
could scarcely hope to suit us. so much
snow did we have. When (sin was
suggested we trembled and thought of
imixissable streets and impending
floods, and sunny days alone we felt
could hardly effect It—and then, just
when we were at loss to decide, the
wind most often blew in Xortheast
again and all our worries were dis
pelled in drifting snow.
• » • »
In the early winter we noted the look
of grim determination upon the face
of the horse that mounts our weathervane. It rather annoyed us with its
suggestion of oncoming disaster, but
we have come to understand, as day
after day we have watched him trav
eling in the teeth of a Xortheast bliz
zard. Our sympathy has been enlisted
as storm has succeeded storm, only to
find him with bent head breasting the
gale. There came a day of sunshine,
of balmy southwest breezes, when the
eagle on a neighboring vane spread his
wings to the south in exultation; and
still persistently the sturdy horse faced
the northern sky.
"Ah.” we said, “how like some peo
ple’s lives. With gentle breezes blow
ing all around them they only see the
grayness and the chill, as steadily they
face the gloom.”
But it developed later that our horse
was but saving himseif one trip
around as within twenty-four hours
the eagle had joined him in the on
ward race. This same proceeding hav
ing been duplicated several times
since we have come to believe that
even a weather-vane horse can possess
an uncanny intelligence, surpassing
the boasted knowledge of the wise old
eagle.
During the -height of one of our
worst blizzards, when the winds moan
ed in anguish and shutters banged we
came one evening through a long, dark
hall and entering suddenly the dimly
lighted kitchen, for a moment were
seized with what might have been
aphasia. Facing us was the mantel
and upon it a mirror askew, a lamp
chimney aslant, a picture at a perilous
angle and small articles in confusion.
"Whence came we in this ship’seabin?”
we asked, the howling gale outside
completing the illusion—and grasping
the table for support, lest our sea legs
give out, we were surprised to find an
even kee! beneath our feet. Then gradu
ally our befuddled brain was made con
scious of a frolicking draft that had
set our mantle decorations awry.
Sickness of late has invaded our
household and friend husband tempor
arily became chef and nurse. We won
dered at the grimy black that seemed
to adorn our dishes, as welcome broths
were served to us, but dared not ask,
fearing to know the worst. Our first
trip to the pantry disclosed a reason.
The mop used for cleaning lamp chim
neys was doing diligent service as a
dish-washer.

There is a real touch of life in one
of the scenes in "A Tailor Made Man,”
at the Park Monday. A touch that il
lumines one of the saddest facts of our
existence—the fact that only too often
we are not loved or admired for our
selves, but for the fame or wealth we
have acquired; not what one is. but
what one has, seeming to determine
the social status.
Z
In one scene opposite the fashionable
Knickerbocker club, patronized by the
first families, we see Charles Ray im
maculately attired in full evening
clothes, even to an overcoat with a
hugely impressive fur collar. Although
he is an imposter for the nonce, his
bows and smiles are returned by the
socially elect persons entering and
leaving the club. He is unknown, yet
his air of prosperity assures him a
friendly recognition.
At another time, we see him as John
Paul Bart in work-a-day clothes which jj
it seems are rather worn, shabby, and W
almost direputable looking, standing 11
outside the same club. Xo one even
takes the trouble to look at his face; H
his clothes have damned him socially fl
at the outset. In fact, the club door ■
man and other attaches rather resent fl
his presence.
jj
Rather a commentary on an ever
popular topic: Democracy.
But it jj
would almost seem that human nature B
is greatly concerned with appearances,
and perhaps this is an aesthetic con jj
cern; and aesthetics have nothing in
common with political shibboleths. So
cial distinctions too, may often ob
struct humane impulses.
Two Children admitted for 10c—Em
pire Saturday.—Adv.
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ABYS COLDS
can often be ‘ nipped in
the bud” without dosing
by rubbing Vicks over
throat and chest and
applying a little up the
nostrils.

VICKS
>V
R
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Over 17 Million Jan Used Yearly

IF

YOU

PLACE

The same good man of the house has
been doing some painting recently. He
had planned one efening to shine up
the back stairs. but thinking of our
Tabby, who roams the house at will all
night, he decided to wait until morning.l But who can follow the workings
of the feline mind? Xo sooner w is the
good deed done than Mistress Tabby
made a dash for the open staircase,
never stopping till the topmost stair
was scaled. The expression of bitter
ness and remorse upon her face as she
was later licking her paws convinced
us she was well punished.
One of our youngsters of five years,
with eyes of a poet or artist, has de
cided his future vocation. An elderly
gentleman asked of him the familiar
question, “What are you going to be
when you grow up?” Quick as thought
came the disclosure: "I’m going to be
a soldier—I've got the suit already."
One of our neighbors, who bears a
reputation for telling yarns, entered a
near-by grocery store one day and
joined the loafers there. Questioning
glances were cast at the bandage he
was wearing around his head, but each
waited for the other to ask the ques
tion.
Finally a newcomer asked
"Why?”
“Well,"was the reply, “you see, I was
up In the woods yesterday cutting
trees. Getting weary I leaned against
a juniper tree to rest a spell. The sun
was pretty hot and when I'd had my
nap and started to move, my hair
eaught fast in the pitch of that tree.
'Twas a case of lose my dinner or leave
my hair.”
* • • •
An innovation in the Sunday even
ing services at our local church has
been productive of good audiences in
the worst weather. The laymen have
been heard in a series of addresses,
each speaking on his particular line of
work as related to religion. Splendid
themes of original thought have been
the result. One of the speakers called
to our minds the fact that to the early
Pilgrims we owed the first school sys
tem supported by direct taxation—the
college which afterward was endowed
by John Harvard and bears his name.
Also to these early settlers we owe
the Xew England institution the annual
town meeting.
Apropos of which,
friend husband attended his first this
year and declares he will never miss
another. .
We did appreciate the tribute paid
to the doctors of Rockland in the edi
torial column of The Courier-Guzette.
Here where miles and miles of terri
tory are covered by but one physician,
we who live within the shadow of his
home can but marvel at his courage
and energy, and the willingness of his
faithful horses. Xo storm has daunted
him, no blocked roads have held him
back from calls of sickness; only lim
ited in distance by the endurance of
his horses over almost impassable
roads. Truly, doctors are unsung
heroes.
Country breezes hear much of rest and
peace and neighborly good will. There
is less of diversion, to be sure, but
there is also less to harrow the mind
and pocketbook. The storm may blow,
but so far as eye can see or mind can
travel about the country roads, we can
think of blazing hearth-fires, of com
fort and content. Xo cases of absolute
destitution reach us here: no starving
tramp cats haunt our back doors; no
vision of another neighbor's suffering
haunts our night dreams; for God has
richly blessed the country. Destitution
rarely shows its head. Inconvenience
may be ours liecause of storm-blocked
roads and snow-filled lanes, but desti
tution—almost never. Somewhere off
across the world we know it stalks in
utter desolation, but we have not seen
it go past our door this morning, or felt
its presence just across the street. We
go to sleep w-ith calmer minds, with a
prayer that somehow the miracle of
warmth and food and shelter for the
luckless ones may be provided by an
All-seeing God.
• • • •
And now we are sure that spring has
arrived in country lanes: today we
have seen the first automobile go by.
Winterport, April 4, 1923.

Women Need More
and Better Blood
To be strong, well, equal to demands
of home, society, office or shop.
It is a Jact proven by thousands of
grateful letters that Hood’s Sarsa
parilla is remarkably beneficial to
young or older women.
The most common ailments of
women drain and weaken the system
and sometimes result in anemia, ner
vous weakness, general break-down.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla gives the blood
’ more vitality and better color, makes
stronger nerves, and contributes to
, the length and enjoyment of life.

YOUR

AMBERICAN

INSURANCE

IN

COMPANIES

You increase the income of AMERICAN companies
that invest their funds in AMERICAN enterprise. This
serves to develop further AMERICAN manufacturing expansion, bringing employment of additional AMERICAN
labor, making for increased AMERICAN production, and
thereby resulting in increased AMERICAN income. The
greater the production of insuurance premiums paid to
AMERICAN companies the greater will he AMERICAN
prosperity through the reinvestment ot these premiums in
AMERICAN enterprises. AMERICAN premiums, paid
ioo per cent to AMERICAN companies, will contribute 100
per cent to AMERICAN progress.

’IF

YOU

PLACE

YOUR

FOREIGN

INSURANCE

IN

COMPANIES

The profits arc ultimately withdrawn to pay dividends
to FOREIGN stockholders who reinvest in FOREIGN en
terprise, thereby laying a handicap upon the further develop
ment of AMERICAN institutions, while simultaneously
strengthening FOREIGN competition.

Don't You Want AMERICAN
Insurance?
-.............
I ■■ ■
We Represent Only AMERICAN Companies

E. C. MORAN & CO.
We represent only AMERICAN companies

425 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
42S48

INSURANCE

Every-Other-Day

INSURES

THAT

PROTECTS

THAT

PROTECTION

MAYNARD S. BIRD & COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

14 SCHOOL STREET

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, LIABILITY, PLATE

GLASS, STEAM BOILER, AUTOMOBILE

INSURANCE
As the result of years of Experience

UNION ASSURANCE SOCIETY. LIMITED
London. England
ASSETS DBC. 31. 1922
8tocka and Bond

........................... $ 2,341,956

Cash in Office and Bank ..........
Agents’ Balances .......................
Bills Receivable .........................
Interest and Rents .....................
All other Assets .........................

249.286
344,630
200
26.339
12,551

69
43
00
00
57'

we are able to offer you

* 2.971.957 69
16.547 80

PERFECT PROTECTION

Admitted .................................. $ 2,958.409 89
LIABILITIES. DBC. 31. 1922
Net Unpaid Losses ..................... $ 272,265 55

in every line of Insurance written, with

Gross Assets ...................
Deduct items not admitted

Unearned Premiums

....................

Ail ithT Liabilities ...................
Surplus over all Liabilities ....

55.209 00
986,395 42

Grids Assets ............................ $22,134,376 80

Admitted Assets ....................... $22.i::i,576
LIABILITIES, nix’. 31, 1922
Net Unpaid Losses ..................... $ 1.925.568
Unearned Premiums ................... ll,247>707
All ith»r Liabilities ...................
668.666
E*ash Capital ................................
2.500,000
Surplus over ail Liabilities........
5,793,098

66
39
99
no
00
62

Total Liabilities and Surplus ... $22,134,376 80

WESTCHESTER FIIJE INSURANCE COMPANY
Of New York
ASSETS DBC. 31. 1922
Real Estate ........................... . . $
5.876 no
193.460 00
Mortgage Loans ...................
8.683.210 80
Stocks ami Bonds ...............
Cash in Office and Bank ...
972,124 61
1.375.384 20
Agents’ Balances .................
Interest and Kents ...........
69.613 83
11.299.669 44
150.071 07

Admitted Assets ...............
LIABILITIES. DEC
Net Unpaid Losses ...............
Unearned Premiums ...........
All other Liabilities ...........
Cash Capital ...............
Surplus over all Liabilities .

00
95
69
OO
08

Total Liabilities and Surplus .. $13,503,339 72

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY
San Franciae,, California
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1922

Kcal Estate......................
$ 7SKJI28 06
.Mortgage Loans .........................
1,751.878 48
( ollateral Loans .........................
172.250 00
Stocks and Bonds ..................... it.
48
Cash
in
Office
and
Bank
...........
2,357.572 12
GRANITE STATE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY Agents' Balances .........................
WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
18
2.6TB.9»r.
Toronto. Dominion of Canada
Portsmouth. N. H.
Bills Ri reivable .........................
564,714 71
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1922
Interest and Kents .....................
182.755 80
ASSETS DBC. 31. 1922
Mortgage Loans ........................... $
51,600 00 All other Assets .........................
367,724 80
Stocks and Bonds .................... $ 3,223.135
Stocks and Bonds .......................
2,020,850 50
Cash in Office and Bank...........
744,135
Gross Assets ........................... $23.499.295 63
Cash m Office and Bank ...........
141,157 92
Agents’ Balances .........................
780,199
Agents’ Balances .........................
150,781 17 Deduct Items not admitted .......
638.812 25
Interest and Kents ..........<.........
47,046
25,471 39
All other Assets................................
382516 Interest and Kents .....................
Admitted ................................... $22,849,483 38
All other Assets...........................
6,978 54
Gross Assets ....................... ... $ 4 .832,,733
Groat Assets .................................. $ 2*396*896 58
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31 1922
211,,457
Deduct Items not admitted ..
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31. 1922
Admitted ............................ ::: $ < .591,,275
Net Unpaid Losses ..................... $ 3.411.038 32
Net Cnpaid Losses ..................... $ 173,025 67 1 nearned Premiums ................... 11.421.281 91
LIABILITIES. DBC. 31. 192
Unearned Premiums ...................
1,060,053 25 All other Liabilities .................
501.386 Ml
Net Unpaid Losses ............. ... $ 1 .396, 966
All oth r Liabilities ...................
111,675 40 Cash Capital ...............................
3.000.000 oo
1 .670 92“’
Unea/ned Premiums .............. ...
Cash
(;
pital
...............................
5oo.0oo oo Surplus over all Liabilities.......
4,315.776 24
113 881
All oth. r Liabilities .............
Surplus over all Liabilities ....
552.085 20
400 ,ooo
Cash Capital ........................
Total Liabilities and Surplus .. $22,849,483 38
009,,505
Surplus over all Liabilities .
i Total Liabilities and Surplus .. $ 2,396,839 52

$

.

00
00

65
48
80
65

to

30
00
V
56
11
35
34

$ 7,493,401
,493,401 83 Total Liabilities and Surplus ... $16,820,179 22

01
00
00
00
17
61
55
13
36

Total Liabilities and Surplus.. $26,007,613 89

Insurance and will appreciate

explain

.

THE PHOENIX INSURANCE COMPANY
Hartford, Conn.
ASSETS DBC. 31. 1922
Real Estate ................................. $ 531.121
287.050
Mortgage Loans .........................
Colia’- ji il Loans .........................
100,000
Stocks and Bonds ....................... 21.315.175
1.541.501
(’ash in Office and Bank .........
Agents’ Balances .........................
1.912.345
Bills Receivable ...........................
125.931
Interest and Kents .....................
151.394
All oilier Assets .........................
166.082

Gross Assets ........................... $26,130,601 09
$ 7.523.702 58
122.987 20
Gross Assets ........................... $16,880,197 83 Deduct items not admitted .......
30,300 n Deduct Items not admitted ........
60,018 61
Admitted Assets ..................... $26,007,613 89
$ 7,493.401 83
Admitted ...................................... |I6*M6*1T8 88
LIABILITIES, DPX'. 31 1522
1922
LIABILITIES. DBC. 31. 1922
$ 736.019
Net Uaipaid Losses ..................... $ 1,658,088 00 Net Unpaid Losses ..................... $ 1.492.491 40
9.461.663 14
3,895.661 28 Unearned Premiums .................
7.836.263 18 Unearned Premiums ...................
400.099 75
286,353 93 All other Liabilities .................
564.599 41 All Jthcr Liabilities .................
3,000.000 0o
1.000.000 00 Cash Capital ...............................
3.000.000 00 Cash Capital ...............................
1.575,366 90 Surplus over all Liabilities ....
3,761,228 63 Surplus over all Liabilities .... 11.653.359 60

Automobile

opportunity

NIAGARA FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
ASSETS DBC. 31, 1922
Mortgage Loans ......................... $ 323.000
Stocks and Bonds ..................... 13,534.655
Cash in Office and Bank ..........
1.131,125
Agents’ Balances .........................
1,694,746
Bills Receivable .........................
14.018
Interest and Rents .....................
90,393
All othjr Assets .........................
92,259

30.000 HI*

Net Unpaid Losses .....................
Unearned Premiums ...................
All other Liabilities ...................
Cash Capital ..............................
Surplus over all Liabilities........

We specialize in

M. S. BIRD CO., Warren
A. L. ORNE. Rockland
J. WALTER STR0UT. Thomaston
TALBOT INSURANCE AGENCY. Camden

979.300 00

200.000
4.953.347
495.711
735.416
39.774
90,152

Total Liabilities and Surplus.. $ 3,967,413 09 Total Liabilities and Surplus

Mrs. Samuel Fuller returned Thurs
day from Waldoboro, where she has
been a guest of her daughter, Mrs.
George Law.
Miss Rac hel Emerson entertained the
Congregational choir with the wives
and husbands of the choir members on
Thursday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Starrett of
North Waldoboro were guests of rel
atives in the village Wednesday.
Prospective owners of new cars in
Warren this spring are: William Rus
sell and Charles Young. Ford touring
cars: George Stevens and Justin Ames,
Buick Fours; and C. Scott Coburn, a
Dodge sedan.
Mrs. Caro Copeland who has been con
valescing at the homoe of her cousin.
Mrs. Marilla Piper of Thomaston, is
now able to sit up.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Andrews who
spent the winter months in Cuba have
been in Boston the past few weeks,
where they were called by the severe
illness of Mrs. Andrews’ aunt.
Lee Walker of Portland was in town
Wednesday.
Mrs. Gertrude Gross Tibbetts of Mal
den, Mass., was a guest oC Mrs. Charles
Hysler Wednesday evening.
About 40 members of the Grange
Circle gathered at the home ot Mr. and
Mrs. John Connell Wednesday evening
where the usual fine sujxper and social
evening was enjoyed.
Edgar Montgomery is again able to
be out having been quite ill the past
few’ weeks.
Everyone Is expressing sympathy for
Mr. and Mrs. John Spear in the loss,
by fire, of their pretty home on the
South Warren road.
Edwin Gross of Malden. Mass., better
known as Eddie” to Warren friends,
was greeting old acquaintances in town
Wednesday.
Helen B. Overlock was a guest of her
sister. Miss Jennie Brown, in Rock
land. Thursday.
Albert Peabody was with A. C. Pea
body in Union on business Monday.
C. Scott Coburn appeared out Wed
nesday in his "perennial” Easter straw
hat. which Warrenites take as a sure
sign of spring regardless of surround
ing snow drifts.
The Central Maine Power Company
will run a late car to Warren for ac
commodation of those who attend the
Chapman concert in Rockland. April 13.
"Dick.” a rabbit dog belonging to
Lloyd Simmons, was rescued from a
watery grave in Gedrges River Wed
nesday afternoon after having broken
throuugh tSe thin ice in an attempt to
cross.
A notice6, of the death of Willie K
Hodgeman, a former mayor, and prom
inent business man of Taunton, Mass.,
is contained in a recent issue of the
Taunton Daily Gazette. Mr. llodge-

LIABILITIES. DBC. 31. 1922
Net Unpaid Losses -................... $ SS1..-.71 nearned Premiums’ .................
7.004.91 1
All other Liabilities .................
566.201
Cash Capital .................................
400.ooo
Surplus over all Liabilities ....
4,670,649

for which this agency is noted.

09

WARREN

Admitted ................................... $13,503,339 72

1OO$

37 Real Estate ............................
Mortgage Loans .....................
Collateral Loans ...................
Stocks and Bonds .................
Cash ir Office and Bank ... .
66 Agents’ Balances ...................
11 Interest and Rents ...............
74 All other Assets ...................
20
95
.l.-KW,.! .........................
Dedii 't items not admitted ..
Gross Asset**....................... ... $ 3,976,071 80
8.658 71
Deduct items not admitted .

the

Gross Assets ............................. $13,629,419 66
Deduct items not admitted ....
126.079 94

and service rendered will be the full

Total Liabilities and Surplus .. $11,149,598
CALEDONIAN INSURANCE CO.
Of Edinburgh. Scotland
ASSETS DBC. 31. 1922
end Bonds ..................... $ 3,183,453
Cash in Office and Bank ...........
866,986
Agents’ Balances ........................
476,781
Interest and Rents .....................
34.091
All o’her Assess .........................
11,753

91
10
00
78

MERCANTILE INS. CO.,
LTD.

Stocks and Bonds ....................... $10.912.133 47
(’ash in Office and Bank ...........
876.552 II
Agents’ Balances .........................
1,647,815 00
Bills Receivable ...........................
18,208 05
Interest and Kents .....................
139,818 35
All other Assets .........................
34.862 65

full assurance that protection offered

.. $11,149,598 37
31. 1922
Total liabilities and Surplus .. $ 4,591.275 71
.. $ 1.035.342 99
6.332.505 96
THE HANOVER FIRE INSURANCE CO..
305,305
New York. N. Y.
1.000.000 00
..- 2.456,443 90
ASSETS DBC. 31. 1922

Admitted
..................... .. . $ 3,967,413
LIABILITIES, DBC 31. 1922
Net Unpaid Losses ............... ... $ 292,691
Unearned Premiums ...........
2.327.911
All other Liabilities .............
114.000
Surplus over all Liabilities .
1.232.809

4

London 4 Edinburgh. Kingdom of Groat Britain,
76 William St.. Now York. N. Y.
ASSETS DBC. 31. 1922

1,644,539 >2

Total Liabilities and Surplus ... $ 2.958.409 89
SPRINGFIELD* FIRE ANO MARINE* INSUR
ANCE COMPANY
Springfield. Mass.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1922
Real Estate ......................... .... $ 835.000 00
2.618.470 no
Mortg me Loans ............... ....
Slocks anil Bonds ........... .... 14.453.451 50
Cash in Office and Bank . . ....
2,234,230 90
2.181,555 80
Agents' balances ...............
Interest and Rents ............
I02.3-.W 26
All jtlivr Assets ................. ....
119,312 34

Gross Assets .....................
Deduct items not admitted .

U. 8. BRANCH
NORTH BRITISH

to

you

the

full

coverage

we offer

some fine monumental work, having
recently set two monuments, one In
the West Itoekport cemetery and one
The remains of Charles Burkett, at Warren. They have received a
whose death occurred at the home of shipment of granite, (r«d and Grecian
his son Fred in Rockland. .March 28, green.)
\
were brought here for buri;fl last Fri
day. Mr. Burkett was a resident of
this place for many years and will be
sadly missed by his old friends and
I ———————
neighbors.
The all-day millinery meeting under “KEEP KLEEN KUFFS” and
the supervision of
Miss
Herrick
"SLIP-ON SLEEVELETS”
proved to be a most interesting and
Made to order for Men and Women
T0 CLARK OF THE RAMBLING SUSAN
I
profitable one.
Write for free booklet to
Mrs. Millie Jones and granddaughter THE UTILITY SLEEVE CO.. Manufacturer!
Ob. the sailor man is a rugged man,
Dorothy Morton have gone to Gardiner
The master of wind and wave.
ROCKLAND
MAINE
And poets sing till the tea-rooms ring
where they are the guests of Mrs.
Of bis picturesque, deep sea grave;
Jones' sister Mrs. Fred Hahn.
1 For Sale by J. F. GREGORY SONS CO.
Aik! they likewise write of the storm at night.
W. E. Dornan and Son are doing
When the numerous north winds roar.

man who died Tuesday. March 27. at
the age of 61 years, was born in War
ren, May 1, 1861, son of the late Sam
uel and Mary (Thorndik^) Hodgeman.
Mr. Hodgeman was an inventor of con
siderable note, having taken out pa
tents on more than 50 printing press
devices, hesided other inventions. He
Is survived by his wife, a daughter.
Mildred,a son. Willis K. Hodgeman. Jr.,
and a brother, Frank Hodgeman, all ol
Taunton.

EASY

UNION

SLEEVE PROTECTORS

But more profound is the dismal sound
Of a sea-going sailor’s snore.

Oh. life at sea is wild and free
And greatly to be adndred.
But I would sleep both sound and deep
At night when I’m feeling tired.
So hen we go with a yo-ho-hot
While the waves and the tempests roar,—
An artist can paint a shrew as a saint.
But not'camouflage on a snore.

I take much pride in my trousers wide,
The people all think them sweet.
And I must admit I love to sit
'In a chair and relieve my feet;
Avast ! belay ! and we’re hound away
With our hearts lashed fast to the fore—
When mermaids sleep in their bowers deep,
I)o you think that the sweet things snore 7
Bos’n Smith,
At sea. somewhere between Nantucket and Block
Island, April 1st.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
By saving one dollar, the possibility of acquiring hundred* be
comes real. The best reason for saving now it, the older you grow
the less you can earn, and it's the dollars saved early in lift that tall
when the future days of need shall arrive.

Deposits are received from one dollar to five thousand dollar*.

TENANT'S HARBOR
The pastor was greeted with a large
congregation on Easter Sunday. His
sermon was suggestive of the day and
special Easter music was sung. In the
evening an especially fine musical
program was given. The choir sang
Easter anthems and was accompanied
by an orchestra composed of two vio
lins played by Joseph Simmons and
Forrest Wall, piano hy Mrs. Xorma
Hawkins and cornet by William
Monaghan. Solos, duets and quar
tettes were rendered and selections
were read. The childrens entertain
ment was especially interesting and
successful, each child being very at
tentive and doing justice to his part
The O. E. S. conferred degrees upon
Mrs. Adelaide Hail at a special meeting
last Friday evening. A regular meet
ing of the Chapter took place April 6.
Allen Gardiner has recently pur
chased another horse and his uncle
George Gardiner is driving the local
doctor around.
James Taylor is ill with pneumonia
Mrs. Lizzie Lucas died
Friday,
March 30 at the hump of her sister,
Mrs. Elsie Giles in Gienmere.
The
funeral services were held Monday
from the Tenant’s Harbor Baptist
Church of which Mrs. Lucas had been
a member for 55 years. Burial was in
Seaside cemetery.

A MONUMENT OR HEADSTONE
of dignified proportions and simple de
sign looks well on gome plots and
slender shafts elaborately ornamented
appear to better advantage among other
surroundings.
Let us design for you.

A MONUMENT OF
GRANITE OR MARBLE

| />

that will look well on your lot.
Estimates and designs cheerfully fur
nished on request.

FRED S. MARCH

The New Monumental Wirerooms
Park St. Cor. Brick
Rockland. If*.

How to Keep WellKeep well, and you
won’t have to get well. Good food, pure water,
fresh air, exercise, restful sleep—all necessary.
A hove all, keep digestion vigorous, liver active,
bowels functioning regularly and thoroughly. At
first sign of digestive disorder, take“L.F ” At
wood’s Medicine—it promptly restores perfect
tone. Large bottle, 50 cents—1 cent a dose.
All dealers.
“L F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Maine

LF

